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RIJEČ UREDNIKA

Razvoj Sveučilišta u Rijeci temelji se između ostaloga i na uravnoteženu ulaganju u sve sastavnice i

sva područja znanosti. U razdoblju 2002.‐2011. godine uložena su znatna sredstva u fizičku

infrastrukturu Sveučilišta u Rijeci zahvaljujući prvenstveno Vladi Republike Hrvatske odnosno

Ministarstvu znanosti, obrazovanja i športa (MZOŠ) i Gradu Rijeci koji je pomogao u okviru svojih

mogućnosti te kreativnim politikama koje je vodila tadašnja i sadašnja uprava Sveučilišta.

Na tragu realizacije ciljeva postavljenih u Strategiji Sveučilišta u Rijeci 2007.‐2013. dovršeno je i

opremljeno, a velikim dijelom i useljeno šest objekata prve faze izgradnje Sveučilišnog kampusa. U

visokoj je fazi gotovosti početak realizacije Projekta opremanja laboratorija na Kampusu Sveučilišta u

Rijeci (Research Infrastructure for Campus‐based laboratories at University of Rijeka) vrijednog oko

19 milijuna eura za nabavu znanstvenoistraživačke opreme za koju smo kandidirani iz strukturnih

fondova Europske Unije. To je solidan temelj da se Sveučilište u Rijeci, a pogotovo dio Sveučilišnog

kampusa kroz već osnovane centre izvrsnosti i multidisciplinarna istraživanja uključi u europske

istraživačke mreže. Znanstvena istraživanja, inovacije i njihov transfer prema poduzetništvu i

gospodarstvu mogu početi funkcionirati samo ako postoji infrastruktura i dovoljan broj obrazovanih

ljudi. Završetkom spomenute faze izgradnje Kampusa infrastrukturne pretpostavke su dijelom

ostvarene, a organizacijsku strukturu moramo nastaviti razvijati. Znanstveno‐tehnološki park je u

funkciji, a njegov će uspjeh ovisiti o ljudima koji su spremni na inovacijske pothvate i poduzetništvo.

Razvoj Sveučilišnih odjela, te veliki broj mladih ljudi zaposlenih na tehničkim fakultetima,

Medicinskom fakultetu, društvenim i humanističkim fakultetima predstavljaju vrelo iz kojega ć e

izrasti poduzetni i kreativni pojedinci spremni za poslovne poduhvate.

U želji da doprinese daljnjem znanstvenoistraživačkom razvoju našeg Sveučilišta Kolegij kampusa

Sveučilišta u Rijeci potaknuo je održavanje mjesečnih znanstvenih kolokvija Sveučilišta u Rijeci na

prostoru Kampusa. Time je započet ciklus znanstvenih predavanja u ak. godini 2010./2011. s ciljem

prezentacije aktivnosti i djelovanja naših i stranih vrhunskih znanstvenika. Namjera je da se kroz

znanstvena predavanja akademska zajednica i javnost bolje upozna s znanstvenim dostignućima u

zemlji i šire s dodatnim ciljem da potakne dolazak i upoznavanje akademske zajednice i javnosti

prostorom i životom na Kampusu. Znanstveni kolokviji su prije svega namijenjeni mladim

istraživačima i studentima te kolegama profesorima i nastavnicima te široj društvenoj zajednici.

Otvoren je za znanstvene diskusije, prijedloge i komentare.

U akademskoj godini 2010./2011. održano je 11 znanstvenih kolokvija međunarodno priznatih i

poznatih znanstvenika i umjetnika, a posjet zainteresiranih, posebno mladih znanstvenika i studenata

bio je iznad naših očekivanja.

U ovoj je brošuri dan prikaz događanja na svakom Kolokviju kroz životopise predavača, sažetke

njihovih predavanja, prikaze prezentacija (izostale su za pojedina predavanja zbog korištenja filmova i

drugih suvremenih tehnologija u prezentaciji), te objavljenih radova predavača koji su najbliži temi

njihova predavanja na Znanstvenom kolokviju. Sažeci predavanja, životopisi i prezentacije dobiveni su

od pozvanih predavača i u ovoj se brošuri nije ulazilo u njihov sadržaj. Priložene su i fotografije
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snimljene na samom događaju te isječci iz tiska kojima su pojedina predavanja bila popraćena. Po

obavljenom predavanju pozvani su predavači dobili potvrdnice Sveučilišta u Rijeci.

Ovom se prilikom zahvaljujemo prvenstveno pozvanim predavačima na odazivu, znanstveno‐

nastavnom osoblju Sveučilišta u Rijeci, svim mladim istraživačima i znanstvenicima, studentima i

zainteresiranoj javnosti na dolascima, prijedlozima i podršci. Molimo vas da nas poduprete u

nastojanju da ova okupljanja postanu tradicija. Stoga vas pozivamo na Znanstvene kolokvije

Sveučilišta u Rijeci u ak. godini 2011./2012. Veselimo se Vašem dolasku i unaprijed zahvaljujemo na

sudjelovanju i doprinosu koji ć e nam pomoći da u budućem djelovanju budemo još kvalitetniji i

učinkovitiji.

Prorektor za znanost i razvoj:

Prof. dr. sc. Nevenka Ožanić
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Conclusion: Standardized preparation of viable clinical-grade DCs transfected with tumor-derived and in vitro amplified
mRNA is feasible and their administration is safe.

Background
Dendritic cells (DCs) have been used in numerous recent
clinical trials as vaccines intended to break tolerance to
tumors and induce tumor-specific therapeutic immunity
[1]. To break tolerance to the tumor, DCs must effectively
present tumor-associated antigen(s). Antigens have been
delivered to DC as whole-tumor lysates, natural or syn-
thetic peptides, recombinant viruses, tumor specific RNA,
and recombinant DNA [2]. Most of these sources have
been used for clinical trials, particularly tumor lysates;
however, tumor lysates are a limited and inconsistent
source of antigenic material. The optimal method for anti-
gen delivery to DCs is still controversial [2].

A current discussion of antigen delivery to DCs concluded
that "the most constitutive and prolonged MHC I presen-
tation would likely result from processing of endog-
enously produced proteins located in the cytoplasm; like
other cells, DC present self- or virus-derived endogenous
antigens generated via proteasome degradation of newly
synthesized ubiquitinated proteins" [3]. These require-
ments limit the choice of antigen delivery to viral con-
structs, DNA or RNA. Among these options, delivery of
tumor-derived RNA has been the most reliable, and effi-
cient as it induced the highest level of immunity [4-6].
Delivery of RNA containing entire protein coding
sequences eliminates the need to select patients on the
basis of their HLA antigens, a restriction characteristic of
the use of antigenic peptides.

In our efforts to contribute to the development of DC-
based vaccination strategies for immunotherapy, others
and we are studying metastatic malignant melanoma.
Metastatic melanoma is an incurable condition with a
median survival time of nine months and a less than 5
percent likelihood of survival five years following diagno-
sis [7] with a continuing increase in age-adjusted mortal-
ity [8]. One of the most intriguing investigational
approaches to melanoma therapy has been immuno-
therapy [9]. Driven in part by anecdotal reports of sponta-
neous resolution of metastases and broad resistance to
numerous conventional chemotherapy agents, immuno-
therapy of melanoma has been the focal point of clinical
cancer immunotherapy [10-13]. DC vaccines have been
studied for their ability to recruit naïve T cells and stimu-
late tumor-specific memory T cells for induction of clini-
cal responses [1,14]. Despite some progress, the clinical
efficacy of therapeutic DC vaccines remains unpredicta-
ble. The absence of significant and predictable clinical
responses has been ascribed in part to the lack of a stand-

ardized approach to DC preparation, treatment regimens
and outcome measurements [2,15].

To develop a standardized method of preparing a clinical-
grade myeloid DC vaccine for treatment of malignant
melanoma, we explored the use of electroporation-medi-
ated transfection (electrotransfection) as a method ame-
nable to standardization of physical variables. In
addition, we employed ex vivo amplification of autolo-
gous tumor-derived mRNA [16,17] as it allows a level of
standardization of the process and final product. Electro-
poration has been validated in numerous laboratory stud-
ies [6,18-21] and has been used for transfection of
unexpanded tumor-derived RNA [21]. Here we report our
experience in preparing clinical-grade myeloid DCs by
electrotransfection of in vitro amplified tumor-derived
mRNA and safety testing of the DC product in patients
suffering from stage IV malignant melanoma.

Methods
Dendritic cell vaccine preparation
The overall scheme of DC vaccine preparation included
separation of IDCs from autologous CD14-positive cells
and isolation of total RNA from autologous tumor tissue.
RNA was reversely transcribed to obtain cDNA and ampli-
fied using cDNA as template incorporating a T7 RNA pro-
moter. Amplified cDNA was in vitro transcribed and
loaded into IDCs by electroporation. The DCs were subse-
quently matured in the presence of inflammatory
cytokines and cryopreserved as single aliquots prior to
use.

Dendritic cells
Mononuclear cell were collected from patients by conven-
tional leukapheresis. The collected cells were incubated
with clinical-grade CD14-specific immunomagnetic rea-
gent (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA) and separated on a
CliniMACS apparatus (Miltenyi) using Enrichment 1.1
program. The cells were further processed by the previ-
ously described method [22,23] in a Class 10,000 cGMP-
grade cell processing facility equipped with Class-100 bio-
logical safety cabinets for aseptic manipulation. Briefly,
CD14+ cells were plated in polystyrene flasks at 2 × 106

cells/mL in X-VIVO 15 medium (BioWhittaker, Walkers-
ville, MD) containing 1.0 percent pooled human AB
serum (HABS; C-6 Diagnostics, Mequon, WI) GM-CSF
(800 IU/mL, Immunex, Seattle, WA) and IL-4 (1000 IU/
mL, R&D Systems, Minneapolis MN). The flasks were
incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5 per-
cent CO2. One mL of the same medium, but with GM-CSF
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increased to 1600 IU/mL, was added per three mL of the
medium three and five days later, respectively. On the sev-
enth day non-adherent cells were collected and resus-
pended in the electroporation medium and
electrotransfected with in vitro amplified tumor-derived
RNA (see below). RNA-loaded DCs were resuspended at
1.0 × 106/mL in X-VIVO 15, 1.0 percent HABS, 800 IU/mL
GM-CSF, 1000 IU/mL IL-4, 1100 IU/mL TNF-�, 1870 IU/
mL and 1.0 �g/mL prostaglandin E2 (PGE2). Non-adher-
ent MDCs were collected two days later, tested for sterility,
viability, and phenotype (by expression of CD14, CD83
and CD86). DC products were predominantly CD14-neg-
ative (12 ± 6 percent of cells were CD14low), CD86high (96
± 2 percent) and mature (80 ± 6 percent CD83+), in accord
with our earlier experience [23]. For a more detailed char-
acterization, we measured also the expression of HLA-A,
B, C, HLA-DR, CD40, CD54, CD80, CD209 and CCR7 in
DCs from Patient 1 and Patient 5.

Cell characterization by flow cytometry
We characterized the cells by flow cytometry with a FACS-
Calibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA)
and the fluorophore-conjugated monoclonal antibodies
with specificity indicated in Table 1. For each analysis we
recorded one hundred thousand counts. Data were ana-
lyzed with CellQuest software (BD Biosciences).

Tumor RNA extraction
Tumor tissues were surgically resected, aseptically col-
lected, and immediately transported to the cell processing
facility. Fresh tissue was cut into cubes measuring approx-
imately 3 × 3 × 3 mm. Each piece was placed into a sepa-
rate 1.5 mL RNase-free tube and covered with RLT buffer
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Tissues were homogenized with
the Pellet Pestle™ (Kontes, Vineland, NJ). To each sample
100 �L of RNase-free water and 350 �L of RLT buffer (con-
taining 10 �L �-mercaptoethanol per mL of RLT buffer)
were added and the sample was briefly vortexed and
quickly centrifuged. Then 250 �L of 96 percent ethanol

was added and thoroughly mixed by pipetting. The sam-
ple viscosity was reduced using a Qiashredder (Qiagen)
and 700 �L was applied onto an RNeasy™ mini column
(Qiagen) as directed by the manufacturer. Purified total
RNA was collected in 50 �L of RNase-free water. RNA was
quantified photometrically at 260 nm using  the extinc-
tion coefficient of 0.025 for a 1.0 μg/mL solution and its
integrity was monitored by agarose gel electrophoresis
and in some cases confirmed by the use of an Agilent Bio-
analyzer™ (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA) at the
Mayo Clinic Microarray Core Facility. A sample was
acceptable for further use if it contained more than 2.5 �g
of RNA.

Reverse transcription and RNA amplification
Autologous tumor RNA was amplified and prepared for in
vitro transcription as described by others [24]. Briefly, 2.5
�g of total tumor RNA per reaction was incubated with the
first strand primer (5'-AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAG
TACT(30)VN-3'; where V is G, A, or C and N is any nucle-
otide) and the dNTP mixture at 65°C for 5 min and 8°C
for 10 min [24]. We then added DTT, the reaction buffer,
RNaseOUT (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and Superscript II
reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) and reversely tran-
scribed the RNA at 42°C for 35 min. Then 10 pmol of the
T7 Switch primer (5'-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCGG
G-3') was added and the solution was further incubated at
42°C for 30 min, at 70°C for 15 min and 42°C for 2 min.
The resulting cDNA (2 �L per reaction) was used as tem-
plate for a 100-�L PCR reaction using the Advantage™
polymerase (Clontech, Mountain View, CA) according to
the manufacturer's directions with 20 pmol of the T7-5'
(5'CCATCCTAATACGACTCACTATAG-GGC-3'), and T7-
3' (5'-AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT-3') as primers.
PCR included one cycle at 95°C for 1 min; 25 cycles of
95°C for 15 sec, 65°C for 20 sec and 68°C for 6 min; and
the final incubation at 68°C for 7 min. All primers were
synthesized at the Mayo Clinic DNA Synthesis Core Facil-
ity.

To transcribe the RNA in vitro, for each reaction we added
sequentially the following reagents to a RNase-free tube at
room temperature: RNase-free water to bring the final vol-
ume to 20 �L, 10 �L 2× NTP/CAP, 2 �L 10× buffer, 1 �g
cDNA, and 2 �L mMessage mMachine RNA polymerase
mix (Ambion, Austin, TX). Typically, we performed five to
15 reactions per sample. After in vitro transcription the
individual reaction products were pooled, and excess
nucleic acids and primers removed by gel filtration using
a NucAway spin column (Ambion) centrifuged at 750 × g
for 2 min. The tube containing the bulk of the RNA was
frozen and stored at -70°C. Aliquots were analyzed for
RNA quantity and integrity by agarose gel electrophoresis
and/or capillary microelectrophoresis by use of the Agi-
lent Bioanalyzer 2100.

Table 1: Immunoreagents used in this study

Antibody specificity Fluorescent label Manufacturer

HLA-ABC PEa BD Pharmingen
HLA-DR FITC Biosourceb

CD14 PE eBioscience
CD40 FITC BD Pharmingen
CD54 PE Biosource
CD80 FITC BD Pharmingen
CD83 PE Immunotechc

CD86 FITC Ancell d

CD209 FITC eBioscience
CCR7 FITC R&D Systems
IgG PE Biosource

a FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; PE, phycoerythrin; APC, 
allophycocyanin; b Camarillo, CA; c Miami, FL; d Bayport, MN.
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(A) Size distribution of nucleic acids obtained during processingFigure 1
(A) Size distribution of nucleic acids obtained during processing. Nondenaturing agarose gel electropherograms 
showing the size distribution of total RNA extracted from the tumor (R), cDNA after reverse transcription (C), amplified 
cDNA (aC) and in vitro transcribed RNA (iR). rL stands for RNA marker ladder (gel 3) and N for negative control. Upper 
arrow at the DNA marker ladder (dL) points to the band of 3 kb and the lower arrow to the band of 1 kb. Numbers refer to 
patients 1 to 6. (B) Capillary microelectropherograms of total RNA isolated from tumor tissue (upper row) and 
the corresponding in vitro transcribed RNA (lower row). RNA samples from patient 2 are represented on the left and 
samples from patient 6 on the right. The sharp peak at the left of each plot is a loading control. The two other prominent peaks 
in the upper plots represent ribosomal RNA.

A

B
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Dendritic cell electrotransfection with RNA
For experiments aimed at optimizing electroporation con-
ditions, a cDNA encoding the enhanced green fluorescent
protein (eGFP) gene and containing a T7 promoter and
polyadenylation signal suitable for DC transfection was
generously provided by S. Sæbøe-Larssen, University of
Oslo, Oslo, Norway, and prepared as described in ref.
[18]. The plasmid served as template for in vitro transcrip-
tion using mMESSAGE mMACHINE kits (Ambion, Aus-
tin, TX). The transcription reaction mixture was purified
using Nuc Away spin columns (Ambion) according to
manufacturer's instruction. Concentration of the resulting
mRNA was measured photometrically at 260 nm and 280
nm. For transfection into DCs, mRNA was dissolved in
water at 1.0 mg/mL.

Immature DCs manufactured from the blood of
melanoma patients were electrotransfected with mRNA
isolated from autologous tumor tissue and in vitro ampli-
fied [24]. The cells were prepared as above except that the
IDCs were washed, suspended in the Cytoporation For-
mula R Medium (Cyto Pulse Sciences, Inc., Glen Burnie,
MD) at a density of 1 × 107/mL in the presence of 20–50
�g/mL of autologous mRNA. The cell suspension was
transferred to sterile, disposable electroporation cuvettes
with a 4-mm electrode gap (Molecular BioProducts, San
Diego, CA). The cells were subjected to two square 400-V
pulses of 50 �s each from the PA-4000 PulseAgile genera-
tor. Following electroporation the cells were rested in X-
VIVO 15 medium containing HABS, GM-CSF and IL-4 as
above at 37°C in humidified 5 percent CO2 for one hour.
Subsequently the cells were washed once and suspended
in the maturation medium containing 1100 IU/mL TNF-
� and 1.0 �g/mL PGE2 for two more days. MDCs were col-
lected, assayed for compliance with release criteria and
administered as described above. All vaccines were frozen
and thawed prior to administration.

Melanoma-specific transcripts in amplified mRNA
Total RNA was extracted from patients' melanoma tissues
and from cell lines Sk-mel 28 (HTB-72, American Type
Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) and T2 cells (CRL-

1992, American Type Culture Collection) as positive and
negative control, respectively. RNA samples were tested
before and after in vitro expansion for the presence of tran-
scripts of tumor-associated molecules gp100, tyrosinase,
and Mart1 and of G6PDH (as positive control). Briefly, 1
�g of RNA was used as a template in a 50-�L single-tube
RT-PCR reaction using Titan RT-PCR (Roche Diagnostics,
Indianapolis, IN), one set of primers, and 30 cycles of PCR
according to manufacturer's directions. Primer sequences
and predicted amplicon sizes are indicated in Table 2.
Products of each reaction were analyzed by electrophore-
sis on ethidium-bromide-stained 1.0 percent agarose gel
and scored for the presence or absence of the transcript.

Clinical protocol
This trial enrolled six patients who were at least 18 years
of age with histologically proven stage IV malignant
melanoma. Three patients met the RECIST criteria for
measurable disease [25], two had evaluable disease only
and one patient had resected metastatic disease and was
followed for progression. Contraindications to study
entry included: unsatisfactory hematologic or blood
chemistry profile (defined as absolute neutrophil count
below or equal to 1,500/mL, platelet count below or
equal to 100,000/mL, hemoglobin below 9.0 g/dL, serum
alkaline phosphatase three times above the institutional
upper limit of normal (ULN), aspartate transferase three
times above ULN or creatinine 1.5 times above ULN, life
expectancy of less than 12 weeks, ECOG performance sta-
tus of 3 or 4, uncontrolled infection, prior immunization
with differentiation antigen peptides, recent chemother-
apy/immunotherapy/radiation therapy (less than one
month prior to registration), known central nervous sys-
tem metastases or carcinomatous meningitis, seizure dis-
order, active psychiatric disorder requiring pharmacologic
therapy, known immune deficiency, history of other
malignancies within the last five years, and inability to
provide informed written consent. Women of childbear-
ing potential were required to have a serum pregnancy test
at most seven days prior to registration. Women of child-
bearing age who were unwilling to employ adequate con-

Table 2: Primer sequences and predicted amplicon sizes in detection of melanoma-specific transcripts in dendritic cells

Transcript Sequence Predicted amplicon size (bp) Ref.

GAPDH GAA GGT GAA GGT CGG AGT C 226 [29]
GAPDH GAA AGA TGG TGA TGG GAT TC

Mart1 Out1 ATG CCA AGA GAA GAT GCT CAG 384
Mart1 Out2-2 AGC ATG TCT CAG GTG TCT CG
gp100 Out1 GCT TGG TGT CTC AAG GCA ACT 751 [30]

gp100 Out2-2 CTC CAG GTA AGT ATG AGT GAC
Tyrosinase Out1 TTG GCA GAT TGT CTG TAG CC 284

Tyrosinase Out2-2 AGG CAT TGT GCA TGC TGC TT
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traception, pregnant women, and women who were
nursing were not eligible.

Following registration, patients underwent surgical resec-
tion of a symptomatic tumor mass followed by a single
leukapheresis on average 29 days later (range: 18 to 40
days). Upon generation of the DC vaccine and recovery
from surgery, patients underwent a series of four subcuta-
neous injections of the DC vaccine (5 × 106 cells/treat-
ment) administered once every three weeks.

Intra-patient dose modifications were not allowed. If at
the time of re-treatment a patient had a grade 3 or 4 non-
hematologic toxicity or grade 2 bronchospasm, general-
ized allergic reaction or autoimmune reaction, all further
study treatments were discontinued.

Prior to each cycle of treatment and at the time of progres-
sion, patients underwent a physical examination, toxicity
assessment using the NCI common toxicity criteria [26],
evaluation of injection site skin reaction, and complete
blood count and serum chemistry profiling. Tumors were
to be assessed according to RECIST criteria at weeks 6 and
12 after treatment initiation and every three months
thereafter for up to two years. In this HLA-unrestricted
study, measurements of T cell function included vaccine-
stimulated proliferation in vitro and levels of intracellular
and secreted IFN-� during and after treatment.

Clinical study end-points
The principal end-point of this study included the deter-
mination of the safety and toxicity profile of the mRNA-
transfected autologous DC vaccine administered to
patients with stage IV melanoma. Although the clinical
status of the patients made the expectations for major
immune and/or clinical effects of treatment unlikely, our
secondary end-points included a description of immuni-
zation efficacy of the vaccine and the collection of prelim-
inary descriptive data of clinical efficacy (tumor

responses, progression free survival and overall survival)
of the DC vaccine.

Six patients were accrued to the study. Enrollment was to
be suspended if two or more of the six patients experi-
enced a grade 4 hematologic toxicity lasting five or more
days or a rise in serum creatinine of two or more times
above the pretreatment value. All patients who fulfilled
the eligibility criteria and received one injection were
included in all analyses. Tumor response rate was esti-
mated on the number of eligible patients who achieved a
complete or partial remission on two consecutive evalua-
tions divided by the total number of eligible patients
enrolled.

Immune response monitoring
Peripheral blood was drawn before the first DC vaccina-
tion, after the third vaccination and one month after the
fourth and final vaccination when possible. We isolated T
cells by negative immunomagnetic adsorption (Miltenyi)
and cryopreserved them until they could be analyzed in a
single experiment after the completion of the trial. In
addition, we compared the mRNA-transfected DCs with
DCs that were not electroporated for the ability to stimu-
late proliferation of and IFN-� secretion by T cells.

Measuring IFN-� secretion by ELISpot
We coated 96-well plates (Multiscreen; Millipore, Bed-
ford, MA) with the capture monoclonal antibody specific
for human IFN-� (1:500 dilution, eBioscience, San Diego,
CA) overnight at 4°C. Plates were further incubated with
blocking solution (X-VIVO 15 supplemented with 10 per-
cent Human AB serum and 1.0 percent penicillin/strepto-
mycin solution), 200 �L per well, for two hours at room
temperature. T cells were seeded in quadruplicate wells in
a tenfold excess over mRNA-transfected or mock-trans-
fected DCs in X-VIVO 15 supplemented with 1.0 percent
human AB serum and 1.0 percent penicillin/streptomy-
cin. Alternatively, the DCs were incubated with Fluzone®

influenza virus vaccine (2005–2006 formula; Aventis Pas-

Table 3: Isolated total RNA mass and volume, mass of cDNA after PCR amplification and the corresponding data for RNA amplified by 
in vitro transcription together with amplification factors for each step and overall amplification

Pt No. Total RNA 
volume (�L)

Total RNA 
mass (�g)

Amplified 
cDNA (�g)

PCR 
amplification 

factor

Amplified 
RNA 

volume (�L)

[Amplified 
RNA] (�g/

�L)

Transcription 
amplification 

factor

Overall 
amplification 

factora

1 40 15.7 63.5 15.9 400 31.1 195 3100
2 90 30.4 74.0 18.5 1000 2.1 27 500
3 100 10.4 51.9 9.9 2013 1.8 70 700
4 35 15.8 75.1 10.7 1471 2.2 44 500
5 155 78.9 63.2 9.0 1320 5.2 109 1000
6 40 20.2 99.0 14.1 1592 1.7 37 500

Avg 76.67 28.6 71.1 13.0 1299 7.4 81 1100
SD 47.75 25.5 16.1 3.8 552 11.7 63 --

aRounded to the nearest hundred.
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teur, Swiftwater, PA), 5.0 �L/mL, for two hours and
washed prior to plating. Cell cultures were incubated in a
humidified incubator with 5 percent CO2 at 37°C for 48
hours. Plates were incubated with the biotinylated IFN-�-
detection antibody (1:500 dilution; eBioscience) for two
hours at room temperature, washed, and incubated for
one hour with avidin-HRP (eBioscience), diluted 1:1000
in PBS containing 1% Human AB serum and washed.
Then 100 �L of substrate 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole (AEC)
solution (BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA) was added per
well. Spots were allowed to develop for 30 minutes,
washed with water and enumerated by an ImmunoSpot
plate reader (Cellular Technology, Ltd., Cleveland, OH).

Mixed lymphocyte reaction
We evaluated the ability of MDCs to stimulate T cell pro-
liferation and the proliferation capacity of T cells by mixed
lymphocyte reaction (MLR). MDCs from melanoma
patients and four normal subjects were added each at 1.0
× 104 per well in 96-well plates containing X-VIVO 15
medium supplemented with 1.0 percent HABS and 1.0
percent penicillin/streptomycin. One hundred thousand
T cells mixed from four healthy donors in equal propor-
tions were added to each well containing the MDCs in a
final volume of 200 mL. The cells were co-incubated for
84 hours. Twelve hours prior to cell collection with a Ska-
tron (Sterling, VA) semiautomatic cell harvester, [3H]-thy-
midine (1.0 �Ci in 100 �L) was added to each well.
Radioactivity incorporated into DNA was measured by a
LS 6000SC (Beckman-Coulter, Fullerton, CA) scintillation
counter. To evaluate the capacity of individual T cells from
the patients and healthy controls, we followed the same
procedure except that we used a mixture of equal propor-
tions of MDCs from four healthy donors.

Statistical analysis
Differences among characteristics of DC data groups were
assessed by the two-tailed t-test for independent samples
with equal variance. All data sets contained measurements
from each of the six patients (n = 6). In all analyses we
used Prism 4.0 software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA) for
Macintosh computers.

Results
Feasibility of preparing autologous tumor-mRNA 
transfected DC vaccines
The primary laboratory goal of this study was to evaluate
the feasibility of constructing a clinical grade autologous
cancer vaccine using autologous DCs transfected with in
vitro amplified tumor mRNA. RNA was extracted and
amplified as specified above. Pertinent data documenting
the efficiency of cDNA amplification and in vitro transcrip-
tion are shown in Table 3. The total amplification factor
(e.g., how many times RNA isolated from the tumor has
been amplified before used for transfection) is calculated

as the product of the PCR amplification factor and the
transcription amplification factor. Total masses and vol-
umes are those entered into the respective amplification
step, not the total amount isolated from the tumor.

For all patients we monitored cDNA amplification and in
vitro transcription by gel electrophoresis (Figure 1A) and
for patients 2 and 6 by capillary microelectrophoresis
(Figure 1B). We found that the total RNA extracted from
tumors consistently displayed the characteristic RNA,
ribosomal RNA and cDNA species up to 5 kb in length
throughout the entire process (Figure 1A, B). Further-
more, in total RNA and in vitro transcribed RNA we mon-
itored the presence of melanoma-specific transcripts
gp100, tyrosinase, and MART1 by RT-PCR (Table 4). In
only one in vitro amplified sample we could not detect a
transcript that was present in the total RNA. Thus, the
process had sufficient fidelity to maintain the presence of
the monitored melanoma-specific transcript throughout
in vitro amplification.

Optimization of DC electrotransfection with in vitro 
amplified mRNA
We optimized electrotransfection by monitoring transfec-
tion efficiency and DC viability as a function of electrode
separation, pulse amplitude and length and amplified
mRNA concentration in the medium. In all experiments
we employed a PA-4000 PulseAgile square-wave genera-
tor and the proprietary cGMP-grade low-conductivity (80
�S/cm) Cytoporation Medium Formula R medium (both
Cyto Pulse Sciences, Glen Burnie, MD). We transfected
IDCs with mRNA encoding the eGFP gene, matured the
cells for 48 hours and measured transfection efficiency (by
eGFP fluorescence) and viability (by exclusion of 7-
amino-actinomycin D, 7-AAD; Pharmingen, San Diego,
CA) following transfection in electroporation cuvettes
with a 1-mm electrode separation (100 �L volume) and a
4-mm electrode separation (400 �L). With the pulse
sequence consisting of two rectangular 1.0-kV/cm 50-�s
pulses separated by 500 ms in all experiments (as recom-

Table 4: Melanoma markers present (+) or absent (-) in native 
tumor RNA and in vitro amplified RNA from patients and from 
cell lines Sk-Mel (positive control) and T2 (negative control)

Name GAPDH gp100 Tyrosinase MART1

Sk-Mel + + + +
T2 + a - -

Patient 1 +/+ +/+ +/+ +/+
Patient 2 +/+ +/+ +/+ +/+
Patient 3 +/+ -/- -/- -/-
Patient 4 +/+ +/+ +/+ +/+
Patient 5 +/+ +/± +/+ -/-
Patient 6 Not determined

a Indeterminate
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mended by the manufacturer), we found no difference in
transfection efficiency and post-electrotransfection viabil-
ity (both being above 90 percent in both cuvettes). Thus,
for higher throughput we used the larger cell throughout
the study.

To refine the electrotransfection conditions further, we
iteratively measured the transfection efficiency and DC

viability under different parameter combinations. In the
final iteration we varied the mRNA concentration
between 4.0 �g/mL and 25 �g/mL, pulse amplitude
between 0.5 kV/cm and 2.5 kV/cm and pulse width
between 0.05 �s and 0.45 �s. From the dependence of
transfection efficiency and viability on mRNA concentra-
tion (Figure 2A), we optimized the effect of pulse ampli-
tude for mRNA concentration in the 20–25 �g/mL range
(Figure 2B). Because the pulse of 1.0 kV/cm resulted in
acceptable transfection efficiency and reasonable viability,
we further studied the effect of pulse width at 20–25 �g/
mL RNA and 1.0 kV/cm (Figure 2C). Based on these data,
we selected 1.0-kV/cm 150-�s pulses and 10 �g amplified
RNA per one million cells as an optimal compromise of
parameters for DC manufacturing.

Electrotransfected DCs translate exogenous mRNA
Determination if electrotransfected DCs can translate
exogenous transcripts may be complicated by low levels
of a transcript in the total mRNA, low levels of the result-
ing protein, high DC capacity for protein degradation and
by the consequent need for very sensitive detection tech-
niques. To mitigate these problems, we monitored expres-
sion of the transfected eGFP-mRNA; GFP is uniquely
stable within cells (cf. ref. [27]) and its presence can be

Electrotransfected dendritic cells can express transfected mRNAFigure 3
Electrotransfected dendritic cells can express trans-
fected mRNA. IDCs, 1.0 × 107 cells/mL, were electropo-
rated by two 1.0-kV/cm 50-�s pulses separated by 500 ms in 
the presence of 20 �g eGFP-mRNA per 1.0 × 106 cells, 
matured for three days when fluorescence due to eGFP was 
quantified by flow cytometry. Dotted line: control cells elec-
troporated without mRNA; full line, the cells electroporated 
in the presence of eGFP-mRNA. Shown is a histogram typical 
of four experiments.

Identifying conditions for electrotransfection of immature dendritic cellsFigure 2
Identifying conditions for electrotransfection of 
immature dendritic cells. Normal IDCs were electro-
transfected with in vitro transcribed eGFP-mRNA. Following 
electrotransfection, the cells were matured for 48 hours 
when viability (open symbols) and transfection efficiency 
(closed symbols) were quantified (by 7-AAD exclusion and 
eGFP fluorescence, respectively). Shown are the data from 
the final iteration in the analysis where mRNA concentration 
varied from 4.0 �g/mL to 25 �g/mL (A), pulse amplitude from 
0.5 kV/cm to 2.5 kV/cm (B) and pulse width from 0.05 �s to 
0.45 �s (C). Symbols denote mean values of measurements in 
cells from three or more individuals ± standard deviation 
(except in panel C that is an example of an entire experiment 
conducted with cells from one individual).
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detected by fluorescence. We transfected IDCs, 1.0 × 107

cells/mL, in the presence of 20 �g eGFP-mRNA per 1.0 ×
107 cells. Following electrotransfection by two 1.0-kV/cm
50-�s pulses separated by 500 ms, we matured the cells for
three days and measured eGFP fluorescence. While con-
trol cells (electroporated without mRNA) showed only
background fluorescence, the cells electrotransfected with
eGFP-mRNA fluoresced due to the presence of the eGFP
protein (Figure 3). Thus, DCs can translate exogenous
electrotransfected mRNA.

Dendritic cell characteristics during manufacturing
The percentage of CD14+ cells isolated from apheresis
products, purity of isolated CD14+ cells, efficiency of
CD14+ cell selection as well as viability and yield of IDCs
were indistinguishable between melanoma patients and
normal volunteer blood donors used as control [23].
However, the percentage of CD83+ DCs matured from
melanoma-patient derived cells was lower than in identi-
cally treated cells derived from patients suffering from

chronic myelogenous leukemia [23]. The relative paucity
of CD83+ melanoma-patient derived DCs was not due to
electrotransfection, as the percentage of electrotransfected
CD83+ DCs did not differ from untreated controls (p =
0.63).

Figure 4 summarizes the data for HLA-A, B, C, HLA-DC,
CD40, CD54, CD80, CDCD83, CD86 CD209 and CCR7
molecule expression by normal MDCs and native and
electrotransfected MDCs from melanoma patients. These
data show that patients' MDCs were similar to normal
MDCs and that mRNA electrotransfection did not affect
MDC membrane molecule expression to any major
extent.

Expression of CD83 (left) and CD86 (right) by patients' RNA-transfected DCs (red) used for vaccinationFigure 5
Expression of CD83 (left) and CD86 (right) by 
patients' RNA-transfected DCs (red) used for vacci-
nation. Isotype controls are shown in green.
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Expression of surface molecules by patients' dendritic cellsFigure 4
Expression of surface molecules by patients' den-
dritic cells. Flow cytometric characterization of pertinent 
membrane molecules expressed by normal MDCs (n = 4; 
open columns) and cells from melanoma patients (n = 6): 
IDCs (light shade), MDCs (medium shade) and electrotrans-
fected MDCs (dark shade; for CD83 and CD86, n = 6; other 
molecules were measured in the cells from Patient 1 and 
Patient 5 only). Shown are mean values ± standard deviation.
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Table 5: Patient characteristics

Pt No. Age Gender Disease stage

1 52 F M1a
2 52 F M1a
3 66 M M1a
4 49 M M1a
5 40 M M1c
6 63 F M1c
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While electrotransfection did not affect membrane mole-
cule expression, they did reduce the yield of MDCs; no
more than 28.6 ± 16.1 percent of IDCs were recovered as
MDCs (in comparison to 70.1 ± 10.6 percent of normal,
not electroporated cells) reducing the DC recovery from
CD14+ cells to 9.8 ± 3.7 percent (in comparison to 22.9 ±
6.7 percent of normal cells; p = 0.003 for both). Immedi-
ately after electrotransfection, viability did not differ from
normal cells (91.2 ± 4.9 percent v. 95.6 ± 4.5 percent), but
after 24 hours viability was reduced. In addition, the pro-
cedure reduced the post-thaw viability of the cryopre-
served product in comparison to nonelectroporated
controls (69 ± 12 percent v. 82 ± 12 percent, p = 0.011).

Clinical end-points
The clinical protocol accrued a total of six patients with
stage IV melanoma (Table 5). Following debulking sur-
gery, the tumor was measurable in three patients, evalua-
ble in two and completely resected in one patient. Prior to
DC therapy two patients were treated by radiation and
three with interleukin 2.

The primary clinical goal of this phase 1 study was to eval-
uate the feasibility, safety and toxicity of an autologous
MDC vaccine, electrotransfected with in vitro amplified
autologous tumor-derived genomic mRNA, injected into
patients with metastatic melanoma. Figure 5 shows the
CD83 and CD86 expression histograms measured in
RNA-transfected DCs used for vaccination as part of indi-
vidual batch release data. The vaccine was safe and non-
toxic (no grade 3 or 4 toxicity) with a number of minor
(grade 1 and 2) side effects summarized in Table 6. A secondary endpoint of this study was the description of

clinical efficacy outcomes in the treated patients. None of

Functional potential of patients' dendritic cells and T cellsFigure 6
Functional potential of patients' dendritic cells and T 
cells. (A) Proliferation of allogeneic T cells (pooled in equal 
amounts from four healthy donors) stimulated by MDCs 
from Patient 1–6 (full symbols) and normal MDCs (open 
symbols); (B) Proliferation of patients' T cells (full symbols) 
and normal T cells (open symbols) in response to stimulation 
by normal allogeneic MDCs pooled in equal amounts from 
four normal donors; (C) Interferon-� secretion by patients' T 
cells (full symbols) and normal T cells (open symbols) upon 
stimulation by autologous MDCs previously pulsed with an 
influenza vaccine in vitro. Horizontal lines stand for mean val-
ues (longer lines) ± standard deviation.
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Table 6: Summary of maximum adverse events during dendritic 
cell treatment and follow-up

Adverse event Grade 1 Grade 2

Fatigue 1 (1) 1 (1)
Nausea 1 (2) 1 (1)
Anorexia 1 (1)
Arthralgia 1 (1)
Confusion 1 (1)
Diarrhea, colostomy 1 (1)
Diarrhea, no colostomy 1 (2)
Hemorrhage 1 (2)
Injection site Rxn 1 (1)
Myalgia 1 (1)
Pain-abdominal 1 (2)
Pain-bone 1 (1)
Speech 1 (1)
Vomiting 1 (1)
Wound, infectious 1 (1)

Numbers in parentheses indicate the cycle of vaccination when the 
adverse event occurred. No grade 3 or Grade 4 adverse reactions 
were observed.
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the five patients with measurable or evaluable disease
experienced an objective clinical response. Of these five
patients, one progressed prior to first vaccine injection,
one patient progressed at the second injection, two
patients progressed at the third injection and one patient
remained on study with stable disease. The single patient
without assessable disease progressed at the third injec-
tion.

To assess the functional potential of patients' immune
cells, we measured the ability of their ex vivo matured
MDCs to stimulate normal allogeneic T cells in vitro and
the in vitro responsiveness of their T cells to stimulation by
normal allogeneic MDCs. In preliminary experiments we
compared the ability of normal MDCs electrotransfected
with amplified mRNA and native (not electroporated)
MDCs to stimulate allogeneic MLR; we found that electro-
transfection did not affect the ability of the cells to stimu-
late proliferation of allogeneic T cells (data not shown).
Similarly, patients' MDCs stimulated the proliferation of
allogeneic T cells as effectively as normal MDCs (p = 0.72;
Figure 6A) and patients' T cells responded to stimulation
by normal allogeneic MDCs as effectively as normal T cells
(p = 0.35; Figure 6B). In addition, patients' DCs pulsed in
vitro with an influenza vaccine were as effective in stimu-
lating autologous T cells to secrete interferon-� as were the
corresponding normal DC/T-cell combinations (p = 0.75;
Figure 6C). Thus, MDCs and T cells isolated from stage IV
melanoma patients can mature and respond to stimula-
tion similarly to normal cells.

We monitored the response of T cells, isolated from
patients' blood at different times during treatment, for
response to immunization. We measured the prolifera-
tion of and interferon-� release by patients' T cells upon
introduction of DCs used for immunization but in no case
did we observe any immune response that could be attrib-
uted to DC therapy.

Discussion
Immunotherapy holds the promise of contributing to the
limited treatment options available to patients suffering
from metastatic melanoma. For active immunization
against the disease, DCs are considered advantageous
because of their ability to stimulate naïve T cells as well as
the memory cells [28]. In addition, the use of whole
tumor cells, cell lysates, cell fractions and transcripts as
antigens in "education" of DCs for presentation of tumor-
associated antigens allows clinical studies without the
need for patient selection based on their HLA make-up as
is the case in the studies employing chemically defined
epitopes (cf. refs. 1, 2 and references therein).

We conducted the present study to determine whether
mRNA extraction, in vitro expansion and electrotransfec-

tion into DCs are feasible in the setting of a clinical trial
and safe for patients. While previously we reported a pre-
liminary characterization of DC phenotype and viability
[23], here we demonstrate that pertinent transcripts of
tumor-associated antigens can be detected following
transfection of ex vivo expanded mRNA into DCs. Thus,
this method for preparing clinical-grade DCs is feasible
and the resulting cellular vaccine is safe. That we observed
neither clinical effects nor immune effects of DCs treat-
ment may not be surprising in view of the severity of dis-
ease, limited number of vaccinations and short life
expectancy of the patients. Namely, only one patient lived
long enough to have received the entire course of therapy
while three patients received just two courses of vaccina-
tion. Clearly, the next phase of the clinical study will have
to be conducted with patients harboring lower tumor bur-
dens and overall in better health, in line with the prevail-
ing thinking that immunotherapy might be most effective
within the setting of minimal residual disease.

Recently, Kyte and colleagues evaluated a clinical scale
and clinical grade procedure for preparation of DCs trans-
fected with unamplified native melanoma-derived mRNA
[21]. Their exemplary study allows a comparison of the
effects of the transfected native mRNA and amplified
mRNA on myeloid DCs. Distribution of molecular sizes
in the total RNA isolated in this study (Figure 1B) is simi-
lar to the results of Kyte et al. [21] who purified mRNA on
poly-T beads with the result of enriching the fraction of
lower molecular weight mRNA relative to total RNA. We
obtained a similar enrichment of lower molecular weight
mRNA by in vitro expansion. Thus, it appears that both
methods yielded qualitatively similar products. Conse-
quently, the less demanding poly-T mediated isolation of
native mRNA is advantageous when amounts and quality
of the tumor tissue, i.e., total RNA, are adequate. On the
other hand, the more demanding in vitro expansion may
be advantageous when the availability of tumor tissue is
limited and/or when larger amounts of RNA are needed.
Although we demonstrated that the transcripts of antigens
of interest are maintained throughout expansion, the
complexity of this technically demanding procedure
increases the possibility of failure.

DCs transfected with amplified mRNA retain similarly
high viability as non-electroporated cells [23] and cells
transfected with defined plasmids (e.g., for green fluores-
cent protein and proteinase 3; results not shown) or puri-
fied mRNA [21]. However, upon freezing and thawing,
DCs transfected with amplified mRNA appeared less via-
ble. This effect does not appear to be caused by electro-
transfection alone but may be facilitated by the effects of
advanced melanoma on DC precursors. Elucidation of the
reasons for the reduced recovery of thawed cells requires
further study, but it is possible that some in vitro amplified
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RNA species interfered with recovery. Whatever the cause,
reduced cell recovery and viability limit DC manufactur-
ing for clinical trials in advanced melanoma. A possible
solution may lie in the recent demonstration that electro-
transfecting mature DCs results in high yields of viable and
functional DCs [6].

In conclusion, tumor-specific vaccination with DCs trans-
fected with in vitro amplified tumor-borne mRNA is tech-
nically feasible. In the first clinical trial utilizing this
technology, we have shown that such immunization is
safe. The inherent advantage of this and similar methods
is that they are likely to vaccinate against the broad spec-
trum of tumor-borne antigens that may reduce the ability
of tumors to escape immunity by virtue of their genetic
instability.
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ABSTRACT

Major advances in our understanding of the Universe frequently arise from dramatic improvements
in our ability to accurately measure astronomical quantities. Aided by rapid progress in information
technology, current sky surveys are changing the way we view and study the Universe. Next-generation
surveys will maintain this revolutionary progress. We describe here the most ambitious survey cur-
rently planned in the optical, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST). LSST will have unique
survey capability in the faint time domain. The LSST design is driven by four main science themes:
probing dark energy and dark matter, taking an inventory of the Solar System, exploring the tran-
sient optical sky, and mapping the Milky Way. LSST will be a large, wide-field ground-based system
designed to obtain multiple images covering the sky that is visible from Cerro Pachón in Northern
Chile. The current baseline design, with an 8.4m (6.7m effective) primary mirror, a 9.6 deg2 field of
view, and a 3.2 Gigapixel camera, will allow about 10,000 square degrees of sky to be covered using
pairs of 15-second exposures twice per night every three nights on average, with typical 5σ depth
for point sources of r ∼ 24.5 (AB). The system is designed to yield high image quality as well as
superb astrometric and photometric accuracy. The total survey area will include 30,000 deg2 with
δ < +34.5◦, and will be imaged multiple times in six bands, ugrizy, covering the wavelength range
320–1050 nm. The project is scheduled to begin the regular survey operations before the end of this
decade. About 90% of the observing time will be devoted to a deep-wide-fast survey mode which
will uniformly observe a 18,000 deg2 region about 1000 times (summed over all six bands) during the
anticipated 10 years of operations, and yield a coadded map to r ∼ 27.5. These data will result in
databases including 10 billion galaxies and a similar number of stars, and will serve the majority of
the primary science programs. The remaining 10% of the observing time will be allocated to special
projects such as a Very Deep and Fast time domain survey. We illustrate how the LSST science
drivers led to these choices of system parameters, and describe the expected data products and their
characteristics. The goal is to make LSST data products available to the public and scientists around
the world – everyone will be able to view and study a high-definition color movie of the deep Universe.

Subject headings: astronomical data bases: atlases, catalogs, surveys — Solar System — stars — the
Galaxy — galaxies — cosmology
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1. INTRODUCTION

Major advances in our understanding of the Universe
have historically arisen from dramatic improvements in
our ability to “see”. We have developed progressively
larger telescopes over the past century, allowing us to
peer further into space, and further back in time. With
the development of advanced instrumentation – imag-
ing, spectroscopic, and polarimetric – we have been able
to parse radiation detected from distant sources over
the full electromagnetic spectrum in increasingly subtle
ways. These data have provided the detailed information
needed to construct physical models of planets, stars,
galaxies, quasars, and larger structures.

Until recently, most astronomical investigations have
focused on small samples of cosmic sources or individ-
ual objects. This is because our largest telescope fa-
cilities typically had rather small fields of view, and
those with large fields of view could not detect very faint
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sources. With all of our existing telescope facilities, we
have still surveyed only a minute volume of the observ-
able Universe (except when considering the most lumi-
nous quasars).

Over the past two decades, however, advances in tech-
nology have made it possible to move beyond the tra-
ditional observational paradigm and to undertake large-
scale sky surveys. As vividly demonstrated by surveys
such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al.
2000), the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrut-
skie et al. 2006), and the Galaxy Evolution Explorer
(GALEX; Martin et al. 2006), to name but a few, sensi-
tive and accurate multi-color surveys over a large fraction
of the sky enable an extremely broad range of new scien-
tific investigations. These projects, based on a synergy of
advances in telescope construction, detectors, and above
all, information technology, have dramatically impacted
nearly all fields of astronomy – and many areas of fun-
damental physics. In addition, the world-wide attention
received by Sky in Google Earth43 (Scranton et al. 2007)
demonstrates that the impact of sky surveys extends far
beyond fundamental science progress and reaches all of
society.

Motivated by the evident scientific progress enabled by
large sky surveys, three nationally-endorsed reports by
the U.S. National Academy of Sciences44 concluded that
a dedicated ground-based wide-field imaging telescope
with an effective aperture of 6–8 meters is a high pri-
ority for planetary science, astronomy, and physics over
the next decade. The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST) described here is such a system. The LSST will
be a large, wide-field ground-based telescope designed to
obtain multi-band images over a substantial fraction of
the sky every few nights. The survey will yield contigu-
ous overlapping imaging of over half the sky in six optical
bands, with each sky location visited about 1000 times
over 10 years. The recent 2010 report “New Worlds,
New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics” by the
Committee for a Decadal Survey of Astronomy and As-
trophysics45 ranked LSST as its top priority for ground-
based projects.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overall sum-
mary of the main LSST science drivers and how they led
to the current system design parameters (§ 2), to describe
anticipated data products (§ 3), and to provide a few ex-
amples of the science programs that LSST will enable
(§ 4). The community involvement is discussed in § 5,
and broad educational and societal impacts in § 6. Con-
cluding remarks are presented in § 7. This publication
will be maintained at the arXiv.org site46, and will also
be available from the LSST website (www.lsst.org). The
latest arXiv version of this paper should be consulted and
referenced for the most up-to-date information about the
LSST system.

43 http://earth.google.com/sky/
44 Astronomy and Astrophysics in the New Millennium, NAS

2001; Connecting Quarks with the Cosmos: Eleven Science Ques-
tions for the New Century, NAS 2003; New Frontiers in the Solar
System: An Integrated Exploration Strategy, NAS 2003.

45 http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record id=12951
46 http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/0805.2366
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2. FROM SCIENCE DRIVERS TO REFERENCE DESIGN

The most important characteristic that determines the
speed at which a system can survey a given sky area to a
given depth (faint flux limit) is its étendue (or grasp), the
product of its primary mirror area and the field-of-view
area (assuming that observing conditions such as seeing,
sky brightness, etc., are fixed). The effective étendue
for LSST will be greater than 300 m2 deg2, which is
more than an order of magnitude larger than that of
any existing facility. For example, the SDSS, with its
2.5-m telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) and a camera with
30 imaging CCDs (Gunn et al. 1998), has an effective
étendue of only 5.9 m2 deg2.

The range of scientific investigations which will be en-
abled by such a dramatic improvement in survey capabil-
ity is extremely broad. Guided by the community-wide
input assembled in the report of the Science Working
Group of the LSST47, the LSST is designed to achieve
goals set by four main science themes:

1. Probing Dark Energy and Dark Matter

2. Taking an Inventory of the Solar System

3. Exploring the Transient Optical Sky

4. Mapping the Milky Way

Each of these four themes itself encompasses a vari-
ety of analyses, with varying sensitivity to instrumental
and system parameters. These themes fully exercise the
technical capabilities of the system, such as photometric
and astrometric accuracy and image quality. About 90%
of the observing time will be devoted to a deep-wide-fast
(main) survey mode. The working paradigm is that all
scientific investigations will utilize a common database
constructed from an optimized observing program (the
main survey mode), such as that discussed in Section
3. Here we briefly describe these science goals and the
most challenging requirements for the telescope and in-
strument that are derived from those goals, which will
inform the overall system design decisions discussed be-
low. For a more detailed discussion, we refer the reader to
the LSST Science Requirements Document48, the LSST
Science Book49 (hereafter SciBook), as well as to numer-
ous LSST poster presentations at recent meetings of the
AAS50.

2.1. The Main Science Drivers

The main science drivers are used to optimize various
system parameters. Ultimately, in this high-dimensional
parameter space, there is a manifold defined by the total
project cost. The science drivers must both justify this
cost, as well as provide guidance on how to optimize var-
ious parameters while staying within the cost envelope.

Here we summarize the dozen most important inter-
locking constraints on data properties placed by the four
main science themes:

47 Available as http://www.lsst.org/Science/docs/DRM2.pdf
48 Available at http://www.lsst.org/files/docs/SRD.pdf
49 Available at http://www.lsst.org/lsst/SciBook and as

arXiv:0912.0201
50 See http://www.lsst.org/lsst/news/aas 215

1. The depth of a single visit (an observation con-
sisting of two back-to-back exposures of the same
region of sky)

2. Image quality

3. Photometric accuracy

4. Astrometric accuracy

5. Optimal exposure time

6. The filter complement

7. The distribution of revisit times (i.e., the cadence
of observations), including the survey lifetime

8. The total number of visits to a given area of sky

9. The coadded survey depth

10. The distribution of visits on the sky, and the total
sky coverage

11. The distribution of visits per filter

12. Data processing and data access (e.g., time de-
lay for reporting transient sources and the software
contribution to measurement errors)

We present a detailed discussion of how these science-
driven data properties are transformed to system param-
eters below.

2.1.1. Probing Dark Energy and Dark Matter

Current models of cosmology require the existence of
both dark matter and dark energy to match observa-
tional constraints (Riess et al. 2007; Komatsu et al.
2009; Percival et al. 2010; and references therein). Dark
energy affects the cosmic history of both the Hubble ex-
pansion and mass clustering. If combined, different types
of probes of the expansion history and structure forma-
tion history can lead to tight constraints on the dark
energy equation of state and other cosmological param-
eters. These constraints arise because each technique
depends on the cosmological parameters or errors in a
different way. The most powerful probes include weak
gravitational lens cosmic shear (WL), baryon acoustic
oscillations (BAO), and type Ia supernovae (SN) – all as
functions of redshift. Using the cosmic microwave back-
ground fluctuations as the normalization, the combina-
tion of these probes can yield the needed precision to
distinguish among models of dark energy (Zhan 2006,
and references therein). In addition, strong galaxy and
cluster lensing as a function of cosmic time probes the
physics of dark matter, because the positions and shapes
of multiple images of a source galaxy depend sensitively
on the total mass distribution, including the dark matter,
in the lensing object.

The three major programs from this science theme,
WL, BAO and SN, provide unique and independent con-
straints on the system design (SciBook Ch. 11–15).

Weak lensing (WL) techniques can be used to map the
distribution of mass as a function of redshift and thereby
trace the history of both the expansion of the Universe
and the growth of structure (e.g., Hu & Tegmark 1999;
for a review see Bartelmann & Schneider 2001). One
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can use WL to determine dimensionless ratios of angular
distances versus cosmic time, providing multiple inde-
pendent constraints on the nature of dark energy. These
investigations require deep wide-area multi-color imag-
ing with stringent requirements on shear systematics in
at least two bands, and excellent photometry in all bands
to measure photometric redshifts (a requirement shared
with BAO.) The strongest constraints on the LSST im-
age quality arise from this science program. In order to
control systematic errors in shear measurement, the de-
sired depth must be achieved with many short exposures
(which enables reconstruction of galaxy shapes with min-
imum systematic error). Detailed simulations of weak
lensing techniques show that, in order to obtain a sam-
ple of ∼3 billion lensing galaxies, the coadded map must
cover ∼20,000 deg2, and reach a depth of r ∼ 27.5 (5σ
for point sources; AB magnitudes hereafter), with sev-
eral hundred exposures per field and sufficient signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) in at least five other bands to ob-
tain accurate photometric redshifts. This depth, and the
corresponding deep surface brightness limit, optimizes
the number of galaxies with measured shapes in ground-
based seeing, and allows their detection in significant
numbers to beyond a redshift of two. Optimal science
analysis of weak lensing will place strong constraints on
data processing software, such as simultaneous analysis
of all the available images rather than analyzing a single
deep coadded image (Tyson et al. 2008a).

Type Ia supernovae (SN) provided the first evidence
that the expansion of the Universe is accelerating (Riess
et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). To fully exploit
the supernova science potential, light curves sampled in
multiple bands every few days over the course of a few
months are required. This is essential to search for sys-
tematic differences in supernova populations (e.g., due
to differing progenitor channels) which may masquerade
as cosmological effects, as well as to determine photo-
metric redshifts from the supernovae themselves. Unlike
other cosmological probes, even a single object can pro-
vide useful constraints and, therefore, a large number of
SN across the sky can enable a high angular resolution
search for any dependence of dark energy properties on
direction, which would be an indicator of new physics.
Given the expected SN flux distribution at the redshifts
where dark energy is important, the single visit depth
should be at least r ∼ 24. Good image quality is required
to separate SN photometrically from their host galaxies.
Observations in at least five photometric bands will allow
light curves in several bands to be obtained (due to the
spread in redshift). The importance of K-corrections to
supernova cosmology implies that the calibration of the
relative offsets in photometric zero points between filters
and the knowledge of the system response functions, es-
pecially near the edges of bandpasses, must be accurate
to about 1% (Wood-Vasey et al. 2007). Similar photo-
metric accuracy is required for photometric redshifts of
galaxies. Deeper data (r > 26) for small areas of the
sky can extend the discovery of SN to a mean redshift of
0.7 (from ∼ 0.5 for the main survey), with some objects
beyond z ∼1 (Garnavich et al. 2005; Pinto et al. 2005;
SciBook Ch. 11). The added statistical leverage on the
“pre-acceleration” era (z � 1) would improve constraints
on the properties of dark energy as a function of redshift.

2.1.2. Taking an Inventory of the Solar System

The small-body populations in the Solar System,
such as asteroids, trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs) and
comets, are remnants of its early assembly. The his-
tory of accretion, collisional grinding, and perturbation
by existing and vanished giant planets is preserved in
the orbital elements and size distributions of those ob-
jects. Collisions in the main asteroid belt between Mars
and Jupiter still occur, and occasionally eject objects on
orbits that may place them on a collision course with
Earth.

As a result, the Earth orbits within a swarm of aster-
oids; a fraction of these objects will ultimately strike the
Earth’s surface. In December 2005, the U.S. Congress di-
rected51 NASA to implement a near-Earth object (NEO)
survey that would catalog 90% of NEOs larger than 140
meters by 2020. About 20% of NEOs, the potentially
hazardous asteroids or PHAs, are in orbits that pass suf-
ficiently close to Earth’s orbit, to within 0.05 AU, that
perturbations with time scales of a century can lead to
intersections and the possibility of collision. In order to
fulfill the Congressional mandate using a ground-based
facility, a 10-meter class telescope equipped with a multi-
gigapixel camera, and a sophisticated and robust data
processing system are required (Ivezić et al. 2007a). The
search for NEOs also places strong constraints on the ca-
dence of observations, requiring closely spaced pairs of
observations (two or preferably three times per lunation)
in order to link observations unambiguously and derive
orbits (SciBook Ch. 5). Individual exposures should be
shorter than about 30 seconds each to minimize the ef-
fects of trailing for the majority of moving objects. The
images must be well sampled to enable accurate astrom-
etry, with absolute accuracy of at least 0.1 arcsec. The
images should reach a depth of at least ∼24.5 (5σ for
point sources) in the r band in order to probe the ∼ 100
m size range at main-belt distances, and to fulfill the
Congressional NEO mandate. The photometry should
be better than 1-2% to enable color-based taxonomy of
the asteroids.

2.1.3. Exploring the Transient Optical Sky

Recent surveys have shown the power of measuring
variability for studying gravitational lensing, searching
for supernovae, determining the physical properties of
gamma-ray burst sources, probing the structure of ac-
tive galactic nuclei, studying variable stars, and many
other subjects at the forefront of astrophysics (SciBook
Ch. 8). Wide-area, dense temporal coverage to deep lim-
iting magnitudes would enable the discovery and analysis
of rare and exotic objects such as neutron star and black
hole binaries, novae and stellar flares, gamma-ray bursts
and X-ray flashes, active galactic nuclei (AGNs), stellar
disruptions by black holes, and possibly new classes of
transients, such as binary mergers of black holes (Shields
& Bonning 2008). Such a survey likely would detect
numerous microlensing events in the Local Group and
perhaps beyond, and open the possibility of discovering
planets via transits (e.g., Beaulieu et al. 2006), as well
as obtaining spectra of lensed stars in distant galaxies.

Time-domain science requires large area coverage to
enhance the probability of detecting rare events; good

51 For details see http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/neo/report2007.html
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time sampling, because light curves are necessary to dis-
tinguish certain types of variables and in some cases to in-
fer their properties (e.g., determining the intrinsic lumi-
nosity of Type Ia supernovae depends on measurements
of their rate of decline); accurate color information to
assist with the classification of variable objects; good im-
age quality to enable differencing of images, especially in
crowded fields; and rapid data reduction, classification
and reporting to the community in order to flag inter-
esting objects for spectroscopic and other investigations
with separate facilities.

Time scales ranging from 1 min, to serendipitously
catch eclipses in ultracompact double-degenerate binary
systems (Anderson et al. 2005) or to constrain the prop-
erties of fast faint transients (such as optical flashes asso-
ciated with gamma-ray bursts; Bloom et al. 2008), and
transients discovered by the Deep Lens Survey (Becker
et al. 2004) and the Palomar Transient Factory (Law
et al. 2009), to 10 years to study long-period variables
and quasars (Kaspi et al. 2007) should be probed over
a significant fraction of the sky. It should be possible
to measure colors of fast transients, and to reach faint
magnitude limits in individual visits (at least r ∼ 24.5).
Classification of transients will be aided by inclusion of
the photometric history of the objects (both pre- and
post-“event”).

2.1.4. Mapping the Milky Way

A major objective of modern astrophysics is to under-
stand when and how galaxies formed and evolved. One
of the biggest challenges to extragalactic cosmology to-
day concerns the formation of structure on sub-galactic
scales, where baryon physics becomes important, and
where the nature of dark matter may manifest itself in
observable ways. The Milky Way and its environment
provide a unique data set for understanding the detailed
processes that shape galaxy formation and for testing the
small-scale predictions of our standard cosmology. How-
ever, we still lack robust answers to two basic questions
about our Galaxy:

• What is the detailed structure and accretion his-
tory of the Milky Way?

• What are the fundamental properties of all the
stars within 300 pc of the Sun?

Key requirements for mapping the Galaxy are large
area coverage, excellent image quality to maximize
the photometric and astrometric accuracy, especially in
crowded fields; photometric precision of at least 1% to
separate main sequence and giant stars (e.g., Helmi et
al. 2003); and astrometric precision of about 10 mas per
observation to enable parallax and proper motion mea-
surements (SciBook Ch. 6–7). In order to probe the halo
out to its presumed edge at ∼100 kpc (Ivezić et al. 2003)
using numerous main-sequence stars, the total coadded
depth must reach r > 27, with a similar depth in the
g band. To study the metallicity distribution of stars
in the Sgr tidal stream (e.g., see Majewski et al. 2003)
and other halo substructures at distances beyond the pre-
sumed boundary between inner and outer halo (∼30 kpc,
Carollo et al. 2007), the coadded depth in the u band
must reach ∼ 24.5. To detect RR Lyrae stars beyond the
Galaxy’s tidal radius at ∼300 kpc, the single-visit depth

Fig. 1.— The image quality distribution measured at the Cerro
Pachón site using a DIMM (differential image motion monitor) at
λ = 500 nm, and corrected using an outer scale parameter of 30 m
over an 8.4 m aperture. For details about the outer scale correction
see Tokovinin (2002). The observed distribution is well described
by a log-normal distribution, with the parameters shown in the
figure.

must be r ∼ 24.5. In order to measure the tangential
velocity of stars at a distance of 10 kpc, where the halo
dominates over the disk, to within 10 km s−1 needed to
be competitive with large-scale radial velocity surveys,
the required proper motion accuracy is at least 0.2 mas
yr−1. This is the same accuracy as will be delivered by
Gaia (Perryman et al. 2001) at its faint limit (r ∼ 20).
In order to produce a complete sample of solar neigh-
borhood stars out to a distance of 300 pc (the thin disk
scale height), with geometric distance accuracy of at least
∼30%, trigonometric parallax measurements accurate to
1 mas (1σ) are required over 10 years. To achieve the
required proper motion and parallax accuracy with an
assumed astrometric accuracy of 10 mas per observation
per coordinate, approximately 1,000 observations are re-
quired. This requirement on the number of observations
is in good agreement with the independent constraint im-
plied by the difference between the total depth and the
single-visit depth.

2.1.5. A Summary and Synthesis of Science-driven
Constraints on Data Properties

The goals of all the science programs discussed above
(and many more, of course) can be accomplished by sat-
isfying the minimal constraints listed below. For a more
elaborate listing of various constraints, including detailed
specification of various probability distributions, please
see the LSST Science Requirements Document52 and the
LSST Science Book.

1. The single visit depth should reach r ∼ 24.5. This
limit is primarily driven by the NEO survey, vari-
able sources (e.g., SN, RR Lyrae stars), and by
proper motion and trigonometric parallax measure-
ments for stars. Indirectly, it is also driven by the

52 http://www.lsst.org/files/docs/SRD.pdf
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requirements on the coadded survey depth and the
minimum number of exposures required by WL sci-
ence.

2. Image quality should maintain the limit set by the
atmosphere (the median free-air seeing is 0.65 arc-
sec in the r band at the chosen site, see Fig. 1), and
not be degraded appreciably by the hardware. In
addition to stringent constraints from weak lensing,
good image quality is driven by the required survey
depth for point sources and by image differencing
techniques.

3. Photometric repeatability should achieve 5 mmag
precision at the bright end, with zeropoint stabil-
ity across the sky of 10 mmag and band-to-band
calibration errors not larger than 5 mmag. These
requirements are driven by the photometric red-
shift accuracy, the separation of stellar populations,
detection of low-amplitude variable objects (such
as eclipsing planetary systems), and the search for
systematic effects in type Ia supernova light curves.

4. Astrometric precision should maintain the limit set
by the atmosphere, of about 10 mas per visit at
the bright end (on scales below 20 arcmin). This
precision is driven by the desire to achieve a proper
motion accuracy of 0.2 mas yr−1 and parallax accu-
racy of 1.0 mas over the course of a 10-year survey
(see §2.2.1).

5. The single visit exposure time (including both ex-
posures in a visit, which are required for cosmic
ray rejection) should be less than about a minute
to prevent trailing of fast moving objects and to aid
control of various systematic effects induced by the
atmosphere. It should be longer than ∼20 seconds
to avoid significant efficiency losses due to finite
readout, slew time, and read noise.

6. The filter complement should include at least six fil-
ters in the wavelength range limited by atmospheric
absorption and silicon detection efficiency (320–
1050 nm), with roughly rectangular filters and no
large gaps in the coverage, in order to enable ro-
bust and accurate photometric redshifts and stel-
lar typing. An SDSS-like u band (Fukugita et al.
1996) is extremely important for separating low-
redshift quasars from hot stars, and for estimating
the metallicities of F/G main sequence stars. A
bandpass with an effective wavelength of about 1
micron would enable studies of sub-stellar objects,
high-redshift quasars (to redshifts of ∼7.5), and re-
gions of the Galaxy that are obscured by interstel-
lar dust.

7. The revisit time distribution should enable determi-
nation of orbits of Solar System objects and sample
SN light curves every few days, while accommodat-
ing constraints set by proper motion and trigono-
metric parallax measurements.

8. The total number of visits of any given area of sky,
when accounting for all filters, should be of the or-
der of 1,000, as mandated by WL science, the NEO

survey, and proper motion and trigonometric par-
allax measurements. Studies of transient sources
also benefit from a large number of visits.

9. The coadded survey depth should reach r ∼ 27.5,
with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in other bands
to address both extragalactic and Galactic science
drivers.

10. The distribution of visits per filter should enable
accurate photometric redshifts, separation of stel-
lar populations, and sufficient depth to enable de-
tection of faint extremely red sources (e.g., brown
dwarfs and high-redshift quasars). Detailed sim-
ulations of photometric redshift estimates sug-
gest an approximately flat distribution of visits
among bandpasses (because the system throughput
and atmospheric properties are wavelength depen-
dent, the achieved depths are different in different
bands). The adopted time allocation (see Table 1)
includes a slight preference to the r and i bands
because of their dominant role in star/galaxy sep-
aration and weak lensing measurements.

11. The distribution of visits on the sky should extend
over at least ∼20,000 deg2 to obtain the required
number of galaxies for WL studies, with attention
paid to include “special” regions such as the Eclip-
tic and Galactic planes, and the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds.

12. Data processing, data products and data access
should enable efficient science analysis without a
significant impact on the final uncertainties. To
enable a fast and efficient response to transient
sources, the processing latency should be less than
a minute, with a robust and accurate preliminary
classification of reported transients.

Remarkably, even with these joint requirements, none
of the individual science programs is severely over-
designed, i.e., despite their significant scientific diversity,
these programs are highly compatible in terms of desired
data characteristics. Indeed, any one of the four main sci-
ence drivers could be removed, and the remaining three
would still yield very similar requirements for most sys-
tem parameters. As a result, the LSST system can adopt
a highly efficient survey strategy where a single dataset
serves most science programs (instead of science-specific
surveys executed in series). One can view this project as
massively parallel astrophysics. The vast majority (about
90%) of the observing time will be devoted to a deep-
wide-fast survey mode, with the remaining 10% allocated
to special programs which will also address multiple sci-
ence goals. Before describing these surveys in detail, we
discuss the main system parameters.

2.2. The Main System Design Parameters

Given the minimum science-driven constraints on the
data properties listed in the previous section, we now
discuss how they are translated into constraints on the
main system design parameters: the aperture size, the
survey lifetime, the optimal exposure time, and the filter
complement.
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TABLE 1

The LSST Baseline Design and Survey Parameters

Quantity Baseline Design Specification

Optical Config. 3-mirror modified Paul-Baker
Mount Config. Alt-azimuth
Final f-ratio, aperture f/1.234, 8.4 m
Field of view, étendue 9.6 deg2, 319 m2deg2

Plate Scale 50.9 μm/arcsec (0.2” pix)
Pixel count 3.2 Gigapix
Wavelength Coverage 320 – 1050 nm, ugrizy
Single visit depthsa (5σ) 23.9, 25.0, 24.7, 24.0, 23.3, 22.1
Mean number of visits 56, 80, 184, 184, 160, 160
Final (coadded) depthsa 26.1, 27.4, 27.5, 26.8, 26.1, 24.9

a The listed values for 5σ depths in the ugrizy bands, respectively,
are AB magnitudes, and correspond to point sources and zenith
observations (about 0.2 mag loss of depth is expected for realistic
airmass distributions). See Table 2 for more details.

2.2.1. The Aperture Size

The product of the system’s étendue and the survey
lifetime, for given observing conditions, determines the
sky area that can be surveyed to a given depth, where the
étendue is the product of the primary mirror area and the
field-of-view area. The LSST field-of-view area is maxi-
mized to its practical limit, ∼10 deg2, determined by the
requirement that the delivered image quality be domi-
nated by atmospheric seeing at the chosen site (Cerro
Pachón in Northern Chile). A larger field-of-view would
lead to unacceptable deterioration of the image quality.
This constraint leaves the primary mirror diameter and
survey lifetime as free parameters. The adopted survey
lifetime of 10 years is a compromise between a shorter
time that leads to an excessively large and expensive mir-
ror (15m for a 3 year-long survey and 12m for a 5-year
long survey) and not as effective proper motion measure-
ments, and a smaller telescope that would require more
time to complete the survey, with the associated increase
in operations cost.

The primary mirror size is a function of the required
survey depth and the desired sky coverage. By and large,
the anticipated science outcome scales with the num-
ber of detected sources. For practically all astronomical
source populations, in order to maximize the number of
detected sources, it is more advantageous to maximize
the area first, and then the detection depth53. For this
reason, the sky area for the main survey is maximized
to its practical limit, 20,000 deg2, determined by the
requirement to avoid large airmasses (X < 1.5, where
approximately X = sec(θ) and θ is the zenith distance),
which would substantially deteriorate the image quality
and the survey depth (see eq. 6).

With the adopted field-of-view area, the sky coverage
and the survey lifetime fixed, the primary mirror diam-
eter is fully driven by the required survey depth. There
are two depth requirements: the final (coadded) survey

53 If the total exposure time is doubled and used to double the
survey area, the number of sources increases by a factor of two.
If the survey area is kept fixed, the increased exposure time will
result in ∼0.4 mag deeper data (see eq. 6). For cumulative source
counts described by log(N) = C + k ∗ m, the number of sources
will increase by more than a factor of two only if k > 0.75. Apart
from low-redshift quasars (z < 2), practically all populations have
k at most 0.6 (the so-called Euclidean counts), and faint stars and
galaxies have k < 0.5. For more details, please see Nemiroff (2003).

depth, r ∼ 27.5, and the depth of a single visit, r ∼ 24.5.
The two requirements are compatible if the number of
visits is several hundred (per band), which is in good
agreement with independent science-driven requirements
on the latter.

The required coadded survey depth provides a direct
constraint, independent of the details of survey execution
such as the exposure time per visit, on the minimum
effective primary mirror diameter of 6.5m, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.

2.2.2. The Optimal Exposure Time

The single visit depth depends on both the primary
mirror diameter and the chosen exposure time, tvis. In
turn, the exposure time determines the time interval to
revisit a given sky position and the total number of visits,
and each of these quantities has its own science drivers.
We summarize these simultaneous constraints in terms
of the single-visit exposure time:

• The single-visit exposure time should not be longer
than about a minute to prevent trailing of fast So-
lar System moving objects, and to enable efficient
control of atmospheric systematics.

• The mean revisit time (assuming uniform cadence)
for a given position on the sky, n, scales as

n =

(
tvis

10 sec

) (
Asky

10, 000 deg2

)(
10 deg2

AFOV

)
days, (1)

where two visits per night are assumed (required
for efficient detection of solar system objects, see
below), and the losses for realistic observing con-
ditions have been taken into account (with the aid
of the Operations Simulator described below). Sci-
ence drivers such as SN and moving objects in the
Solar System require that n < 4 days, or equiva-
lently tvis < 40 seconds for the nominal values of
Asky and AFOV .

• The number of visits to a given position on the sky,
Nvisit, with losses for realistic observing conditions
taken into account, is given by

Nvisit =

(
3000

n

)(
T

10 yr

)
. (2)

The requirement Nvisit > 800 again implies that
n < 4 and tvis < 40 seconds if the survey lifetime,
T ∼ 10 years.

• These three requirements place a firm upper limit
on the optimal visit exposure time of tvis < 40
seconds. Surveying efficiency (the ratio of open-
shutter time to the total time spent per visit) con-
siderations place a lower limit on tvis due to fi-
nite detector read-out and telescope slew time (the
longest acceptable read-out time is set to 2 seconds,
and the slew and settle time is set to 5 seconds, in-
cluding the read-out time for the second exposure
in a visit):

ε =

(
tvis

tvis + 7 sec

)
. (3)

To maintain efficiency losses below 30% (i.e., at
least below the limit set by the weather patterns),
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Fig. 2.— The coadded depth in the r band (AB magnitudes)
vs. the effective aperture and the survey lifetime. It is assumed
that 22% of the total observing time (corrected for weather and
other losses) is allocated for the r band, and that the ratio of the
surveyed sky area to the field-of-view area is 2,000.

and to minimize the read noise impact, tvis > 20
seconds is required.

Taking these constraints simultaneously into account,
as summarized in Fig. 3, yielded the following reference
design:

1. A primary mirror effective diameter of ∼6.5m.
With the adopted optical design, described below,
this effective diameter corresponds to a geometrical
diameter of ∼8m. Motivated by characteristics of
the existing equipment at the Steward Mirror Lab-
oratory, which is fabricating the primary mirror,
the adopted geometrical diameter is set to 8.4m.

2. A visit exposure time of 30 seconds (using two 15
second exposures to efficiently reject cosmic rays),
yielding ε = 77%.

3. A revisit time of 3 days on average for 10,000 deg2

of sky, with two visits per night.

To summarize, the chosen primary mirror diameter is
the minimum diameter that simultaneously satisfies the
depth (r ∼ 24.5 for single visit and r ∼ 27.5 for coadded
depth) and cadence (revisit time of 3-4 days, with 30
seconds per visit) constraints described above.

2.3. System Design Trade-offs

We note that the Pan-STARRS project (Kaiser et al.
2002), with similar science goals as LSST, has adopted
a distributed aperture design, where the total system
étendue is a sum of étendue values for an array of small
telescopes (the prototype PS1 telescope has an étendue
of 1/24th of the LSST’s étendue). Similarly, the LSST
system could perhaps be made as two smaller copies with
6m mirrors, or 4 copies with 4m mirrors, or 16 copies with
2m mirrors. Each of these clones would have to have its

Fig. 3.— The single-visit depth in the r band (5σ detection
for point sources, AB magnitudes) vs. revisit time, n (days), as a
function of the effective aperture size. With a coverage of 10,000
deg2 in two bands, the revisit time directly constrains the visit ex-
posure time, tvis = 10 n seconds. In addition to direct constraints
on optimal exposure time, tvis is also driven by requirements on
the revisit time, n, the total number of visits per sky position over
the survey lifetime, Nvisit, and the survey efficiency, ε (see eqs.1-
3). Note that these constraints result in a fairly narrow range of
allowed tvis for the main deep-wide-fast survey.

own 3 Gigapixel camera (see below), and given the added
risk and complexity (e.g., maintenance, data processing),
the monolithic design seems advantageous for a system
with such a large étendue as LSST.

It is informative to consider the tradeoffs that would
be required for a system with a smaller aperture, if the
science requirements were to be maintained. For this
comparison, we consider a four-telescope version of the
Pan-STARRS survey (PS4). With an étendue about 6
times smaller than that of LSST (effective diameters of
6.5m and 3.0m, and a field-of-view area of 9.6 deg2 vs.
7.2 deg2), and all observing conditions being equal, the
PS4 system could in principle use an identical cadence as
that of LSST. The main difference in the datasets would
be a faint limit shallower by about 1 mag in a given
survey lifetime. As a result, for Euclidean populations
the sample sizes would go down by a factor of 4, while
for shallower populations (e.g., galaxies around redshift
of 1) the samples would be smaller by about a factor 2-
3. The distance limits for nearby sources, such as Milky
Way stars, would drop to 60% of their corresponding
LSST values, and the NEO completeness level mandated
by the U.S. Congress would not be reached.

If instead the survey coadded depth were to be main-
tained, then the survey sky area would have to be 6 times
smaller (∼3,500 deg2). If the survey single-visit depth
were to be maintained, then the exposure time would
have to be about 6 times longer (ignoring the slight dif-
ference in the field-of-view area and simply scaling by the
étendue ratio), resulting in non-negligible trailing losses
for solar system objects, and either i) a factor of six
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Fig. 4.— The current design of the LSST bandpasses. The verti-
cal axis shows the total throughput. The computation includes the
atmospheric transmission (assuming an airmass of 1.2 at an alti-
tude of ∼56 deg., dotted line), optics, and the detector sensitivity.
The detailed design of the y band is still being optimized; the fig-
ure shows the so-called y4 version which includes the atmospheric
water absorption feature at ∼0.95 μm.

smaller sky area observed within n = 3 days, or ii) the
same sky area revisited every n = 18 days. Given these
conflicts, one solution would be to split the observing
time and allocate it to individual specialized programs
(e.g., large sky area vs. deep coadded data vs. deep
single-visit data vs. small n data, etc.), as considered by
the PS1 Consortium54.

In summary, given the science requirements as stated
here, there is a minimum étendue of ∼300 deg2m2 which
enables our seemingly disparate science goals to be ad-
dressed with a single data set. A system with a smaller
étendue would require separate specialized surveys to ad-
dress the science goals, which results in a loss of surveying
efficiency55. The LSST is designed to reach this mini-
mum étendue for the science goals stated in its Science
Requirements Document.

2.4. The Filter Complement

The LSST filter complement (ugrizy, see Fig. 4) is
modeled after the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) sys-
tem (Fukugita et al. 1996) because of its demonstrated
success in a wide variety of applications, including pho-
tometric redshifts of galaxies (Budavári et al. 2003), sep-
aration of stellar populations (Lenz et al. 1998; Helmi et
al. 2003), and photometric selection of quasars (Richards
et al. 2002). The extension of the SDSS system to
longer wavelengths (the y band at ∼1 micron) is driven
by the increased effective redshift range achievable with
the LSST due to deeper imaging, the desire to study
sub-stellar objects, high-redshift quasars, and regions of
the Galaxy that are obscured by interstellar dust, and
the scientific opportunity enabled by modern CCDs with
high quantum efficiency in the near infrared.

54 More information about Pan-STARRS is available from
http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu.

55 The converse is also true: for every étendue there is a set of
optimal science goals that such a system can address with a high
efficiency.
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Fig. 5.— An example of determination of the atmospheric opac-
ity by simultaneously fitting a three-parameter stellar model SED
(Kurucz 1979) and six physical parameters of a sophisticated atmo-
spheric model (MODTRAN, Anderson et al. 1999) to an observed
F-type stellar spectrum (Fλ). The black line is the observed spec-
trum and the red line is the best fit. Note that the atmospheric
water feature around 0.9-1.0 μm is exquisitely well fit. The com-
ponents of the best-fit atmospheric opacity are shown in Fig. 6.
Adapted from Burke et al. (2007).

The chosen filter complement corresponds to a design
“sweet spot”. We have investigated the possibility of
replacing the ugrizy system with a filter complement
that includes only five filters. For example, each filter
width could be increased by 20% over the same wave-
length range (neither a shorter wavelength range, nor
gaps in the wavelength coverage are desirable options),
but this option is not satisfactory. Placing the red edge of
the u band blueward of the Balmer break allows optimal
separation of stars and quasars, and the telluric water
absorption feature at 9500Å effectively defines the blue
edge of the y band. Of the remaining four filters (griz),
the g band is already quite wide. As a last option, the riz
bands could be redesigned as two wider bands. However,
this option is also undesirable because the r and i bands
are the primary bands for weak lensing studies and for
star/galaxy separation, and chromatic atmospheric re-
fraction would worsen the point spread function for a
wider bandpass.

2.5. The Calibration Methods

Precise determination of the point spread function
across each image, accurate photometric and astrometric
calibration, and continuous monitoring of system perfor-
mance and observing conditions will be needed to reach
the full potential of the LSST mission. Extensive pre-
cursor data including the massive SDSS dataset and our
own data obtained using telescopes close to the LSST
site of Cerro Pachón (e.g., the SOAR and Gemini South
telescopes), as well as telescopes of similar aperture (e.g.,
Subaru), indicate that the photometric and astrometric
accuracy will be limited not by our instrumentation or
software, but rather by atmospheric effects. Active op-
tics will assure superb image quality.

The required 1% photometric accuracy is driven by our
requirements on the photometric redshift accuracy, the
separation of stellar populations, the ability to detect
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Fig. 6.— The components of the best-fit atmospheric opac-
ity used to model the observed stellar spectrum shown in Fig. 5.
The atmosphere model (MODTRAN, Anderson et al. 1999) in-
cludes six components: water vapor (blue), oxygen and other trace
molecules (green), ozone (red), Rayleigh scattering (cyan), a gray
term with a transmission of 0.989 (not shown) and an aerosol con-
tribution proportional to λ−1 and extinction of 1.3% at λ=0.675
μm (not shown). The black line shows all six components com-
bined. Adapted from Burke et al. (2007).

low-amplitude variable objects, and the search for sys-
tematic effects in type Ia supernova light curves. SDSS
data taken in good photometric conditions have indeed
reached the LSST requirements (Padmanabahn et al.
2008), although measurements with ground-based tele-
scopes typically produce data with errors a factor of two
or so larger. Analysis of repeated SDSS scans obtained
in varying observing conditions demonstrates that data
obtained in traditionally non-photometric conditions can
also be calibrated with sufficient accuracy (Ivezić et al.
2007b).

The LSST calibration plan builds on experience gained
from the SDSS survey. The planned calibration process
decouples the establishment of a stable and uniform in-
ternal relative calibration from the task of assigning ab-
solute optical flux to celestial objects. The latter effort
requires determination of a small number of factors ap-
propriate for the accumulated multi-epoch data set. Ce-
lestial sources will be used to define the internal photo-
metric system and to monitor stability and uniformity
of photometric data. There will be >100 main-sequence
stars with 17 < r < 20 per detector (14×14 arcmin2)
even at high Galactic latitudes. Standardization of pho-
tometric scales will be achieved through direct observa-
tion of stars with well-understood spectral energy distri-
butions (SEDs).

While the primary source of data used for photometric
calibration will be science images taken with the main
telescope, these images alone will be insufficient to fully
characterize instrumental and atmospheric temporal and
spatial variations that can affect photometric measure-
ments. Auxiliary instrumentation, including a 1.5m cal-
ibration telescope, will provide the calibration parame-
ters needed for image processing, to calibrate the instru-
mental response of the LSST hardware (Stubbs & Tonry
2006), and to measure the atmospheric optical depth as
a function of wavelength along the LSST line of sight

Fig. 7.— The LSST baseline optical design with its unique
monolithic mirror: the primary and tertiary mirrors are positioned
such that they form a continuous compound surface, allowing them
to be polished into a single substrate.

(Stubbs et al. 2007; see Figs. 5 and 6).

2.6. The LSST Reference Design

We briefly describe the reference design for the main
LSST system components. Detailed discussion of the
flow-down from science requirements to system design
parameters, and extensive system engineering analysis
can be found in the LSST Science Book (Ch. 2–3).

2.6.1. Telescope and Site

The large LSST étendue is achieved in a novel three-
mirror design (modified Paul-Baker; Angel, Lesser & Sar-
lot 2000) with a very fast f/1.234 beam. The optical de-
sign has been optimized to yield a large field of view (9.6
deg2), with seeing-limited image quality, across a wide
wavelength band (320–1050 nm). Incident light is col-
lected by the primary mirror, which is an annulus with
an outer diameter of 8.4 m and inner diameter of 5.0m
(an effective diameter of 6.5m), then reflected to a 3.4m
convex secondary, onto a 5m concave tertiary, and fi-
nally into three refractive lenses in a camera (see Fig. 7).
This is achieved with an innovative approach that posi-
tions the tertiary mirror inside the primary mirror annu-
lus ring, making it possible to fabricate the mirror pair
from a single monolithic blank using borosilicate technol-
ogy. The secondary is a thin meniscus mirror, fabricated
from an ultra-low expansion material. All three mirrors
will be actively supported to control wavefront distor-
tions introduced by gravity and environmental stresses
on the telescope. The primary-tertiary mirror and the
secondary mirror were cast56 in 2008 and 2009, and the
primary-tertiary mirror is currently being polished.

The telescope mount is a compact, stiff structure with
a fundamental frequency of nearly 10 Hz, which is crucial
for achieving the required fast slew-and-settle times (see

56 http://www.lsst.org/News/enews/m1m3-1004.html
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Fig. 8.— The baseline design (modified three-mirror Paul-Baker)
for the LSST telescope.

Fig. 9.— The LSST Observatory: artist’s rendering of the dome
enclosure with the attached summit support building on Cerro
Pachón. The LSST calibration telescope is shown on an adjacent
rise to the right.

Fig. 8). The telescope sits on a concrete pier within a
carousel dome that is 30 m in diameter (Fig. 9). The
dome has been designed to reduce dome seeing (local
air turbulence that can distort images) and to maintain
a uniform thermal environment over the course of the
night. The LSST Observatory will be sited atop Cerro
Pachón in northern Chile, near the Gemini South and
SOAR telescopes (latitude: S 30◦ 10′ 20.1”; longitude:
W 70◦ 48′ 0.1”; elevation: 2123 m; the median r band
zenith seeing: 0.65 arcsec).

2.6.2. Camera

The LSST camera provides a 3.2 Gigapixel flat focal
plane array, tiled by 189 4K×4K CCD science sensors
with 10 μm pixels (see Figs. 10 and 11). This pixel
count is a direct consequence of sampling the 9.6 deg2

field-of-view (0.64m diameter) with 0.2×0.2 arcsec2 pix-
els (Nyquist sampling in the best expected seeing of ∼0.4
arcsec). The sensors are deep depleted high resistivity
silicon back-illuminated devices with a highly segmented
architecture that enables the entire array to be read in 2
seconds. The detectors are grouped into 3×3 rafts (see
Fig. 12); each contains its own dedicated front-end and
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Fig. 10.— The cutaway view of LSST camera, with a person
to indicate scale size. The camera is positioned in the middle of
the telescope and will include a filter mechanism and shuttering
capability.

Fig. 11.— The LSST focal plane. Each cyan square represents
one 4096 × 4096 pixel sensor. Nine sensors are assembled into a
raft; the 21 rafts are outlined in red. There are 189 science sensors,
each with 16.8 Mpix, for a total pixel count of 3.2 Gpix.

back-end electronics boards. The rafts are mounted on a
silicon carbide grid inside a vacuum cryostat, with an in-
tricate thermal control system that maintains the CCDs
at an operating temperature of 180 K. The entrance win-
dow to the cryostat is the third of the three refractive
lenses in the camera. The other two lenses are mounted
in an optics structure at the front of the camera body,
which also contains a mechanical shutter, and a carousel
assembly that holds five large optical filters. The sixth
optical filter can replace any of the five via a procedure
accomplished during daylight hours.

2.6.3. Data Management
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Fig. 12.— The LSST raft module with integrated front-end elec-
tronics and thermal connections. Each raft (red square in Fig. 11)
includes 9 sensors, and can be replaced.

Fig. 13.— The three-layered architecture of the data manage-
ment system (application [purple], middleware [green], and infras-
tructure [yellow] layers) enables scalability, reliability, and evolu-
tionary capability.

The rapid cadence of the LSST observing program will
produce an enormous volume of data (∼15 TB of raw
imaging data per night), leading to a total database over
the ten years of operations of 100 PB for the imaging
data, and 50 PB for the catalog database. For compar-
ison, the image volume in SDSS Data Release 7 is 16
TB. The total LSST data volume after processing will
be several hundred PB. The computing power required
to process the data grows as the survey progresses, start-
ing at ∼100 TFlops and increasing to ∼400 TFlops by
the end of the survey. Processing such a large volume
of data, converting the raw images into a faithful rep-
resentation of the Universe, automated data quality as-
sessment, and archiving the results in useful form for a
broad community of users are major challenges.

The data management system is configured in three
levels: an infrastructure layer consisting of the comput-
ing, storage, and networking hardware and system soft-
ware; a middleware layer, which handles distributed pro-
cessing, data access, user interface, and system opera-

Fig. 14.— The application layer of the data management system.
The arrows indicate direction of the data flow. The main pipelines
enable nightly processing, calibration, and data releases.

Fig. 15.— The structure of nightly (“alert generation”) pipelines.
Their main task is to compare new data to the previously accumu-
lated data and search for transient, variable and moving objects.

tions services; and an applications layer, which includes
the data pipelines and products and the science data
archives (see Fig. 13). The application layer (see Fig. 14)
is organized around the data products being produced.
The nightly pipelines (see Fig. 15) are based on image
subtraction, and are designed to rapidly detect interest-
ing transient events in the image stream and send out
alerts to the community within 60 seconds of complet-
ing the image readout. The data release pipelines (see
Fig. 16), in contrast, are intended to produce the most
completely analyzed data products of the survey, in par-
ticular those that measure very faint objects and cover
long time scales. A new run will begin each year, pro-
cessing the entire survey data set that is available to
date. The data release pipelines consume most of the
computing power of the data management system. The
calibration products pipeline produces the wide variety
of calibration data required by the other pipelines. All
of these pipelines are architected to make efficient use of
Linux clusters with thousands of nodes.

There will be computing facilities at the base facility
in La Serena, at a central archive facility, and at multiple
data access centers. The data will be transported over
existing high-speed optical fiber links from South Amer-
ica to the U.S. (see Fig. 17). Although the data process-
ing center will have substantial computing power (∼400
TFlops, equal to the world’s most powerful computer in
2007), the continuation of current trends suggests that
the center will not even qualify for the top 500 list by
the time of first light. Hence, while LSST is making a
novel use of advances in information technology, it is not
taking the risk of pushing the expected technology to the
limit.
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Fig. 16.— The structure of data release pipelines. These pipelines are intended to produce the most completely analyzed data products
of the survey, and will consume most of the computing power of the data management system.

2.7. Simulating the LSST System

To enable the development of analysis techniques for
the LSST and to test the impact of different design de-
cisions on the resulting LSST data products, a program
has been developed to generate high fidelity simulations
of the LSST data flow, comprising images and catalogs
(Connolly, et al. 2010). We outline here the LSST simu-
lation framework, and describe the types of astronomical
sources simulated, the physics of the image simulations,
and how we access and process the data.

The framework underlying the LSST simulations is de-
signed to be extensible and scalable (i.e. capable of being
run on a single processor or across many-thousand core
compute clusters). It comprises three primary compo-
nents: databases of simulated astrophysical catalogs of
stars, galaxies, quasars and solar system objects, a sys-
tem for generating observations based on the pointing
of the telescope and a series of algorithms for simulat-
ing LSST images. Computationally intensive routines
are written in C/C++ with the overall framework and
database interactions using Python. The purpose of this
design is to enable the generation of a wide range of data
products for use by the collaboration; from all-sky cata-
logs used in simulations of the LSST calibration pipeline,
to studies of the impact of survey cadence on recovering
variability, to simulated images of a single LSST focal
plane.

The simulated astronomical catalogs are stored in an
SQL database. This base catalog is queried using se-
quences of observations derived from the Operations Sim-
ulator (see below). Each simulated pointing provides a
position and time of the observation together with the
appropriate sky conditions (e.g. seeing, moon phase and
angle, sky brightness and sky transparency). Positions
of sources are propagated to the time of observation (in-
cluding proper motion for stars and orbits for Solar Sys-
tem sources). Magnitudes and source counts are derived
using the atmospheric and filter response functions ap-
propriate for the airmass of the observation and after
applying corrections for source variability. The resulting

catalogs are then formatted for either output to users,
or fed into an image simulator. Images are generated by
ray-tracing individual photons through the atmosphere,
telescope and camera systems. Photons are drawn from
the spectral energy distributions that define the simu-
lated sources and ray-traced through the atmosphere and
optical system before conversion to electrons by simulat-
ing the camera physics. Images are read out using a sim-
ulation of the camera electronics and amplifier layout and
formatted for ingestion into the LSST data management
system. All observing conditions, defined by the Opera-
tions Simulator, are propagated through the catalog and
image generation to preserve fidelity and consistency be-
tween the derived catalogs and images.

2.7.1. Catalog Generation

The current version of the LSST simulation framework
incorporates galaxies derived from an N-body simulation
of a Λ-CDM cosmology, quasars/AGNs, stars that match
the observed stellar distributions within our Galaxy, as-
teroids generated from simulations of our Solar System,
and a 3-D model for Galactic extinction. Stellar sources
are based on the Galactic structure models of Jurić et al.
(2008) and include thin-disk, thick-disk, and halo star
components. The distribution and colors of the stars
match those observed by SDSS. Each star in the simu-
lation is matched to a template spectral energy distri-
bution (SED). Kurucz (1993) model spectra are used to
represent main-sequence F, G, and K stars as well as
RGB stars, blue horizontal branch stars, and RR Lyrae
variables. SEDs for white dwarf stars are taken from
Bergeron et al. (1995). SEDs for M, L, and T dwarfs
are generated from a combination of spectral models and
by stacking spectra from the SDSS (e.g., Cushing et al.
2005, Bochanski et al. 2007, Burrows et al. 2006, Petter-
son & Hawley 1989, Kowalski et al. 2010). The adopted
metallicity for each star is based on a model from Ivezić
et al. (2008a), and proper motions are based on the
kinematic model of Bond et al. (2010). Light curve tem-
plates are randomly assigned to a subset of the stellar
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Fig. 17.— The LSST data flow from the mountain summit/base facility in Chile to the data access center and archive centers in the U.S.

population so that variability may also be simulated. For
Galactic reddening, a value of E(B − V ) is assigned to
each star using the three-dimensional Galactic model of
Amores & Lepine (2005). To provide consistency with
extragalactic observations the dust model in the Milky
Way is re-normalized to match the Schlegel et al. (1998)
dust maps at a fiducial distance of 100 kpc.

Galaxy catalogs are derived from the Millennium sim-
ulations of de Lucia et al. (2006). These models ex-
tend the dark matter N-body simulations to include gas
cooling, star formation, supernovae and AGN, and are
designed to reproduce the observed colors, luminosities,
and clustering of galaxies as a function of redshift. To
generate the LSST simulated catalogs, a light-cone, cov-
ering redshifts 0 < z < 6, was constructed from 58
500h−1Mpc simulation snapshots. This light-cone ex-
tends to a depth of approximately r = 28 and covers
a 4.5◦×4.5◦ footprint on the sky. Replicating this cat-
alog across the sky simulates the full LSST footprint.
As with the stellar catalog, an SED is fit to the colors of
each source using Bruzual & Charlot (2003) spectral syn-
thesis models. These fits are undertaken separately for
the bulge and disk components and, for the disk, include
inclination dependent reddening. Morphologies are mod-
eled using two Sersic profiles. The bulge-to-disk ratio and
disk scale lengths are taken from de Lucia et al. (2006).
Half-light radii for bulges are estimated using the em-
pirical absolute-magnitude vs. half-light radius relation
given by Gonzalez et al. (2009). Comparisons between

the redshift and number-magnitude distributions of the
simulated catalogs with those derived from deep imaging
and spectroscopic surveys showed that the de Lucia et al.
models under-predict the density of sources at faint mag-
nitudes and high redshifts. To correct for these effects,
sources are cloned in magnitude and redshift space until
their densities reflect the average observed properties.

Quasar/AGN catalogs are generated using the Bon-
giorno et al. (2007) luminosity function for MB < −15,
and over an area of 100 deg2. Their observed SEDs are
generated using a composite rest-frame spectrum derived
from SDSS data by Vanden Berk et al. (2001). The host
galaxy is selected to have the closest match to the pre-
ferred stellar mass and color at the AGN’s redshift, fol-
lowing the results from Xue et al. (2010). Each galaxy
hosts at most one AGN, and no explicit distinction is
made between fainter AGN and ”quasars” that dramat-
ically outshine their host galaxies. The light curve for
each AGN is generated using a damped random walk
model and prescriptions given by MacLeod et al. (2010).

Asteroids are simulated using the Solar System models
of Grav et al. (2007). They include: Near Earth Ob-
jects (NEOs), Main Belt Asteroids, the Trojans of Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, Trans Neptunian
Objects, and Centaurs. Spectral energy distributions are
assigned using the C and S type asteroids of DeMeo et
al. (2009). Positions for the 11 million asteroids in the
simulation are stored within the base catalog (sampled
once per night for the ten year duration of the LSST
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survey). Querying the base catalog returns all sources
within a given LSST pointing for which we generate ac-
curate ephemerides using the PyOrb software package
(Granvik et al. 2009). With typically 8000 sources per
LSST field of view, this procedure was developed to de-
crease the computational resources required to simulate
asteroid ephemerides.

2.7.2. Image Simulations

The framework described above provides a
parametrized view of the sky above the atmosphere.
To generate images, photons are drawn from the
spectral energy distribution of each source (scaled to
the appropriate flux density based on the apparent
magnitude of a source and accounting for the spatial
distribution of light for extended sources). Each photon
is ray-traced through the atmosphere, telescope and
camera to generate a CCD image. The atmosphere is
modeled using a Taylor frozen screen approximation
(with the atmosphere described by six layers). The
density fluctuations within these screens are described
by a Kolmogorov spectrum with an outer scale (typically
10m to 200m). All screens move during an exposure
with velocities derived from NOAA measurements of the
wind velocities above the LSST site in Chile. Typical
velocities are on the order of 20 m s−1, and are found
to have a seasonable dependence that is modeled when
generating the screens. Each photon’s trajectory is
altered due to refraction as it passes through each
screen.

After the atmospheric refraction, photons are reflected
and refracted by the optical surfaces within the telescope
and camera. The mirrors and lenses are simulated us-
ing geometric optics techniques in a fast ray-tracing al-
gorithm and all optical surfaces include a spectrum of
perturbations based on design tolerances. Each optic
moves according to its six degrees of freedom within tol-
erances specified by the LSST system. Fast techniques
for finding intercepts on the aspheric surface and altering
the trajectory of a photon by reflection or wavelength-
dependent refraction have been implemented to optimize
the efficiency of the simulated images. Wavelength and
angle-dependent transmission functions are incorporated
within each of these techniques, including simulation of
the telescope spider.

Ray tracing of the photons continues into the silicon
of the detector. The conversion probability, refraction as
a function of wavelength and temperature, and charge
diffusion within the silicon are modeled for all photons.
Photons are pixelated and the readout process simulated
including blooming, charge saturation, charge transfer
inefficiency, gain and offsets, hot pixels and columns, and
QE variations. The sky background is added as a post-
processing step, and includes Rayleigh scattering of the
moon’s light, based on SEDs for the full moon and the
dark sky. The background is vignetted according to the
results of ray-trace simulations.

The simulator generates ∼300,000 photons per sec-
ond on an average workstation. To produce simulated
data corresponding to a night of regular LSST operations
requires approximately 0.5-1 million CPU hours and,
therefore, necessitates the use of large compute clusters.
An example of a simulated image is shown in Fig. 18.

3. ANTICIPATED DATA PRODUCTS AND THEIR
CHARACTERISTICS

The LSST observing strategy is designed to maximize
the scientific throughput by minimizing slew and other
downtime and by making appropriate choices of the filter
bands given the real-time weather conditions. We first
describe an operations simulator that has been developed
to evaluate this process and then illustrate with two ex-
amples how its outputs have been used to predict LSST
performance.

3.1. The LSST Operations Simulator

The LSST Operations Simulator was developed to en-
able a detailed quantitative analysis of the various science
tradeoffs described in this paper. It contains detailed
models of site conditions, hardware and software per-
formance, and an algorithm for scheduling observations
which will, eventually, drive the largely robotic observa-
tory. Observing conditions include a model for seeing
derived from an extensive body of on-site MASS/DIMM
(Multi-Aperture Scintillation Sensor and Differential Im-
age Motion Monitor) measurements obtained during site
selection and characterization (see Fig. 1). It not only
reproduces the observed seeing distribution, but includes
the auto-correlation spectrum of seeing with time over in-
tervals from minutes to seasons. Weather data are taken
from ten years of hourly measurements at nearby Cerro
Tololo. The time history of site conditions is important
if the simulation is to faithfully reproduce a sequence
of observations. Thus, for example, the simulator cor-
rectly represents the variation of limiting magnitude be-
tween pairs of observations used to detect NEOs and the
correlation between, for example, seasonal weather pat-
terns and observing conditions at any given point on the
sky. The signal-to-noise ratio of each observation is de-
termined using a sky background model which includes
the dark sky brightness in each filter, the effects of seeing
and atmospheric transparency, and a detailed model for
scattered light from the moon and/or twilight at each
observation. The time taken to move from one obser-
vation to the next is given by a detailed model of the
camera, telescope, and dome. It includes such effects as
the acceleration/deceleration profiles employed in mov-
ing in altitude, azimuth, camera rotator, dome azimuth,
and wind/stray light screen altitude, the time taken to
damp vibrations excited by each slew, cable wrap, time
taken for active optics lock and correction as a function
of slew distance, filter change, and focal plane readout.
The time required for observatory maintenance is also
simulated.

Observations are scheduled by a ranking algorithm.
After a given exposure, all possible next observations
are assigned a score which depends upon their locations,
times, and filters according to a set of scientific require-
ments which can vary with time and location. For exam-
ple, if an ecliptic field has been observed in the r band,
the score for another r-band observation of the same field
will initially be quite low, but it will rise in time to peak
about an hour after the first observation, and decline
thereafter. This results in these observations being ac-
quired as pairs roughly an hour apart, which enables ef-
ficient association of NEO detections. To ensure uniform
sky coverage, fields with fewer previous observations will
be scored more highly than those which have already
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Fig. 18.— A simulated 13.3 × 13.3 arcmin2 region of the sky (corresponding to a single chip) centered on the vernal equinoctial point
(α=0h 0’ 0” and δ=0◦ 0’ 0”), and shown as gri color composite. The sources include stars and galaxies brighter than r = 28, and the sky
background is not included. Over 350,000 such simulated images have been generated to date by the image simulation team.

been observed more frequently.
Once all possible next observations have been scored

for scientific priority, their scores are modified accord-
ing to observing conditions (e.g., seeing, airmass, and
sky brightness) and to criteria such as low slew time to
move from the current position, time required to change
filters, etc. The highest-ranked observation is then per-
formed, and the cycle repeats. The result of a simulator
run is a detailed history of which locations on the sky
were observed when, in what filter, and with what sky
background, seeing and other observing conditions. It
takes about a week to produce a decade-long simulation

using an average PC.

3.2. The Baseline LSST Surveys

The fundamental basis of the LSST concept is to scan
the sky deep, wide, and fast, and to obtain a dataset
that simultaneously satisfies the majority of the science
goals. This concept, the so-called “universal cadence”,
will yield the main deep-wide-fast survey (typical single
visit depth of r ∼ 24.5) and use about 90% of the ob-
serving time. The remaining 10% of observing time will
be used to obtain improved coverage of parameter space
such as very deep (r ∼ 26) observations, observations
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Fig. 19.— The distribution of the r band visits on the sky
for one simulated realization of the baseline main survey. The
sky is shown in Aitoff projection in equatorial coordinates (the
vernal equinoctial point is in the center, and the right ascension
is increasing from right to left) and the number of visits for a
10-year survey is color-coded according to the inset. The three
regions with smaller number of visits than the main survey (“mini-
surveys”) are the Galactic plane (arc on the right), the so-called
“northern Ecliptic region” (upper left), and the region around the
South Celestial Pole (bottom).

with very short revisit times (∼1 minute), and observa-
tions of “special” regions such as the Ecliptic, Galactic
plane, and the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds. We
are also considering a third type of survey, micro-surveys,
that would use about 1% of the time (which still repre-
sents 25 nights on a unique 8m-class telescope).

3.2.1. The Main Deep-Wide-Fast Survey

The observing strategy for the main survey will be opti-
mized for the homogeneity of depth and number of visits.
In times of good seeing and at low airmass, preference is
given to r-band and i-band observations. As often as
possible, each field will be observed twice, with visits
separated by 15-60 minutes. This strategy will provide
motion vectors to link detections of moving objects in
the Solar System, and fine-time sampling for measuring
short-period variability. The ranking criteria also ensure
that the visits to each field are widely distributed in po-
sition angle on the sky and rotation angle of the camera
in order to minimize systematic effects in galaxy shape
determination.

The universal cadence provides most of LSST’s power
for detecting Near Earth Objects (NEO) and naturally
incorporates the southern half of the ecliptic within its
20,000 square degrees (the northern half lies above the
desired airmass limits, X � 1.5). NEO survey complete-
ness for the smallest bodies (∼140m in diameter, per the
Congressional NEO mandate) is greatly enhanced, how-
ever, by the addition of a crescent on the sky within 10
degrees of the northern ecliptic (see Fig. 19). Thus, the
“northern Ecliptic proposal” (here “proposal” refers to
an observing program) extends the universal cadence to
this region using the r and i filters only, along with more
relaxed limits on airmass and seeing. Relaxed limits on
airmass and seeing are also adopted for ∼700 deg2 around
the South Celestial Pole, allowing coverage of the Large
and Small Magellanic Clouds.

Finally, the universal cadence proposal excludes obser-
vations in a region of 1,000 square degrees around the

Galactic Center, where the high stellar density leads to a
confusion limit at much brighter magnitudes than those
attained in the rest of the survey. Within this region,
the Galactic Center proposal provides 30 observations in
each of the six filters, distributed roughly logarithmically
in time (it may not be necessary to use the u and g filters
for this heavily extincted region).

The resulting sky coverage for the LSST baseline ca-
dence, based on detailed operations simulations, is shown
for the r band in Fig. 19. The anticipated total number
of visits for a ten-year LSST survey is about 2.8 million
(∼5.6 million 15-second long exposures). The per-band
allocation of these visits is shown in Table 1.

3.2.2. Mini-surveys

Although the uniform treatment of the sky provided by
the universal cadence proposal can satisfy the majority
of LSST scientific goals, roughly 10% of the time will be
allocated to other strategies that significantly enhance
the scientific return. These surveys aim to extend the
parameter space accessible to the main survey by going
deeper or by employing different time/filter sampling.

As an example of a mini-survey, consider a program
that uses one hour of observing time per night to observe
a relatively small region of sky to substantially greater
depth in individual visits. Accounting for read-out time
and filter changes, it could obtain about 50 consecutive
15-second exposures in each of four filters in an hour.
If a field is visited every two days over four months,
about 600 deg2 can be observed with this cadence over
10 years. Taking weather into account, the selected fields
would each have on average about 40 hour-long sequences
of 200 exposures each. Each observation in a sequence
would have an equivalent 5-σ depth of r ∼ 24, and each
filter subsequence when coadded would be 2 magnitudes
deeper than the main survey visits (r ∼ 26.5). When
all 40 sequences and the main survey visits are coadded,
they would extend the depth to r ∼ 28.

This data set would be excellent for a wide variety of
science programs. The individual sequences would be
sensitive to 1% variability on hourly time scales, allow-
ing discovery of planetary eclipses. If these fields were
selected at Galactic latitudes of |b| ∼ 30 deg, they would
include about 10 million stars with r < 21 observed with
signal-to-noise ratio above 100 in each visit. When sub-
sequences from a given night were coadded, they would
provide dense time sampling to a faint limit of r ∼ 26.5
(assuming observations in 4 bands, every 2 days over 120
days, and accounting for weather losses), and thus en-
able deep searches for SN, trans-Neptunian objects, and
other faint transient, moving and variable sources. For
example, the SN sample would be extended to redshifts of
z ∼ 1.2, with more densely sampled light curves than ob-
tained from the universal cadence. Such sequences would
also serve as excellent tests of our photometric calibra-
tion procedures.

The baseline universal cadence is by no means the
definitive plan for the entire survey. Rather, it repre-
sents a proof of concept that it is indeed possible to
design a universal cadence which addresses a wide va-
riety of science goals in a nearly optimal way. We are
undertaking a vigorous and systematic research effort to
explore the enormously large parameter space of possible
surveys. The commissioning period will be used to test
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TABLE 2

The Parameters From Eqs. 5 and 6

u g r i z y

ma
sky

22.9 22.3 21.2 20.5 19.6 18.6

θb 0.77 0.73 0.70 0.67 0.65 0.63
γc 0.037 0.038 0.039 0.039 0.040 0.040

Cd
m 23.05 24.40 24.60 24.22 23.92 23.17

ke
m 0.451 0.163 0.087 0.065 0.043 0.138

mf
5 23.9 25.0 24.7 24.0 23.3 22.1

Δmg
5 0.21 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.15

a The expected median zenith sky brightness at Cerro Pachón,
derived from the median dark sky brightness observed by SDSS
(AB mag arcsec−2).
b The expected delivered median zenith seeing (arcsec). For larger
airmass, X, seeing is proportional to X0.6.
c The band-dependent parameter from Eq. 5.
d The band-dependent parameter from Eq. 6.
e Adopted atmospheric extinction.
f The typical 5σ depth for point sources at zenith, assuming
exposure time of 2×15 sec, and observing conditions as listed. For
larger airmass the 5σ depth is brighter; see the bottom row.
g The loss of depth at the median airmass of X = 1.2 due to
seeing degradation and increased atmospheric extinction.

the usefulness of various observing modes and to explore
alternative strategies. Proposals from the community,
through the science collaborations (see § 5), for special-
ized cadences (such as mini-surveys and micro-surveys)
will also be considered.

3.3. Detailed Analysis of Simulated Surveys

As examples of analysis enabled by the Operations
Simulator, we describe determination of the complete-
ness of the LSST NEO survey, and estimation of er-
rors expected for trigonometric parallax and proper mo-
tion measurements. In both examples, the conclusions
crucially depend on assumed signal-to-noise ratios, de-
scribed next.

3.3.1. Expected Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The output of operations simulations is a data stream
consisting of a position on the sky and the time of obser-
vation, together with observing conditions such as seeing
and sky brightness. The expected photometric error (the
inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio) for a single visit can
be written as

σ2
1 = σ2

sys + σ2
rand, (4)

where σrand is the random photometric error and σsys

is the systematic photometric error (includes errors due
to, e.g., imperfect modeling of the point spread func-
tion, but does not include errors in absolute photometric
zeropoint). The calibration system and procedures are
designed to maintain σsys < 0.005 mag. Based on SDSS
experience (Sesar et al. 2007), the random photometric
error, as a function of magnitude, is well described57 by

σ2
rand = (0.04 − γ)x + γ x2 (mag2), (5)

with x = 100.4 (m−m5). Here m5 is the 5σ depth (for
point sources) in a given band, and γ depends on the sky

57 Eq. 5 can be derived from σrand = N/S, where N is noise and
S is signal, and by assuming that N2 = N2

o + αS. The constants
No and α can be expressed in terms of a single unknown constant
γ by using the condition that σrand = 0.2 for m = m5.

brightness, readout noise, etc. Using the LSST exposure
time calculator58 (Gee et al. 2007), we have obtained
the values of γ listed in Table 2. The 5σ depth for point
sources is determined from

m5 = Cm + 0.50 (msky − 21) + 2.5 log10(0.7/θ) +

+1.25 log10(tvis/30) − km(X − 1) (6)

where msky is the sky brightness (AB mag arcsec−2), θ is
the seeing (FWHM, in arcsec), tvis is the exposure time
(seconds), k is the atmospheric extinction coefficient, and
X is airmass. The constants Cm depend on the overall
throughput of the instrument and are computed from the
design requirements for m5 listed in the LSST Science
Requirements Document. The available throughput data
for optical elements and sensors are consistent with the
resulting Cm values listed in Table 2, and the differences
in performance between LSST and, for example, SDSS
are easily understood59.

3.3.2. The NEO Completeness Analysis

To assess the LSST completeness for PHAs, the PHA
population is represented by a size-limited complete
sample of 800 true PHAs whose orbital elements are
taken from the Minor Planet Center. The simulated
baseline survey is used to determine which PHAs are
present in each exposure and at what signal-to-noise ra-
tio they were observed. In addition to seeing, atmo-
spheric transparency, and sky background effects (see
eq. 6), the signal-to-noise computation takes into account
losses due to non-optimal filters and object trailing. Us-
ing SDSS observations of asteroids (Ivezić et al. 2001),
we adopt the following mean colors to transform limit-
ing (AB) magnitudes in LSST bandpasses (listed in Ta-
ble 2) to an ‘effective” limiting magnitude in the stan-
dard V band: V − m = (−2.1,−0.5, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.6) for
m = (u, g, r, i, z, y). Due to very red V −u colors, and the
relatively bright limiting magnitude in the y band, the
smallest objects are preferentially detected in the griz
bands. The correction for trailing is implemented by sub-
tracting from the right-hand side of eq. 6

Δmtrailing
5 = 1.25 log10(1 + 0.0267

v tvis

θ
), (7)

where the object’s velocity, v, is expressed in deg. day−1.
For the nominal exposure time of 30 seconds and θ = 0.7
arcsec, the loss of limiting magnitude is 0.16 mag for v =
0.25 deg. day−1, typical for objects in the main asteroid
belt, and 0.50 mag for v = 1.0 deg. day−1, typical of
NEOs passing near Earth.

Above 60% completeness, one magnitude of depth is
roughly equivalent to 10% in completeness. An object’s
orbit is considered to be cataloged if the object was de-
tected on at least three nights during a single lunation,

58 Available at http://dls.physics.ucdavis.edu/etc.
59 SDSS data typically reach a 5σ depth for point sources of

r = 22.5 with an effective aperture of D = 2.22m, an exposure time
of tvis = 54 sec, the median r band sky brightness of rsky = 20.9

mag arcsec−2, the median seeing of θ = 1.5 arcsec, and the median
airmass of X = 1.3. In comparison, the LSST loss of depth is 0.32
mag due to shorter exposures, while the gains are 1.17 mag due
to larger aperture, 0.83 mag due to better seeing, 0.20 mag due
to fainter sky, and 0.10 mag due to better throughput, for the net
gain of ∼2.0 mag.
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Fig. 20.— Completeness of the LSST survey for PHAs brighter
than a given absolute magnitude (related to the size of the object
and albedo; H=22 mag is equivalent to a typical 140m asteroid
and H=24 mag is equivalent to a 50m asteroid). Two scenarios
are shown: the lower curve is the 10-year long baseline survey
with a 5% NEO optimization, and it reaches a completeness of
84%. The upper dashed curve results from spending 15% of the
observing time in an NEO optimized mode, and running the survey
for 12 years. It meets the 90% completeness level for 140m objects
mandated by the Congress.

with a minimum of two visits per night. The same cri-
terion was used in NASA studies60, and is confirmed as
reliable by a detailed analysis of orbital linking and de-
termination using the MOPS code (Jedicke et al. 2005)
developed by the Pan-STARRS project (and adopted by
LSST in a collaborative effort with Pan-STARRS). The
MOPS software system and its algorithms are signifi-
cantly more advanced than anything fielded for this pur-
pose to date. Realistic MOPS simulations show >99%
linking efficiency across all classes of solar system ob-
jects. For the LSST baseline cadence, objects counted as
cataloged are observed on 20 different nights on average
over ten years. A more stringent requirement that an
object must be detected on at least five nights decreases
the completeness by typically 3%. The completeness is
also a function of the assumed size distribution of NEOs:
the flatter the distribution, the higher the completeness.
If the latest results for the NEO size distribution by A.
Harris (priv. comm.) are taken into account, the com-
pleteness increases by 1-2%. Due to these issues, the
completeness estimates have a systematic uncertainty of
at least 2%.

The LSST baseline cadence provides orbits for 82% of
PHAs larger than 140 meters after 10 years of operations.
With a minor change of this cadence, such as requiring
that all observations in the so-called NE region (North
Ecliptic region, defined by δ > +5◦) are obtained in the
r band, the completeness for 140m and larger PHAs is
84%, with 90% completeness reached for 200m and larger
objects. The completeness curve as a function of an ob-
ject’s size is shown in Fig. 20 (lower curve). This cadence
spends 5% of the total observing time on NEO-optimized
observations in the NE region.

60 The NASA 2007 NEO study is available from
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/neo/report2007.html.

Various adjustments to the baseline cadence can boost
the completeness for 140m and larger PHAs to 90%. We
find that such variations can have an unacceptably large
impact on other science programs, if the 90% complete-
ness is to be reached within the 10 year survey lifetime.
However, with a minor adjustment of the baseline ca-
dence, such that 15% of the time is spent in the NE re-
gion to reach fainter limiting magnitudes, this complete-
ness level can be reached with a 12-year long survey, and
with a negligible effect on other science goals. The com-
pleteness curve as a function of an object’s size for such
a modified cadence is shown in Fig. 20 (upper curve).

Our analysis assumes that no NEOs are known prior
to LSST. Currently known NEOs do not have a signifi-
cant impact on this calculation. However, if a precursor
survey, such as Pan-STARRS 4, operated for three years
prior to LSST, the time to fulfill the Congressional man-
date by LSST could be shortened by about a year.

3.3.3. The Expected Accuracy of Trigonometric Parallax
and Proper Motion Measurements

Given the observing sequence for each sky position in
the main survey, we generate a time sequence of mock
astrometric measurements. The assumed astrometric ac-
curacy is a function of signal-to-noise ratio. Random as-
trometric errors per visit are modeled as θ/SNR, with
θ = 700 mas and SNR determined using eq. 6. The esti-
mated proper motion and parallax accuracy at the bright
end (r < 20) is driven by systematic errors due to the
atmosphere. Systematic errors of 10 mas are added in
quadrature, and are assumed to be uncorrelated between
different observations of a given object. Systematic and
random errors become similar at about r = 22, and there
are about 100 stars per LSST sensor (0.05 deg2) to this
depth (and fainter than the LSST saturation limit at
r ∼ 16) even at the Galactic poles.

Data from the Subaru telescope indicate that system-
atic errors of 10 mas on spatial scales of several arcmin-
utes are realistic. Even a drift-scanning survey such as
SDSS delivers uncorrelated systematic errors (dominated
by seeing effects) at the level of 20-30 mas (measured
from repeated scans; Pier et al. 2003); the expected im-
age quality for LSST will be twice as good as for SDSS.
Furthermore, there are close to 1000 galaxies per sensor
with r < 22, which will provide exquisite control of sys-
tematic astrometric errors as a function of magnitude,
color and other parameters, and thus enable absolute
proper motion measurements.

The astrometric transformations for a given CCD and
exposure, and proper motion and parallax for all the
stars from a given CCD, are simultaneously solved for
using an iterative algorithm. The astrometric transfor-
mations from pixel to sky coordinates are modeled us-
ing low-order polynomials and standard techniques de-
veloped at the U.S. Naval Observatory (Monet et al.
2003). The expected proper motion and parallax errors
for a 10-year long baseline survey, as a function of appar-
ent magnitude, are summarized in Table 3. Blue stars
(e.g., F/G stars) fainter than r ∼ 23 will have about
50% larger proper motion and parallax errors than given
in the table due to decreased numbers of z and y band
detections. The impact on red stars is smaller due to
a relatively small number of observations in the u and
g bands, but extremely red objects, such as L and T
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TABLE 3

The expected proper motion, parallax and accuracy for a

10-year long baseline survey.

r σa
xy σb

π σc
μ σd

1 σe
C

mag mas mas mas/yr mag mag

21 11 0.6 0.2 0.01 0.005
22 15 0.8 0.3 0.02 0.005
23 31 1.3 0.5 0.04 0.006
24 74 2.9 1.0 0.10 0.009

a Typical astrometric accuracy (rms per coordinate per visit);
b Parallax accuracy for 10-year long survey;
c Proper motion accuracy for 10-year long survey;
d Photometric error for a single visit (two 15-second exposures);
e Photometric error for coadded observations (see Table 1).

dwarfs, will definitely have larger errors, depending on
details of their spectral energy distributions. After the
first three years of the survey, the proper motion errors
will be about five times as large, and parallax errors will
be about twice as large, as the values given in Table 3; the
errors scale as t−3/2 and t−1/2, respectively. This error
behavior is a strong independent argument for a survey
lifetime of at least 10 years (c.f. §2).

For comparison with Table 3, the SDSS-POSS proper
motion measurements have an accuracy of ∼5 mas yr−1

per coordinate at r = 20 (Munn et al. 2004). Gaia is
expected to deliver parallax errors of 0.3 mas and proper
motion errors of 0.2 mas yr−1 at its faint end at r ∼ 20
(Perryman et al. 2001). Hence, LSST will smoothly
extend Gaia’s error vs. magnitude curve 4 magnitudes
fainter.

3.4. Data Products

3.4.1. Standard processing and data products

The LSST data system is being designed to enable as
wide a range of science as possible. Standard data prod-
ucts, including calibrated images and catalogs of detected
objects and their attributes, will be provided both for in-
dividual exposures and the deep incremental data coad-
dition. About 2 billion objects will be routinely moni-
tored for photometric and astrometric changes, and any
transient events (non-recurrent objects with statistically
significant photometric change; about 10,000 per night
on average) will be posted in less than 60 seconds via
web portals including the Virtual Observatory. For the
“static” sky, there will be yearly database releases listing
many attributes for billions of objects. This database
will grow in size to about 30 PB and about 20 billion ob-
jects61 in ten years, and will include other metadata (pa-
rameter error estimates, system data, seeing summary,
etc). For a comparison, the SDSS Data Release 7 imag-
ing database includes about 357 million unique objects62.

The SDSS experience is that the distribution of sizes of
data portal requests follows a power law, ranging from
frequent simple queries or image cutout downloads to
infrequent major downloads or large calculations. The

61 It is assumed that about 10 billion stars and 10 billion galaxies
will be detected by LSST. The estimate of about 10 billion detected
stars is sensitive to assumptions about the distribution of the in-
terstellar dust in the Galactic plane, and cadence details. Plausible
variations in these assumptions yield stellar samples ranging from
5 billion to 20 billion stars.

62 http://www.sdss.org/dr7/

same distribution is expected for LSST, and we are de-
signing the system to enable this entire distribution. This
data archive server will involve different resources de-
ployed in different ways. We plan to optimize the mix by
shipping algorithms to the data for those cases that need
it (and offering local parallel computation) and trans-
ferring the data to the user for other use cases. While
the data archive will be at the National Center for Su-
percomputing Applications at the University of Illinois,
we plan multiple data portals for community access to
both the pixel data and the database. We are design-
ing for a wide range of queries and access patterns in
order to serve the broadest range of scientists, as well as
interested amateurs. The LSST database will be inter-
operable with those of surveys in other wavebands, via
the Virtual Observatory.

3.4.2. Non-standard data processing and data access

The database is designed to allow evolution in the na-
ture of the science queries. This design is more than
simply configuring it to allow for expected growth in
query complexity with time. For example, we antici-
pate that some users will submit queries on the images
themselves. We plan for two pathways outside of the
database query system for non-standard pixel process-
ing. The first is through a pipeline interface that would
allow a user group to attach their own pipeline process-
ing system at a Data Access Center. This approach is
appropriate for major undertakings such as a weak lens-
ing analysis starting at the image level, or new ways to
coadd the data. The second approach is simply to include
the desired processing, such as a new quantity to be in-
cluded in the Object database, within the data release
processing, and execute it on the next data release run.
Much of the science will be statistical in nature and will
involve large correlation calculations with user-specified
precision. We plan to enable open source community-
driven applications development. Finally, special data
pipelines developed by the Science Collaborations (see
§ 5) will populate new parameters in the database.

3.4.3. Data Mining Challenges

The characterization (unsupervised machine learning)
and classification (supervised machine learning) of mas-
sive, multivariate data catalogs such as those generated
by the LSST are major research challenges for data-
intensive astronomy (Tyson et al. 2008b; Ivezić et al.
2008b; Bloom et al. 2008; Borne 2008, 2009). To ad-
dress these questions the statistics and machine-learning
research communities are collaborating with LSST scien-
tists to develop new algorithms that will enable the full
scientific potential of the LSST, including:

• Rapid characterizations and probabilistic classifi-
cations for the 100,000-1,000,000 sources detected
in difference images each night.

• Identification of unusual classes of astronomical
sources using outlier detection techniques that are
robust to noise and image processing defects.

• Characterization of novel and unexpected behavior
in the time domain from time series data.
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Fig. 21.— A comparison of ∼ 7.5 × 7.5 arcmin2 images of the
same area of sky (centered on α=9h 20’ 47” and δ=30◦ 8’ 12”)
obtained by the SDSS (top, r < 22.5) and the Deep Lens Survey
(bottom, r < 24.5). The depth gain for the bottom image is mostly
due to the lower surface brightness limit, which is also responsible
for the apparent increase of galaxy sizes. LSST will obtain ∼100
gri color images to the same depth (∼200 for the riz composites)
of each point over half the Celestial sphere (20,000 deg2, equivalent
to 1.3 million ∼ 7.5× 7.5 arcmin2 regions), and with better seeing.
After their coaddition, the final image will be another ∼ 3 mag
deeper (a faint limit of r = 27.5 for point sources).

• Measurements of the clustering of stars and galax-
ies (including higher order statistics) using fast al-
gorithms for point processes.

• The application of dimensionality-reduction tech-
niques to determine important physical correla-
tions within large multi-variate catalogs.

• Model or hypothesis testing that can verify ex-
isting (or generate new) astronomical hypotheses

Fig. 22.— A comparison of angular resolution for 20×20 arcsec2

images obtained by the SDSS (top, median seeing of 1.5 arcsec) and
expected from LSST (bottom, seeing of 0.7 arcsec). The images
show a lensed SDSS quasar (SDSS J1332+0347, Morokuma et al.
2007); the bottom image was taken with Suprime-cam at Subaru.
Adapted from Blandford et al. (2008).

with strong statistical confidence, using millions of
training samples.

The broad range of science that will benefit from statis-
tically rigorous and computationally efficient algorithms
has led to the creation of the Informatics and Statistical
Science Research Collaboration for the LSST (see § 5) .
This collaboration’s goal is to develop, implement, and
validate data mining algorithms that will scale to the size
and complexity of the LSST data.

4. EXAMPLES OF LSST SCIENCE PROJECTS

The design and optimization of the LSST system lever-
ages its unique capability to scan a large sky area to a
faint flux limit in a short amount of time. The main
product of the LSST system will be a multi-color ugrizy
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Fig. 23.— LSST BAO (dashed line), cluster counting (dash-
dotted line), supernovae (dotted line), WL (solid line), joint BAO
and WL (green shaded area), and all combined (yellow shaded
area). The BAO and WL results are based on galaxy–galaxy,
galaxy–shear, and shear–shear power spectra only. Adding other
probes such as strong lensing time delay and higher-order galaxy
and shear statistics will further improve the constraints.

image of about half the sky to unprecedented depth
(r ∼ 27.5). For a comparison, the best analogous con-
temporary dataset is that of SDSS, which provides ugriz
images of about a quarter of the sky to r ∼ 22.5, with
twice as large seeing (see Figs. 21 and 22). A major ad-
vantage of LSST is the fact that this deep sky map will
be produced by taking hundreds of shorter exposures (see
Table 1). Each sky position within the main survey area
will be observed about 1000 times, with time scales span-
ning seven orders of magnitude (from 30 sec to 10 years),
and produce over a trillion photometric measures of ce-
lestial sources.

It is not possible to predict all the science that LSST
data will enable. We now briefly discuss a few projects
to give a flavor of anticipated studies, organized by the
four science themes that drive the LSST design (although
some projects span more than one theme). For an in-
depth discussion of LSST science cases, we refer the
reader to the LSST Science Book.

4.1. Probing Dark Energy and Dark Matter

A unique aspect of LSST as a probe of dark energy and
dark matter is the use of multiple cross-checking probes
that reach unprecedented precision (see Fig. 23). The
joint analysis of LSST weak lensing and BAO is partic-
ularly powerful in constraining the dynamical behavior
of dark energy, i.e., how it evolves with cosmic time or
redshift (Hu & Jain 2004; Zhan 2006). By simultane-
ously measuring the growth of large-scale structure, and
luminosity and angular distances as functions of redshift
(via weak lensing, BAO, SN, and cluster counting), LSST
data can reveal whether the recent cosmic acceleration
is due to dark energy or modified gravity (Lue, Scoc-
cimarro & Starkman 2004; Knox, Song & Tyson 2006;
Ishak, Upadhye & Spergel 2006; Jain & Zhang 2008).

Fig. 24.— The lensing shear auto power spectra constructed
from 5 redshift bins (l is the multipole moment of the distribution
on the sky). Only the 5 auto-power spectra of each redshift bin
among the available 15 cospectra are displayed, and the solid curves
show the predictions for the concordance ΛCDM model. The boxes
show the expected 1-σ measurement error (Δl/l = 0.2) from the
full LSST 10-year survey due to the sample (i.e., cosmic) variance
which dominates at about l < 100, and intrinsic ellipticities which
dominate at l > 1000 (Zhan 2006).

Over a broad range of accessible redshifts, the simple
linear model for the dark energy equation of state is a
poor representation of more general dark energy theo-
ries. Barnard et al. (2008) have shown that in a high-
dimensional dark energy model space, LSST data could
lead to a hundred- to thousand-fold increase in preci-
sion over precursor experiments about to be undertaken,
thereby confirming its status as a premier Stage IV ex-
periment63.

The power and accuracy of LSST dark energy and dark
matter probes are derived from samples of several bil-
lion galaxies and millions of Type Ia supernovae. The
nominal high-SNR galaxy sample defined by i < 25.3
(SNR>20 for point sources) will include four billion
galaxies (56 arcmin−2; the surface density of galaxies
used for weak lensing analysis will be about 40 arcmin−2)
with a mean photometric redshift accuracy of 1-2% (rel-
ative error for 1 + z), and with only 10% of the sample
with redshift errors larger than 4%. The median redshift
for this sample will be z ∼1.2, with the third quartile
at z ∼ 2. For a subsample of 2 billion galaxies further
constrained by flux limits in the g and z bands, the pho-
tometric redshift errors will be about two times smaller.
It will be possible to further improve photometric red-
shift calibration using non-conventional methods (New-
man 2008).

The main LSST deliverables in the context of dark
energy and matter will be

• Multiple cosmic two-point shear probes (Fig. 24).
There will be over 50 of these auto and cross power
spectra constructed using 3-D shear tomography
(correlation of shear of a galaxy at one redshift bin

63 See the Dark Energy Task Force report (Albrecht et al. 2006)
for a definition of Stage IV experiments.
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Fig. 25.— Simulations of the ratio of the measured galaxy power
spectrum to a featureless reference power spectrum in various red-
shift bins (shifted vertically for clarity), for the full LSST survey
using conservative photometric redshift errors. The several peaks
visible in each curve are the signature of baryon acoustic oscilla-
tions (Eisenstein et al. 2005; Cole et al. 2005). LSST will measure
the angular diameter distance over this redshift range with an ac-
curacy of ∼ 1% (Zhan & Knox 2006).

with another galaxy in a different redshift bin, av-
eraged over all pairs of billions of galaxies; Jain &
Taylor 2003).

• Higher-order shear and galaxy statistics that can
improve dark energy constraints and provide self-
calibration of various systematics (Takada & Jain
2004; Dolney, Jain & Takada 2006; Huterer et al
2006). They are also probes of both primordial
non-Gaussianities and those caused by non-linear
structure.

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillations in the galaxy angu-
lar correlation functions. The standard ruler of the
sound horizon at decoupling which is imprinted on
the mass distribution at all redshifts provides a di-
rect way of measuring the angular diameter dis-
tance as a function of redshift (Fig. 25; Eisenstein,
Hu & Tegmark 1998; Cooray et al. 2001; Blake
& Glazebrook 2003; Hu & Haiman 2003; Linder
2003; Seo & Eisenstein 2003). LSST photo-z BAO
will achieve percent level precision on the angular
diameter distance at ∼10 redshifts logarithmically
spaced between z = 0.4 to 3.6 with this CMB-
calibrated standard ruler. When combined with
CMB and weak lensing (WL) cosmic shear, this
combination of probes yields tight constraints on
the dynamical behavior of dark energy (Fig. 26).
In particular, high-redshift BAO data can break
the degeneracy between curvature and dark energy,
and constrain Ωk to within 0.001, which is about
ten times better than the most accurate current re-
sult based on WMAP and SDSS data (Komatsu et

Fig. 26.— Marginalized 1σ errors on the comoving distance (open
triangles) and growth factor (open circles) parameters from the
joint analysis of LSST BAO and WL (galaxy–galaxy, galaxy–shear,
and shear–shear power spectra) with a conservative level of system-
atic uncertainties in the photometric redshift error distribution and
additive and multiplicative errors in the shear and galaxy power
spectra. The maximum multipole used for WL is 2000, and that for
BAO is 3000 [with the additional requirement Δ2

δ(	/DA; z) < 0.4].
The growth parameters, G0 . . . G14, are evenly spaced in log(1+z)
between z = 0 and 5, and the distance parameters, D1 . . . D14,
start at z1 = 0.14 (see text for details). The error of each dis-
tance (growth) parameter is marginalized over all the other param-
eters including growth (distance) parameters. The joint constraints
on distance are relatively insensitive to the assumed systematics
(Zhan, Knox & Tyson 2009).

al. 2009; Percival et al. 2010).

• Supernovae. The two LSST observing programs
are complementary: the main survey will obtain
light curves in six bands and photometric redshifts
of about 300,000 Type Ia supernovae per year (per-
mitting a search for a “third parameter” which, if
not understood, may introduce systematic error in
luminosity evolution; Wood-Vasey et al. 2007), and
the rapid sampling “mini-survey” of selected areas
will yield well-sampled light curves of tens of thou-
sands of supernovae to a limiting redshift beyond
one (leading to an independent test of dark energy
dynamics; Riess et al. 2007).

• The distribution of strongest WL shear peaks with
redshift. This is a simultaneous probe of the uni-
versal mass function and the growth of structure,
and provides a useful constraint on dark energy
(Wang et al. 2005). LSST will find over 200,000
such shear peaks on galaxy cluster scales.

• Unique constraints on anisotropy of cosmological
parameters over the sky using SN, WL and BAO,
which will test fundamental cosmological assump-
tions of homogeneity and isotropy.

• The shape of the power spectrum of dark matter
fluctuations measured by the LSST weak lensing
maps will constrain the sum of neutrino masses
with an accuracy of 0.04 eV or better (Cooray 1999;
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Song & Knox 2004; Hannestad, Tu & Wong 2006).
The current best limit, as derived from a combi-
nation of WMAP, the SDSS power spectrum, SN,
and the Lyα forest, is 0.17 eV (Seljak et al. 2006).

• Several million galaxy-galaxy lenses will provide
the needed statistics to probe dark matter halo
profiles and substructure (Mandelbaum et al.
2006). The image fluxes in several thousand well-
measured lensed quasars will enable constraints
of the dark matter mass function on small scales
(Dalal & Kochanek 2002).

• The abundance of galaxy clusters as a function of
mass and redshift is sensitive to cosmological pa-
rameters (SciBook, Ch. 13). LSST will produce
a large catalog of clusters detected through their
member galaxy population out to and beyond red-
shift unity. In addition, LSST will identify opti-
cal counterparts and provide deep optical imag-
ing for clusters detected in other wavebands (e.g.,
Staniszewski et al. 2009).

• LSST will discover several hundred galaxy clusters
that produce multiple-image lenses of background
objects. Cluster mass reconstruction based on the
multiple image positions can probe the cluster in-
ner mass profile, and can provide a separate test of
cosmology, especially in cases with strongly lensed
background objects at different redshift (Porciani
& Madau 2000; Oguri & Kawano 2003).

• Time delays of galaxy-scale lensed quasar sample
will allow one to measure Hubble’s constant (e.g.
Suyu et al 2010) in hundreds or thousands of sys-
tems; sub-percent level precision in H(z) should
be achievable (Coe & Moustakas 2009), providing
a further independent dark energy probe. Time
delays for quasars multiply lensed by clusters as
a function of redshift are an independent test of
dark energy (Kundić et al. 1997). The natural
timescale (many months to years) is well matched
to the LSST survey (Marshall & Oguri 2010).

4.2. Taking an Inventory of the Solar System

The small bodies of the Solar System, such as main-
belt asteroids, the Trojan populations of the giant plan-
ets and the Kuiper Belt objects, offer a unique insight
into its early stages because they provide samples of the
original solid materials of the solar nebula. Understand-
ing these populations, both physically and in their num-
ber and size distribution, is a key element in testing var-
ious theories of the Solar System formation and the evo-
lution.

The baseline LSST cadence will result in orbital pa-
rameters for several million objects; these will be domi-
nated by main-belt asteroids, with light curves and multi-
color photometry for a substantial fraction of detected
objects. This dataset will yield 10 to 100 times more
objects than are currently available with orbits, colors,
and variability information. As already discussed in de-
tail (§ 3.3.2), LSST is capable of reaching the Congres-
sional target completeness of 90% for PHAs larger than
140 m, and will detect over 30,000 TNOs brighter than
r ∼ 24.5 using its baseline cadence. LSST will be capable

of detecting objects like Sedna to beyond 100 AU, thus
enabling in situ exploration far beyond the edge of the
Kuiper belt at ∼50 AU. Because most of these objects
will be observed several hundred times, accurate orbital
elements, colors, and variability information will also be
available.

Among the Solar System studies, these data will en-
able:

• Studies of the distribution of orbital elements for
over 5 million main-belt asteroids as a function
of color-based taxonomy (see Fig. 27) and size;
size distributions of asteroid families (Parker et al.
2008) and their correlations with age (Jedicke et
al. 2004; Nesvorný et al. 2005); dynamical effects
(Bottke et al. 2001); and studies of object shapes
and structure using light curves (Pravec & Harris
2000).

• Studies of the distribution of orbital elements
for about 100,000 NEOs as a function of color
and size (Rabinowitz 1993; Dandy, Fitzsimmons
& Collander-Brown 2002); correlations with the
analogous distributions for main-belt objects, and
studies of object shapes and structure using light
curves.

• Studies of the distribution of orbital elements for
close to 300,000 Jovian Trojan asteroids as a func-
tion of color and size (Jewitt, Trujillo & Luu 2000;
Yoshida & Nakamura 2005; Szabo et al. 2007); the
search for dynamical families (Knežević & Milani
2005); studies of shapes and structure using light
curves.

• Studies of the distribution of orbital elements for
about 40,000 TNOs (see Fig. 28) as a function of
color and size; the search for dynamical families;
studies of shapes and structure using light curves
(Duncan & Levison 1995; Trujillo, Jewitt & Luu
2001; Gladman et al. 2001; Bernstein et al. 2004;
Elliot et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2006; Doressoundi-
ram et al. 2007).

• An unbiased and complete census of both Jupiter-
family and Oort-cloud comets; six-band sub-
arcsecond spatial profiles to a faint surface bright-
ness limit; temporally resolved activity (Lowry et
al. 1999; A’Hearn 2004).

• The search for objects with perihelia at several
hundred AU. For example, an object like Sedna
(Brown, Trujillo & Rabinowitz 2004) will be de-
tectable at 130 AU.

• Mapping the propagation of interplanetary coro-
nal mass ejections using induced activity in a large
sample of comets at different heliocentric distances
(SciBook Ch. 5).

4.3. Exploring the Transient Optical Sky

Time domain science will greatly benefit from LSST’s
unique capability to simultaneously provide large area
coverage, dense temporal coverage, accurate color in-
formation, good image quality, and rapid data reduc-
tion and classification. Since LSST extends time-volume
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plane of reverberation-mapped AGNs with black-
hole mass estimates. For LSST data alone, the
inter-band continuum lags will provide useful struc-
tural information.

• LSST data will allow good constraints on AGN life-
times, or at least the timescales over which they
make distinct accretion-state transitions, due to
large sample size and survey lifetime (e.g., Martini
& Schneider 2003).

• Optical identifications for transients and variables
detected at other wavelengths, from gamma-rays
to radio, as well as by means other than electro-
magnetic radiation (e.g., LIGO64, ICECUBE65).

4.4. Mapping the Milky Way

The LSST will map the Galaxy in unprecedented de-
tail, and by doing so revolutionize the fields of Galactic
Astronomy and Near-field Cosmology. The great detail
with which the Milky Way can be studied complements
the statistical power of extra-galactic observations. The
overarching goal of near-field cosmology is to use spatial,
kinematic, and chemical data sets of stars to reveal the
structure and evolution history of the Milky Way and its
environment. LSST will reveal this fossil record in great
detail and provide a Rosetta Stone for extragalactic as-
tronomy by setting the context within which we interpret
these broader data sets. Moreover, by providing a cen-
sus of faint satellites and stellar streams in the halo, this
map will offer a unique means to constrain the particle
nature of dark matter because candidate supersymmet-
ric particle dark matter models predict different mass
clustering on small scales, with a corresponding range of
mass profiles in low-mass systems.

The LSST will produce a massive and exquisitely ac-
curate photometric and astrometric data set for about
10 billion Milky Way stars. The coverage of the Galac-
tic plane will yield data for numerous star-forming re-
gions, and the y band data will penetrate through the
interstellar dust layer. Photometric metallicity measure-
ments (see Figs. 30 and 31) will be available for about
200 million main-sequence F/G stars which will sample
the halo to distances of 100 kpc (Ivezić et al. 2008a).
No other existing or planned survey will provide such a
powerful dataset to study the outer halo, including Gaia
which is flux limited at r = 20, the SkyMapper (Keller
et al. 2001) which is flux limited to r = 22.6 (but will
nicely complement SDSS in the Southern hemisphere),
and Pan-STARRS which lacks the u band (which is nec-
essary for estimating metallicity). The LSST in its stan-
dard surveying mode will be able to detect RR Lyrae
variables (pulsating stars and standard candles) and clas-
sical novae (exploding stars and standard candles) at a
distance of 400 kpc and hence explore the extent and
structure of our halo out to half the distance to the An-
dromeda galaxy. Thus, the LSST will enable studies of
the distribution of main-sequence stars beyond the pre-
sumed edge of the Galaxy’s halo (see Fig. 32), of their
metallicity distribution throughout most of the halo, and
of their kinematics beyond the thick disk/halo boundary.

64 http://www.ligo.caltech.edu
65 http://icecube.wisc.edu

LSST will also obtain direct distance measurements via
trigonometric parallax below the hydrogen-burning limit
for a representative thin-disk sample.

In addition to the study of hydrogen burning stars,
LSST will uncover the largest sample of stellar remnants
to date. Over 97% of all stars eventually exhaust their
fuel and cool to become white dwarfs. Given the age
of the Galactic halo, most of the mass in this compo-
nent now resides in these remnant stars (e.g., Alcock
et al. 2000) and therefore their discovery directly con-
straints the Galactic mass budget. These large popula-
tions of disk and halo white dwarfs will provide unprece-
dented constraints on the luminosity function of these
stars, which will directly yield independent ages for the
Galactic disk and halo (e.g., through the initial-final mass
relation, Kalirai et al. 2008).

The sky coverage of LSST naturally targets both field
stars and star clusters. To date, no systematic survey of
the stellar populations of Southern hemisphere clusters
has been performed (e.g., such as the CFHT Open Star
Cluster Survey or the WIYN Open Star Cluster Survey
in the North; Kalirai et al. 2001; Mathieu 2000). Multi-
band imaging of these co-eval, co-spatial, and iso-metallic
systems will provide vital insights into fundamental stel-
lar evolution. For example, the depth of LSST will en-
able construction of luminosity and mass functions for
nearby open clusters down to the hydrogen burning limit
and beyond. Variations in the initial mass function will
be studied as a function of environment (e.g., age and
metallicity). The wide-field coverage will also allow us
to track how the stellar populations in each cluster vary
as a function of radius, from the core to beyond the tidal
radius. Fainter remnant white dwarfs will be uncovered
in both open and globular clusters (the nearest of which
are all in the South), thereby providing a crucial link to
the properties of the now evolved stars in each system.

In summary, the LSST data will revolutionize studies
of the Milky Way and the entire Local Group (Saha et al.
2007). We list a few specific Galactic science programs
that LSST will enable:

• High-resolution studies of the distribution of stars
in the outer halo in the six-dimensional space
spanned by position, metallicity and proper mo-
tions (e.g., Girard et al. 2006; Bell et al. 2008;
Jurić et al. 2008; Ivezić et al. 2008a; Bond et al.
2010).

• The faintest ever search for halo streams, and
galaxy satellites and intergalactic stars over much
of the Local Group (e.g., Grillmair 2006ab; Ibata
et al. 2007; Walsh, Jerjen & Willman 2007; Be-
lokurov et al. 2007a).

• Deep and highly accurate color-magnitude dia-
grams for over half of the known globular clusters,
including tangential velocities from proper motion
measurements (Casetti-Dinescu et al. 2007; Clem,
VandenBerg & Stetson 2008).

• Mapping the metallicity, kinematics and spatial
profile of the Sgr dwarf tidal stream (e.g., Ibata
et al. 2001; Majewski et al. 2003; Law, John-
ston & Majewski 2005) and the Magellanic stream
(Zaritsky et al. 2004).
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Fig. 33.— A comparison of an SDSS image (2×4 arcmin2 gri
composite) showing a typical galaxy at a redshift of ∼0.1 (top) with
a similar BV R composite image of the same field obtained by the
MUSYC survey (bottom; Gawiser et al. 2006). The MUSYC image
is about 4 mag deeper than the SDSS image (and about 1 mag less
deep than anticipated LSST 10-year coadded image). Note the
rich surface brightness structure seen in the MUSYC image that is
undetectable in the SDSS image.

• Studies of white dwarfs using samples of several
million objects, including the determination of
the halo white dwarf luminosity function (SciBook
Ch. 6).

• Measurements of physical properties of stars us-
ing large samples of eclipsing binary stars (SciBook
Ch. 6).

• Planetary transits: the data set may include a mini
survey of 600 deg2 of sky which will collect about
40 hour-long sequences of 200 observations each
over a 4-month period (see § 3.2.2). There would
be an additional 800 observations over 10 years of
these same fields as part of the main survey. With
about 10 million or more stars in the sample (de-
pending on where the fields are placed), this would
provide excellent base material to study the planet
frequency as a function of stellar type, metallicity,
and distance from the Galactic plane (e.g., Char-
bonneau et al. 2000; Konacki et al. 2003).

• A census of AGB stars in the Galaxy by searching
for resolved envelopes and optical identifications of

Fig. 34.— A comparison of the distribution of galaxies in
luminosity–color–density space measured by SDSS (left) and a
model based on the Millennium simulation (right). The linearly-
spaced contours outline the distribution of volume-limited sample
of galaxies in the plotted diagram, and the color-coded background
shows the median environmental density (computed using the ten
nearest neighbors) for galaxies with the corresponding luminosity
and color. Such multi-variate distributions encode rich information
about formation and evolution of galaxies. Galaxies detected by
SDSS are representative of the low-redshift Universe (the median
redshift is ∼0.1). The LSST will enable such studies as a function
of redshift, to z ∼2. Adapted from Cowan & Ivezić (2008).

IR counterparts (e.g., from IRAS and Spitzer sur-
veys), and by using long-term variability and color
selection (Ivezić 2007c).

• A complete census of faint populations in nearby
star forming regions using color and variability se-
lection (e.g., Briceno et al. 2005).

• High-resolution three-dimensional studies of inter-
stellar dust using 5-color SEDs of main sequence
stars (McGehee 2004; Meyer et al. 2005).

4.5. Additional Science Projects

The experience with any large survey (e.g., SDSS,
2MASS, GALEX, to name but a few) is that much of
their most interesting science is often unrelated to the
main science drivers, and is often unanticipated at the
time the survey is designed. LSST will enable even more
diverse science than encompassed by the four themes that
drive the system design. We list a few anticipated major
programs.

• Detailed studies of galaxy formation and evolu-
tion using their distribution in luminosity-color-
morphology space as a function of redshift. For ex-
ample, LSST will enable studies of the rest-frame
UV emission, similar to those based on GALEX
data for local galaxies, to a redshift of ∼2. These
studies project onto many axes:

– the evolution of the galaxy luminosity func-
tion with redshift, as a function of morphology
and color;

– the evolution of the galaxy color distribution
over a wide range of rest-frame wavelengths,
and as a function of luminosity and morphol-
ogy;

– bulge-disk decomposition, as a function of lu-
minosity and color, over a large redshift range;

– detailed distribution of satellite galaxies in
luminosity-color-morphology space as a func-
tion of luminosity, color, and morphology of
the primary galaxy;
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Fig. 35.— The LSST will deliver AGN sky densities of 1000-4000
deg−2, which is competitive with the deepest pencil-beam surveys
to date, such as the Chandra Deep Fields (top panel). The total
LSST AGN yield, selected using colors and variability, should be
well over 10 million objects. The bottom panel shows the expected
distribution of these objects in the absolute magnitude vs. redshift
plane, color-coded by the probability for an object to be detected
as variable after 1 year of observations. Note that quasars will
be detected to their formal luminosity cutoff (M < −23) even at
redshifts of ∼5. Adapted from Brandt et al. (2007).

– correlations of luminosity, color and morphol-
ogy with local environment, and as a function
of redshift (see Figs. 33 and 34);

– the properties of galaxy groups as a function
of cosmic time.

• AGN census to very faint luminosity and large
redshift limit, yielding at least 10 million objects
(see Fig. 35). By reaching substantially further
down the AGN luminosity function over a very
large solid angle, LSST data will test evolutionary
cosmic downsizing scenarios, and lead to a much
clearer understanding of black-hole growth during
the first Gyr. For example, LSST should discover
∼1000 AGNs at z ∼ 6 − 7.5, representing a dra-

matic increase over the present samples (Brandt et
al. 2007, see also LSST Science Book).

• The first wide field survey of ultra low sur-
face brightness galaxies, with photometric red-
shift information. The currently available samples
are highly incomplete, especially in the Southern
Hemisphere (see Fig. 7 in Belokurov et al. 2007a).

• Search for strong gravitational lenses to a faint sur-
face brightness limit (e.g., Bartelmann et al. 1998;
Tyson, Kochanski & Dell’Antonio 1998; Belokurov
et al. 2007b).

• Multi-wavelength studies of faint optical sources
using gamma-ray, X-ray, IR and radio data: LSST
will synergistically add value to archives of other
observatories. For example, the SDSS detected
only 1/3 of all 20cm FIRST sources (Becker et al.
1995) because it was too shallow by ∼4 mag for a
complete optical identification.

4.5.1. Synergy with other projects

LSST will not operate in isolation and will greatly ben-
efit from other precursor and coeval data at a variety of
wavelengths, depths, and timescales. For example, most
of the Celestial Sphere will be covered to a limit sev-
eral magnitudes fainter than LSST saturation (r ∼ 16),
first by the combination of SDSS, PS1 and SkyMapper
(Keller et al. 2001), and then by the Gaia survey. The
SkyMapper survey will obtain imaging data in the south-
ern sky to similar depths as SDSS, the Pan-STARRS sur-
veys will provide multi-epoch data deeper than SDSS in
the northern sky, and the Dark Energy Survey (Flaugher
2006) will scan ∼5000 deg2 to similar depth as Pan-
STARRS in the southern sky. Despite the lack of the
u band data and a depth about a magnitude shallower,
the Pan-STARRS surveys will represent a valuable com-
plement to LSST in providing North sky coverage to a
limit fainter than that of SDSS and SkyMapper. LSST
and Gaia will be complementary datasets for studying
the Milky Way in the multi-dimensional space of three-
dimensional positions, proper motions and metallicity.
The Gaia survey will provide calibration checks at the
bright end for proper motions and trigonometric parallax
measurements by LSST, and LSST will extend the Gaia
survey by four magnitudes. The LSST data stream will
invigorate subsequent investigations by numerous other
telescopes that will provide additional temporal, spectral
and spatial resolution coverage.

LSST will provide a crucial complementary capability
to space experiments operating in other bands, such as
the planned NuSTAR Mission66, and the already suc-
cessful Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (e.g., Atwood
et al. 2010) which plausibly will be continuing its high
energy time-domain survey of the sky contemporane-
ously with LSST. The Laser Interferometer Gravitational
Wave Observatory (LIGO) may detect ultracompact bi-
naries and black hole mergers through the gravitational
wave outburst that should be emitted during the final
stages of such events. LSST has the potential to measure
the electromagnetic signal that accompanies the grav-
itational wave emission, thereby providing an accurate

66 http://www.nustar.caltech.edu/
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position on the sky for the system, which is crucial for
subsequent observations. LSST will also add new value
to the archives for billion-dollar class space missions such
as Chandra, XMM-Newton, Spitzer, etc., because deep
optical multi-color data will enable massive photometric
studies of sources from these missions; any areas of the
sky –whether by design or by serendipity –in which past,
present, or future multiwavelength surveys overlap with
LSST sky coverage, will be further promoted by LSST
investigations to “optical plus multiwavelength Selected
Areas”. Last but not least, the huge samples of vari-
ous astronomical source populations will yield extremely
rare objects for investigations by powerful facilities such
as JWST (Gardner et al. 2006) and GSMT (Kan & An-
tebi 2003).

In summary, the diversity of science enabled by LSST
will be unparalleled, extending from the physics of grav-
ity and the early Universe to the properties of “killer”
asteroids. While there are other projects that aim to ad-
dress some of the same science goals, no other project
matches this diversity and LSST’s potential impact on
society in general.

5. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

LSST has been conceived as a public facility: the
database that it will produce, and the associated object
catalogs that are generated from that database, will be
made available to the U.S. and Chilean scientific com-
munities, and to the public at large, with no proprietary
period. We are working with foreign partners to make
LSST data products available worldwide. The LSST
data management system will provide user-friendly tools
to access this database and to support user-initiated
queries, run on LSST computers, either at the archive
facility or at the data access centers. We expect that
many, perhaps even the majority, of LSST discoveries
will come from research astronomers with no formal affil-
iation to the project, from students, and from interested
amateurs, intrigued by the accessibility to the Universe
that this facility uniquely provides. For example, be-
cause of its interest in the large public data access of the
LSST program, Google has joined the LSST team.

The SDSS provides a good example for how the scien-
tific community can be effective in working with large,
publicly available astronomical data sets. The SDSS
has published a series of large incremental data releases
via a sophisticated database, roughly once per year,
together with a paper describing the content of each
data release, and extensive on-line documentation giv-
ing instructions on downloading the catalogs and image
data (see http://www.sdss.org). Over 60% of the more
than 3200 refereed papers based on SDSS data to date
(September 2010) have been written by scientists from
outside the project, and include many of the most high-
profile results that have come from the facility.

Nevertheless, it is clear that many of the highest pri-
ority LSST science investigations will require organized
teams of professionals working together to optimize sci-
ence analyses and to assess the importance of system-
atic uncertainties on the derived results. To meet this
need, eleven science collaborations have been established
by the project in core science areas. As of the time of
this contribution, there are over 250 participants in these
collaborations, mostly from LSST member institutions.

Periodic calls for applications for membership are issued
to the professional community at large67. It is antici-
pated that the LSST science collaborations will perform
their analyses using LSST computational facilities, and
the system has been sized accordingly.

As we design our observing strategies, we are actively
seeking and implementing input by the wide community
of scientists in the LSST Science Collaborations. Their
task, among others, is to enhance the LSST science case
and provide advice on how to optimize their science with
choices in cadence, software, and data systems. The Sci-
ence Collaborations are expected to play a major role in
the system optimization during the commissioning pe-
riod. We will continue this review when the survey starts,
and will maintain our design of flexible cadence structure.

6. EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIETAL IMPACTS

The impact – and enduring societal significance – of the
LSST will exceed its direct contributions to advances in
physics and astronomy. LSST is uniquely positioned to
have high impact with the interested public and K-12 ed-
ucational programs. Engaging the public in LSST activ-
ities has, therefore, been part of the project design from
the beginning. With its open data policy, survey mode
of operations and data products that offer vast potential
for discovery, LSST facilitates the active engagement of
a broad community with pathways to lifelong learning.
LSST will contribute to the national goals of enhancing
science literacy and increasing the global competitiveness
of the US science and technology workforce. We intend
to develop in our audience the awareness that they are
part of a dynamic universe that changes on many time
scales.

We will use three primary techniques to accomplish
these goals: visualization, utilization of real data, and
active engagement in the research process. These tech-
niques will be executed via three primary components: a
dynamic, immersive public web presence featuring LSST
discoveries; a physical presence in classrooms and sci-
ence centers; and an emphasis on citizen science, that is,
participation in the research process by non-specialists.
LSST’s “movie of the Universe” will offer a new window
on the sky for curious minds of all ages. It is not un-
reasonable to anticipate tens of millions of public users
browsing the LSST sky68, exploring discoveries as they
are broadcast and monitoring objects of interest. For
users just browsing, interfaces such as Sky in Google
Earth or Microsoft’s World Wide Telescope will serve
images. For those wanting a deeper experience, LSST
will provide a value-added interface for web-based im-
mersive delivery of dynamic multi-media content related
to LSST discoveries.

LSST data can become a key part of projects empha-
sizing student-centered research in middle school, high
school, and undergraduate settings. Web-based instruc-
tional materials, on-line professional development, and
software tools will facilitate both formal and lifelong
learning opportunities. Citizen science is an integral
component of the overall LSST EPO program, allow-

67 See http://www.noao.edu/lsst/collab prop/Scicollab.htm
68 At the angular resolution of LSST, it would take over 3 million

HDTV sets (with 1080×1920 pixel resolution) to display a single-
epoch LSST image of half the Celestial Sphere (and about 1000
such images will be obtained over 10 years).
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ing us to actively engage a large and broad community
in the excitement of exploration. LSST EPO expects
to operate at least one “Citizen Science” project at all
times and provide properly constructed data products,
tools, and interfaces to facilitate efforts outside LSST. A
few dozen “power users” at major science centers, which
in turn will reach 10-20 million participants annually,
will incorporate LSST skymaps, discoveries, and scien-
tists into displays and live sky shows. We will provide a
specialized data access interface to expedite access at dig-
ital planetariums; kiosks bridging museum experiences to
classroom and lifelong learning will be developed. This
involvement and active participation will allow LSST to
fulfill its public responsibility and extend its scientific po-
tential - a truly transformative idea for the 21st century
telescope system.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Until recently, most astronomical investigations have
focused on small samples of cosmic sources or individ-
ual objects. Over the past decade, however, advances in
technology have made it possible to move beyond the tra-
ditional observational paradigm and to undertake large-
scale sky surveys, such as SDSS, 2MASS, GALEX and
many others. This observational progress, based on a
synergy of advances in telescope construction, detectors,
and above all, information technology, has had a dra-
matic impact on nearly all fields of astronomy, many ar-
eas of fundamental physics, and society in general. The
LSST builds on the experience of these surveys and ad-
dresses the broad goals stated in several nationally en-
dorsed reports by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences.
The recent 2010 report “New Worlds, New Horizons in
Astronomy and Astrophysics” by the Committee for a
Decadal Survey of Astronomy and Astrophysics69 ranked
LSST as its top priority for ground-based programs.

The realization of the LSST involves extraordinary en-
gineering and technological challenges: the fabrication
of large, high-precision optics; construction of a huge,
highly-integrated array of sensitive, wide-band imaging
sensors; and the operation of a data management facility
handling tens of terabytes of data each day. The design
and development effort, which has been underway since
2006 and will continue through the onset of construction,
includes structural, thermal, and optical analyses of all
key hardware subsystems, vendor interactions to deter-
mine manufacturability, explicit prototyping of high-risk
elements, prototyping and development of data manage-
ment systems, and extensive systems engineering studies.
Over 100 technical personnel at a range of institutions are
currently engaged in this program.

In September 2007, LSST passed the NSF Conceptual
Design Review for construction, which puts it on track
for the Preliminary Design Review in 2011. The cast-
ing of the primary/tertiary mirror has been completed70

and it is currently being polished. The LSST design and
development phase will continue for another two years
under NSF support along with in-kind contributions and
private gifts. It is proposed that the U.S. Department
of Energy support the cost of constructing the camera.
LSST has high visibility in the high-energy physics com-

69 http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record id=12951
70 Please see http://www.lsst.org/News/highfire event.shtml

munity, both at universities and government laborato-
ries. The project is scheduled to begin the regular sur-
vey operations before the end of this decade (it will take
about five years from the start of federal construction
phase to full system integration and the beginning of
commissioning period).

The LSST survey will open a movie-like window on
objects that change brightness, or move, on timescales
ranging from 10 seconds to 10 years. The survey will
have a raw data rate of about 15 TB per night (about
the same as one complete Sloan Digital Sky Survey per
night), and will collect over 100 PB of data over its life-
time, resulting in an incredibly rich and extensive public
archive that will be a treasure trove for breakthroughs in
many areas of astronomy and physics. About 10 billion
galaxies and a similar number of stars will be detected –
for the first time in history, the number of cataloged celes-
tial objects will exceed the number of living people! About
a thousand observations of each position across half of
the Celestial Sphere will represent the greatest movie of
all time: assuming HDTV resolution (2.1 Mpix/frame)
with 30 frames per second, and 270 color images per po-
sition (e.g., the ugr and izy color-composites, c.f. Table
1), it would take about eleven uninterrupted months to
view this color movie (equivalent to about 4,000 feature
films).

The cost estimate for LSST is $455M for construction
and $38M per year for operations (in 2010 U.S. dollars).
LSST will be much more efficient than the current state-
of-the-art massive optical survey, the SDSS. For exam-
ple, for each $100 spent, the SDSS obtained single-epoch
ugriz photometry for ∼200 sources and a spectrum for
a single source. In contrast, for $100 LSST will obtain
ugrizy photometry for more than 2,000 sources (to a
limit 5 magnitudes deeper than SDSS) and a 1000-point
light curve for ∼200 sources. Compared to the SDSS,
LSST will produce about 2,000 times larger data volume
with an increase in total cost of less than a factor of ten.

LSST has been conceived as a public facility: the
database that it will produce, and the associated object
catalogs that are generated from that database, will be
made available to the U.S. and Chilean scientific com-
munities and to the public at large with no proprietary
period. We are working with prospective foreign part-
ners to make LSST data more broadly available. The
software which creates the LSST database will be open
source. LSST will be a significant milestone in the glob-
alization of the information revolution. LSST will put
terabytes of data each night into the hands of anyone
that wants to explore it, and in some sense will become
an internet telescope: the ultimate network peripheral
device to explore the Universe, and a shared resource for
all humanity.
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APPENDIX

Version History

Version 1.0: the first posting (May 15, 2008).

Version 2.0: acknowledged the Decadal Survey 2010 report; updated construction schedule; updated expected per-
formance in Table 2; added sections on LSST simulations and data mining; updated several figures; updated references;
expanded author list.
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Prilog



Sto hektara Ëistog
potencijala
Ne bi bilo pretjerano smatrati prelazak 100
hektara nekadaπnjeg vojnog zemljiπta u ruke
zagrebaËkog sveuËiliπta najvaænijim dogaajem u
povijesti grada nakon proglaπenja neovisnosti
Hrvatske

100 Hectares of Pure
Potential
It would not be an exaggeration to consider the
transfer of 100 hectares of former military land into
the hands of the University of Zagreb to be the
most significant event in the history of the city
since Croatia’s independence

> Iako je grad doæivio pravi gra-
evinski procvat πkola, djeËjih vr-
tiÊa i drugih vrlo potrebnih javnih
graevina, ukljuËujuÊi Muzej su-
vremene umjetnosti, javni pro-
jekti ovog opsega i vaænosti nisu
vieni desetljeÊima. Meutim,
puni potencijal nije sadræan jed-
nostavno u prilici da se sagradi
deset ili viπe novih fakulteta ili ti-
suÊe novih mjesta u domovima.
Kao u sluËaju Zelene potkove ili
ZagrebaËkog velesajma, πto su
veliki projekti usporedivog mjeri-
la i vaænosti, potencijal ovoga
projekta prelazi granice velike
parcele. Kao i ti projekti, novi sve-
uËiliπni kampus na Borongaju
mogao bi upravljati buduÊim raz-
vojem cijeloga grada. ShvaÊanje
cjelokupnog potencijala ove lo-
kacije zahtijeva strateπko umje-
sto jednostavno taktiËkog miπlje-
nja, drugim rijeËima, prilika ovo-
ga projekta sadræana je u stva-
ranju daljnjih moguÊnosti. (No-
gometnim rjeËnikom reËeno,
ovaj je projekt playmaker, onaj
koji stvara prigode.)
Projekti poput Zelene potkove i
ZagrebaËkog velesajma fragme-

nti su mnogo veÊih i ambicioznijih gradskih planova, ali nisu tek neostvarene
utopije. I sami su po sebi uspjelo urbano tkivo, a njihova stvarna inovativnost
sastoji se u naËinu kako upravljaju razvojem urbanog tkiva oko sebe bez
neposredne kontrole nad njim. Na taj su naËin oni viπe strateπki nego taktiËki,
ne iskoriπta-vaju jednostavno situaciju, nego stvaraju daljnje moguÊnosti.
Zelena potkova, jedan od najranijih i najambicioznijih velikih projekata moder-
nog Zagreba, bila je i sama usko povezana s razvojem zagrebaËkog sveuËiliπta.
Reorganizacija SveuËiliπta u modernu visokoπkolsku instituciju 1874. uklju-
Ëivala je istodobnu preobrazbu softvera kao i hardvera, pedagoπke strukture
obrazovanja, kao i prostora u kojemu Êe se taj obrazovni proces odvijati.
Godine 1877. prvi se arhitektonski izraz takve preobrazbe visokog obrazovanja
pojavio u obliku urbanog kampusa na juænom rubu grada, izmeu tek zapo-
Ëetog Zrinjevca, BolniËke ceste, Petrinjske ulice i Carske æeljeznice. Taj am-
biciozni prijedlog, koji je ukljuËivao novu zgradu SveuËiliπta, fakultete fizike i
kemije, BotaniËki vrt, muzej, srednju πkolu i akademiju, nije ostvaren u toj
konfiguraciji, ali njegov prostorni koncept i programska logika utjecali su na
razvoj Zelene potkove.
Godine 1882., pripremajuÊi niz razliËitih prijedloga za danaπnji Trg marπala
Tita, Milan Lenuci je prvo osmislio ambiciozni i pragmatiËni ZagrebaËki prsten
ili Zelenu potkovu. U svojoj vaænoj knjizi na tu temu Snjeπka KneæeviÊ Ëak na-
znaËuje da je Lenuci taj odvaæni oblik zamislio kao strategiju da bi privolio
SveuËiliπte za lokaciju nekadaπnje bolnice, smjeπtenu na juænom rubu Zagreba.

> Although the city has experienced a veritable construction boom of schools,
kindergartens and other much needed public buildings including the Museum
of Contemporary Art, public projects of this scope and significance have not
been seen for decades. But the full potential does not simply lie in the opportu-
nity to construct ten or more new schools or new dormitory facilities for thou-
sands of students. Like the Green Horseshoe or the Zagreb Fair, large projects
of a comparable scope and significance, the potential of this project exceeds
the boundaries of the large parcel of land. As with those projects, the new
University campus on Borongaj could direct the future development of the en-
tire city. Realizing the full potential of this site requires strategic rather than
simply tactical thinking. In other words the potential of this project lies in creat-
ing further opportunities. (In soccer terms this project is a play maker, someone
who creates opportunities)
Projects like the Green Horseshoe and the Zagreb Fair are fragments of much
larger and more ambitious plans for the city, but they are not simply unrealized
utopias. Apart from being successful urban spaces in themselves, their real
innovation lies in the way they direct the development of the urban fabric around
them without directly controlling that fabric. In that way they are strategic rather
than tactical, because they do not simply take advantage of a situation but
rather create further opportunities.
The Green Horseshoe, one of the earliest and most ambitious large scale
projects of the modern Zagreb, was itself closely tied to the development of the
University of Zagreb. The reorganization of the University in 1874 into a mod-
ern institution of higher education included a parallel transformation of soft-
ware as well as hardware, the pedagogical structure of education as well as the
kind of space within which that educational process would take place. In 1877
the first architectural expression of this transformation of higher education ap-
peared in the form of an urban campus on the southern edge of the city, be-
tween the recently initiated Zrinjevac Square, Hospital Road (Bolnicka),
Petrinjska Road, and the Royal Rail Way. This ambitious proposal, which in-
cluded a new University building, Departments of Physics and Chemistry, a
Botanical Garden, Museum, High School, and Academy, was not realized in
this configuration, but its spatial conception and programmatic logic would
influence the development of the Green Horseshoe.
In 1882, while preparing a series of alternate proposals for today's Marshall
Tito Square, Milan Lenuci first conceived his ambitious and pragmatic Zagreb
Ring or Green Horseshoe. Snjeska Knezevic, in her important work on this
subject, even suggests that Lenuci conceived this daring figure as a strategy
for convincing the University to move to the premises of the former hospital,
located on Zagreb's southern periphery. Despite the initial resistance of the
University to the move, it seems that their privileged position on what would be
the city’s new center provided enough of an incentive to come down from the
hill and by the middle of that decade the main University building, the Botani-
cal Garden and the Chemistry building, all programs related to the University
fixed the corners of the new Horseshoe. This flexible figure, initially closely tied
to and assisted by the presence of the University began to accommodate other
institutions such as the National Theatre as well directing the private develop-
ment, and even influencing the development of the city’s transportation infra-
structure. In other words, a figure that emerged out of a tactical approach sim-
ply took advantage of the existing opportunities, and was turned into a strate-
gic approach, the one that creates new opportunities: a playmaker. This case
also clearly demonstrates the need for the University to function not just as an
educational institution but as a public one, active in directing the community of
which it is a part.
The recent international workshop dealing with the issue of the new University
campus on Borongaj held last June raised similar issues to those identified in
the case of the Green Horseshoe. In addition to the many spatial issues dis-
cussed, one of the key questions brought up was the impact of the Bologna
Accords as well as the relationship of Croatian higher education to the coun-
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UnatoË ishodiπnom otporu SveuËiliπta prema tom potezu, Ëini se da je njegov
istaknuti poloæaj u buduÊem gradskom centru bio dovoljna motivacija za
silaæenje s breæuljka, pa su sredinom toga desetljeÊa glavna zgrada SveuËiliπta,
BotaniËki vrt i Kemijski fakultet, πto su sve bili programi povezani sa Sveu-
Ëiliπtem, odredili uglove potkove. Taj fleksibilni oblik, izvorno usko vezan uz
SveuËiliπte i poduprt njegovom nazoËnoπÊu, postupno je ukljuËivao i druge
institucije poput HNK te usmjeravao privatni razvoj, pa Ëak i utjecao na razvoj
gradske infrastrukture prijevoza. Drugim rijeËima, to je oblik koji se iz taktiËkog
pristupa, takvog koji je samo koristio postojeÊe moguÊnosti, pretvorio u
strateπki pristup koji stvara nove moguÊnosti, u playmakera. Ovaj primjer jasno
pokazuje potrebu da SveuËiliπte ne funkcionira samo kao obrazovna ustanova,
nego i kao javna, aktivna u usmjeravanju zajednice Ëiji je dio. 
Nedavno organizirana meunarodna radionica na temu novog sveuËiliπnog
kampusa na Borongaju, odræana u lipnju, bavila se sliËnim pitanjima poput
onih u sluËaju Zelene potkove. Osim πto su raspravljena brojna prostorna
pitanja, jedno od kljuËnih postavljenih pitanja bio je utjecaj bolonjske reforme,
kao i odnos hrvatskog visokog obrazovanja prema opÊoj dræavnoj gospodar-
skoj strategiji unutar Europske Unije, zajednice Ëija je primarna gospodarska
osnova u mnogo veÊoj mjeri znanje nego industrija i prirodni resursi. Iako je
rjeπavanje tih πirih problema oËito izvan dosega projekta, novi se kompleks
ne moæe osmisliti a da ih se ne uzme u obzir. Zapravo bi bilo teπko razumjeti
prostornu i programsku logiku Zelene potkove bez razumijevanja prioriteta
vezanih uz kulturnu integraciju podijeljenih hrvatskih zemalja unutar Austro-
ugarske Monarhije ili do kraja cijeniti SveuËiliπnu aleju a da se ne prouËi pose-
bno uspjeπna manipulacija gradonaËelnika Holjevca jugoslavenskim politiËkim
eksperimentom samoupravnog socijalizma, izvedena u korist Zagreba.
Prostorna konfiguracija SveuËiliπta Harvard ili ciriπkog ETH, dva kampusa uzeta
za primjer na radionici, odraæava dvije vrlo razliËite logike. Ne nude jednostavne
modele za oponaπanje, ali ukazuju na potrebu da svaka visokoobrazovna
ustanova ima jasne prioritete koji nadilaze pruæanje obrazovnih usluga studen-
tima. Njihova povijest, sliËno kao i kod zagrebaËkog sveuËiliπta, ukazuje da
se sveuËiliπni kampusi, poput bilo koje druge urbane aglomeracije, mijenjaju
tijekom vremena, pa je zato taj proces promjene vaæniji od bilo kojeg utvrenog
formalnog obrasca. Restrukturiranje zagrebaËkog sveuËiliπta kao primarne
hrvatske istraæivaËke institucije promjena je koja Êe se jamaËno odraziti na
novi kampus. Dok je rjeπavanje tog pitanja u tijeku, odnos SveuËiliπta prema
najvaænijim hrvatskim gospodarskim subjektima, pitanje koje je trenutaËno
iznimno vaæno privatnim i dræavnim sveuËiliπtima u Sjevernoj Americi i Europi,
joπ se uvijek Ëini nejasnim, unatoË Ëinjenici da je takozvani tehnoloπki park na
popisu moguÊih programa za novi kampus.
Utjecaj koji bi projekt novog kampusa mogao imati na visoko obrazovanje u
Hrvatskoj jednak je ili u nekim pogledima Ëak manji od potencijala koji bi ta-
kva opseæna gradnja mogla imati za grad Zagreb. Dok se veÊina javnih inve-
sticija dogaa tamo gdje je zemlja jeftina, a sam je GUP jednostavno odraz
ranijih urbanistiËkih planova, javni projekt ovog opsega mogao bi biti jedina
aktualna prigoda da se grad znaËajnije reorganizira. Razvojem zagrebaËkog
aerodroma prema istoku, gradnjom niza novih mostova, kao i sve veÊom vaæ-
noπÊu RadniËke ceste kao najnovije gradske poslovne Ëetvrti, borongajski
kampus igrat Êe kljuËnu ulogu u urbanizaciji istoËnog ruba grada, potencijalno
stvarajuÊi novo gradsko srediπte za populaciju koja nadilazi pretpostavljenih
20.000 studenata, nastavnika i drugog osoblja.
Da bi se taj potencijal potpuno iskoristio, SveuËiliπte Êe morati proπiriti svoju
ulogu od obrazovne i istraæivaËke institucije do urbane institucije koja usmje-
rava razvoj grada. Kamen temeljac graanskog druπtva jest brojnost javnih i
polujavnih institucija odgovornih javnosti i reguliranih ali neovisnih od srediπnje
uprave. SveuËiliπte bi moralo ustanoviti ozbiljan ured za planiranje kampusa,
takav koji ne bi samo nadgledao novi kampus, nego i sve drugo u posjedu
SveuËiliπta i, πto je joπ vaænije, koji bi bio sposoban lobirati pri razliËitim drugim
javnim i privatnim institucijama kao πto su ZagrebaËki holding ili Hrvatske
æeljeznice.
Iako to traæi investicije, one su beznaËajne ako se usporede s investicijama u
zemljiπta i gradnju novih zgrada, πto je dio tog proπirenja.
Istinski potencijal novog kampusa neÊe se ostvariti jednostavnim iskoriπta-
vanjem trenutaËne prilike, poklona 100 hektara zemljiπta, nego koriπtenjem
sretnih okolnosti za stvaranje novih prigoda i daljnjeg potencijala. To znaËi da
valja razmiπljati strateπki, a ne samo taktiËki, potrebno je da SveuËiliπte proπiri
svoj utjecaj i usredotoËi se. Nije mu potrebna zvijezda, nego playmaker.

try’s general economic strategy within the European Union, an entity whose
primary economic base is its knowledge rather than industry or natural re-
sources. Although the resolution of these broader issues is clearly beyond the
scope of the design of this new complex, it is impossible to conceive the project
without considering them. In fact, it would be difficult to understand the Green
Horseshoe's spatial and programmatic logic without understanding the priority
placed on the cultural integration of divided Croatian lands within the Austro-
Hungarian Empire or to fully appreciate the College Alley without investigating
Mayor Holjevac's particularly successful manipulation of Yugoslavia's political
experiment of Self Managing Socialism for Zagreb's benefit.
The spatial configurations of Harvard University or the ETH in Zurich, two cam-
puses used as case studies at the workshop, reflect two very different ways of
thinking. They do not provide simple models to be copied but they do point to
the need for any institution of higher education to have a clear set of priorities
that exceed providing education for their students. Their history, like that of the
University of Zagreb, suggests that university campuses like any other urban
conglomerates change over time, and therefore this process of change is more
important than any fixed formal model. The restructuring of the University of
Zagreb as the primary research institution in Croatia is one structural change
that will clearly have an impact on the new campus. While the resolution of this
issue is well under way, the relationship of the University with Croatia’s major
economic players, an issue that is currently of major importance to private and
public universities in North America and Europe, still seems to be unclear de-
spite the fact that a so called Tech Park is on the list of possible programs for
the new campus.
The impact that the design of the new campus could have on higher education
in Croatia is matched or, even in many ways exceeded, by the potential that
such a large development could have for the city of Zagreb. With most public
investments occurring wherever there is cheap land to be bought, and the
General Plan itself simply being a reflection of the palimpsest of earlier urban
plans of the city, a public project of this scale may be the only current chance
to significantly reorganize the city. With the expansion of the Zagreb airport
eastwards, the construction of a series of new bridges, as well as the growing
importance of Radnicka Street as the city’s newest business district, the
Borongaj Campus will play the key role in the urbanization of the eastern edge
of the city, potentially providing a new city center for a population that exceeds
the predicted 20,000 students, faculty, and staff. For this potential to be maxi-
mized, the University will have to broaden its own role from that of an educa-
tional and research-based institution into that of an urban institution directing
the development of the city. The corner stone of a civil society is multiplicity of
public and semi public institutions responsible to the public and regulated by
but independent from the central government. The University needs to estab-
lish a Campus Planning office, one that will not only oversee this new campus,
but all of the University’s properties, and more importantly, beable to lobby
various other public and private institutions such as Zagreb Holding or the
National Railways. Although this enterprise requires financial investment, it is
insignificant compared to the investments in the acquisition of property and
construction of new buildings that are a part of this expansion.
The true potential of this new campus will not be realized simply by taking
advantage of the current opportunity, the gift of 100 hectares of land, but by
utilizing this stroke of luck to create new opportunities and further potential.
This means thinking strategically and not simply tactically. It requires that the
University both expands its influence and narrows its focus. It doesn't require a
star, but a play maker.

1965 - Aleja nauke | College Alley
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Molecular Imaging Mass Spectrometry

Dj. Josiæa,c and S. Kovaèa,b
a Sveuèilište J. J. Strossmayera u Osijeku, Odjel za kemiju, Kuhaèeva 20, 31000 Osijek, Hrvatska
b Prehrambeno-tehnološki fakultet Osijek, Kuhaèeva 18, 31000 Osijek, Hrvatska
c Proteomics Core, Center for Cancer Research Development, Rhode Island Hospital
c and Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, USA

Molecular imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) is a recently developed method for direct determina-
tion of spatial distribution of biopolymers, preferably proteins on cell surface and tissues. Imaging
mass spectrometry data are mainly based on Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization – Time
of Flight (MALDI TOF). The MALDI TOF based imaging mass spectrometry was applied for
determination of changes in kidney tissue of sensitive mice after poisoning with aristolochic acid I.
The second application presented here were changes in the gastric tissue in mice after infection
withHelicobacter pylori, as a model of gastric cancer in humans caused by this pathogenmicroor-
ganism. Molecular imaging mass spectrometry can be applied in medicine, mostly for identificati-
on of candidate biomarkers for malignant and non-malignant diseases. Furthermore, imaging MS
has almost unlimited capacity in agriculture, food technology and biotechnology, e. g. for monito-
ring, process development and quality control of manufactured tissue of animal, plant and micro-
bial origin.

Key words: Imaging mass spectrometry, aristolochic acid, nephropathy, gastric cancer, biomarkers

Introduction

Developments in mass spectrometry in the last twenty years
allow analysis of solid state materials and numerous appli-
cations have emerged in diverse fields such as biotechno-
logy, medicine, microelectronics, material science, geoche-
mistry and surface analysis (Reviewed in Reference 1). The
increasing interest in imagingmass spectrometry is due to its
ability for parallel detection of multiple analytes, gathering
of exact molecular masses at the same time to record spatial
distributions of a wide range of small molecules, but also
large biopolymers such as proteins and polysaccharides,
and to perform the analyses on native samples without la-
belling. Structural data can also be obtained by performing
MS/MS.2 Additionally, continuing improvements in all these
aspects, in software and hardware of the instrument are the
reason for increasing interest in this method.

Molecular Imaging Mass Spectrometry

The possibility of direct determination of the spatial distri-
bution of chemical components in cells and tissues makes
imaging mass spectrometry extremely interesting for appli-
cations in biology, biotechnology and medicine. With an
appropriate sample preparation, images of distributions of
small molecules, drugs and other organic compounds, but
also images of macromolecular components and structures
such as proteins, carbohydrates and lipids can be obta-
ined.1–3 Most imaging mass spectrometry data are based

either on Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization
(MALDI) or Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS).2,4
These two techniques offer different capabilities. MALDI
can record the spatial distribution of high mass molecules,
e. g. proteins using the specific molecular ions. Typical spa-
tial resolution is about 25 �m, but recently 10 �m sources
are available. SIMS is able to provide high spatial resolution
images in the sub-micron range.2,5 There are some im-
pressive applications of SIMS for the imaging of small mo-
lecules1,5,6 but the molecular ion mass range of this tech-
nique is much lower than that of MALDI, and most imaging
experiments use ions of m/z < 500.2 The m/z range for
MALDI is one to two orders of magnitude higher, and that is
why it is the method of choice for recording intact poly-
peptide and protein distributions. By use of this method,
proteins can be analyzed directly from tissue sections, and
their distribution can be determined.3,7,8 The overview of
the imaging mass spectrometry experiment is shown in
Fig. 1.

Molecular imaging spectrometry can be applied for patho-
logical studies and for biomarker analysis.3,7–10 It has been
applied to investigate proteome changes in different tumors
such as glioblastoma,3 colon tumors,11 liver metastasis,12 in
Alzheimer disease,10 in nefrotoxicity induced by antibio-
tics,13 during mouse prostate development,9 nervous tis-
sue14 etc. There are two approaches for direct tissue mass
spectral analysis: “profiling” or “imaging”. Molecular ima-
ging MS is the acquisition of complete mass spectra from
each spot on the surface of the analyte (e. g. tissue section,
plant leaf, other organic or inorganic materials) without
knowing about the structure of the molecules desorbed and
ionised. Molecular profiling MS is the acquisition of a part
or a small m/z region of a mass spectrum from each spot on
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the surface of the analyte knowing the structure of the mo-
lecules desorbed and ionised, i. e. searching for the ion with
a particularm/z value across the surface. Molecular imaging
and profiling is nowadays mostly done with cluster ions as a
primary beam because these beams generate sufficient se-
condary molecular ions.1–3

For imaging mass spectrometry, sample preparation is a key
step in the analytical procedure.3,14,15 Any molecular degra-
dation, or other reaction, e. g. protein–protein interaction
and/or aggregation that occurs in the time between sample
collection and analysis can influence the results. Samples
can be prepared using several protocols such as direct
analysis of frozen sections,3,16 isolation of individual cells by
laser-capture microdissection or contact blotting of a tissue
on a membrane target.17 The most used method is the ap-
plication of the tissue section onto a gold coated or stainless
steel target plate, coating with a matrix solution, drying and
introduction into the MALDI mass spectrometer.2,3,18 Cor-
responding software for the instrument control and evalua-
tion is commercially available. Molecular images are crea-
ted from a raster over the surface of the sample with
consecutive laser spots. The image resolution depends on
the number of spots. The molecular mass range is between
500 and 80000. However, the upper limit for lower abun-
dant proteins is about 30000 D (for method description cf.

References 2, 3 and 18). There are new instruments being
developed to improve spatial resolution, molecular sensiti-
vity and speed of the analysis. The high-resolution images
on the order of 10 �m18,19 and down to 4 �m20 are reported,
but these instruments are still in the early stage of deve-
lopment.18

A direct comparison between the protein and peptide dis-
tribution and cellular morphology determined by histology
is an important step on the path to the discovery of cell
specific biomarkers.21 The compatibility of several well-
-established tissue staining protocols with the MALDI MS
analyses has already been demonstrated.21

Application

Kidneys from aristolochic acid treated mice

Aristolochic acid (AA) present in Aristolochia plants are to-
xins responsible for Chinese Herbs Nephropathy (CHN).
This type of rapidly progressive interstitial renal fibrosis re-
ported in a group of Belgian women after the introduction
of medicaments based on Chinese herbs.22 The disease is
characterized by early, severe anemia andmild tubular pro-
teinuria, and renal interstitial fibrosis. Urothelial malignancy

208 DJ. JOSIÆ and S. KOVAÈ: Molecular Imaging Mass Spectrometry, Kem. Ind. 58 (5) 207–213 (2009)

F i g. 1 – Overview of the imaging mass spectrometry experiment using MALDI TOF MS
(Taken from: Van de Plas et al. (2007) Pacific Symp. on Biocomputing 12:458-469.)

S l i k a 1 – Prikaz eksperimenta “imaging mass spectrometry” uz uporabu MALDI TOF MS
(Preuzeto iz: Van de Plas et al. (2007) Pacific Symp. on Biocomputing 12:458-469.)
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of the upper urinary tract develops subsequently in almost
half of the patients. Exposure to AA was confirmed by the
detection of AA-DNA adducts in the kidney tissue samples

from CHN patients.23 Recently, Grollman et al.24 presented
strong indications, that dietary poisoning by AA is also re-
sponsible for Endemic (Balkan) nephropathy (EN) and asso-
ciated urothelial cancer. This renal disease affects the rural
population of Southeastern Europe, in Bosnia andHerzego-
vina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Serbia and Romania.25 The main
features of human CHN, renal intestinal fibrosis and urot-
helial malignancy have also been reproduced in rats.26 Sato
and coworkers27 reported that mice belonging to the sensi-
tive C3H/He strain, when treated with AA rapidly develo-
ped nephropathy. AA is a mixture of structurally related
nitrophenanthrene carboxylic acids, containing two major
components – aristolochic acid I (AA I) and aristolochic acid
II (AA II) (see Ref. 28 and Fig. 2). Investigation using purified
AA I and AA II revealed that AA I induced strong nephroto-
xicity in mice, and that AA II resulted in mild nephrotoxi-
city. The other investigated components, AA IVa and aristo-
lactam proved as nontoxic.27

Gastric carcinogenesis induced by H. pylori

Prior infection with H. pylori is the most important risk fac-
tor for the development of gastric cancer. Dr. Steven Moss
from the Department of Gastroenterology, Rhode Island
Hospital, Providence, RI, USA developed p27-deficient
mouse model, sensitive to H. pylori infection. The p27 pro-
tein is a cell cycle regulator and it has been postulated as a
link between chronic H. pylori infection and gastric can-
cer.29 The development of this mouse model ofH. pylori in-
duced gastric cancer provides an important step forward in
dissecting pathogenesis of gastric cancer. The pattern of
protein changes in gastric epithelial cells of p27-deficient
mice was followed by molecular imaging mass spectro-
metry.

Experimental

Animal model

Mouse model, introduced by Sato at al.27 was used to com-
pare the effects of two forms of AA: AA I and AA II. The ani-
mals were treated with AA (1.8 mg kg–1 day–1, i. p.) for 11
days and sacrificed. The histochemistry was performed by
Dr. Paul McMillan (CORE Laboratory, Rhode Island Hospi-
tal, Providence, RI).

P27-deficient mice were bred, housed and infected withH.
pylori as previously described29, and sacrificed after 15
weeks, the time point that corresponds to the start of mild
chronic gastritis. Uninfected control p27-deficient mice
were euthanized at the same time point as control. At ne-
cropsy the stomach was removed and split longitudinally
into 3 equal portions for (1) formalin fixation and embed-
ding in paraffin for routine histology (Hematoxylin and Eo-
sin staining), (2) quantitative assessment of H. pylori bur-
den, and (3) frozen sectioning for molecular imaging mass
spectrometry.*

Sample preparation and molecular imaging
mass spectrometry

Sample preparation and histochemistry were performed by
Dr. Paul McMillan (CORE Laboratory, Rhode Island Hospi-
tal, Providence, RI). Mouse kidneys were harvested and im-
mediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Tissue sectioning of the
frozen sample was carried out using a cryostat. Tissue secti-
ons ranging from 5 �m to 15 �m were mounted onto the
surface of an electrically conductive ITO glass slide (Bruker
Corp. Billerica, MA, USA) and allowed to adhere to the sur-
face simply by surface tension. Tissue sections were rinsed
to remove salts by a t= 30 s immersion in j � 70 % ethanol
followed by j = 96 % ethanol rinse for t = 30 s. The orga-
nic matrix sinapinic acid (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA) which is required for the ionization of molecular sig-
nals was applied to the tissue surface automatically with the
ImagePrep (Bruker Corp.). The matrix mass concentration
of � = 10 mg mL–1 was dissolved in j = 60 % acetonitrile
containing j = 0.2 % trifluoroacetic acid (Sigma Aldrich).
The ImagePrep consumed approximately 2.5 mL of the
matrix, which completely covered the glass slide containing
multiple tissue sections. During this critical event of matrix
deposition, molecules within the tissue are extracted and
incor- porated into the matrix layer. Liquid droplets genera-
ted with the ImagePrep are on average d = 25 �m in di-
ameter, which therefore limits the experimental imaging
resolution to this droplet size when considering de-localiza-
tion of molecules within liquid droplet.

The mass analysis was performed with the Ultaflex III™
MALDI TOF MS instrument (Bruker Corp.) configured with
the smartbeam™ laser having a beam focus set at 30 �m.
Themass range was scanned in linear mode from 600 Da to
30 kDa at a repetition rate of 200 Hz. For all tissue sections,
data was collected at a pixel resolution between 75–100
�m.
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F i g. 2 – Aristolochic acid (AA)
AA I: R1 = R2 = R4 = H, R3 = OCH3

AA II: R1 = R2 = R3 = R4 = H

S l i k a 2 – Aristolohijska kiselina (AA)
AA I: R1 = R2 = R4 = H, R3 = OCH3

AA II: R1 = R2 = R3 = R4 = H

* The experiments were performed in Dr. Steven Moss’ Laboratory (Rho-
de Island Hospital).
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Results

Mouse kidneys treated with AA

Already after the second day of the treat-
ment, kidneys of AA I sensitive mice show
change in histological pattern (see Fig. 3).
Molecular image of same tissue is shown
in Fig. 4. After application of appropriate
matrix and laser-based ionization, mo-
lecules are flying towards detector. The ti-
me-of-flight of the molecules depends on
their mass of fragment and charge (m/z va-
lue, see lower part of Fig. 3). After scan-
ning of the complete surface of the
specimen and analysis by corresponding
software, a molecular image for a defined
m/z value can be constructed (for the m/z
= 7,791, see upper part of Fig. 4). Distri-
bution of peaks with three different m/z
values (1,495; 3,751 and 4,979 respecti-
vely) is given in Fig. 5. As shown in the two
last figures (Figs. 4 and 5), distribution of
these molecules is different in kidneys of
AA I treated and AA I untreated mice.

Mouse gastric mucosa after infection
with H. pylori

Fig. 6 shows digital images of gastric mu-
cosa of control and H. pylori infected
mice. MALDI molecular imaging of same
specimens shows significant changes in
distribution of two proteins with m/z va-
lues of 9,962 and 14,047 (Fig. 7). As
shown in the upper part of Fig. 7, the pro-
tein with the m/z value of 9,962 is almost
completely absent in the mucosa of
infected mice. It can be anticipated that
studies with this cutting-edge, new
technology will help dissect the cellular
pathways altered during human gastric
carcinogenesis caused by this pathogenic
bacteria and define novel biomarkers of
risk and prognosis in gastric cancer.
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F i g. 3 – Histological image of mouse kidney after removal of MALDI-matrix, Hema-
toxylin and Eosin staining, original magnification 10×. Left – control, right – AA I treated.
S l i k a 3 – Histološka slika mišjega bubrega nakon uklanjanja MALDI-matriksa, bojeno
hematoksilinom i eozinom, uveæanje 10×. Lijevo – kontrola, desno – tretiran s AA I.

F i g. 4 – Molecular mass spectrometric imaging of mouse kidney. Left – control, right
– AA I treated. Upper part – distribution of the ion with am/z value ofm/z=7,791 (corre-
sponding to the molecular ion of a large peptide/small protein). Lower part – Full positive
ion MALDI mass spectrum
S l i k a 4 – Molekulski maseno-spektrometrijski prikaz mišjega bubrega. Lijevo –
kontrola, desno tretiran s AA I. Gornji dio – raspodjela iona s m/z = 7.791 (odgovara mo-
lekulskom ionu velikoga peptida ili niskomolekulskog proteina). Donji dio – Kompletan
MALDI maseni spektar.

F i g. 5 – Molecular mass spectrometric image of
mouse kidney. Spatial distribution of ions with the
following m/z values: 1,495, 3,751 and 4,979 (cor-
responding presumably to molecular ions of pepti-
des or small proteins). Left – control, right – AA I
treated. Upper part – distribution of peaks with diffe-
rent m/z values.
S l i k a 5 – Molekulski maseno-spektrometrijski
prikaz mišjega bubrega. Prostorna raspodjela iona s
m/z velièinama: 1.495, 3.751 i 4.979 (za molekulske
iona peptida ili niskomolekulskih proteina). Lijevo –
kontrola, desno tretiran s AA I. Gornji dio – raspo-
djela pikova s razlièitim vrijednostima m/z.
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F i g. 6 – Digital images of mouse gastric mucosa. Left – con-
trol, right – 15 weeks after H. pylori infection
S l i k a 6 – Digitalni prikaz mukoze Þeluca u miša. Lijevo – kon-
trola, desno – 15 tjedana nakon infekcije s H. pylori.

F i g. 7 – Molecular mass spectrometric image of mouse gastric
mucosa. Spatial distribution of ions with the following m/z values:
9,962 (upper part) and 14,047 (lower part, both corresponding
presumably to molecular ions of proteins). Left – control, right – 15
weeks after H. pylori infection.
S l i k a 7 – Molekulski maseno-spektrometrijski prikaz mukoze
Þeluca u miša. Prostorna raspodjela iona s iznosima m/z: 9.962
(gornji dio) i 14.047 (donji dio, u oba sluèaja za molekulske ione
proteina). Lijevo – kontrola, desno 15 tjedana nakon infekcije s H.
pylori.

Conclusions

– Molecular imaging is an emerging technique between
histopathology and mass spectrometry.

– This technique is now applied in medicine, mostly for
identification of candidate biomarkers for several malignant
and non-malignant diseases.

– Furthermore, this technique has also almost unlimited
capacity for application and biomaterial characterization in
food technology and biotechnology, mostly for process de-
velopment and quality control of manufactured tissue of
animal and plant origin.
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SAÝETAK

Masena spektrometrija molekulskog oslikavanja
Dj. Josiæa,c i S. Kovaèa,b

Razvoj masene spektrometrije u posljednjih 20 godina i primjena ove metode u analitici makro-
molekula, prije svega proteina i ugljikohidrata, otvorio je nove perspektive za uporabu ove meto-
de u medicini, biotehnologiji i ostalim biodisciplinama. Ova se metoda moÞe primijeniti i u
novim podruèjima, kao što su mikroelektronika, geokemija i površinska analitika, posebice nano-
tehnologija.1

Imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) je jedna vrsta sinteze dviju tehnika, histokemije i masene spek-
trometrije. Ova metoda omoguæava optièki prikaz rasporeda raspodjele malih i velikih molekula
u uzorku, pa èak i makromolekula kao što su proteini i polisaharidi.2 Optimalizacija masene spek-
trometrije, ali takoðer i veliki napredak u razvoju instrumentacije dodatni su razlog za sve veæi in-
teres za ovu metodu u mnogim interdisciplinarnim podruèjima medicine, biotehnologije, ali i
anorganskim tehnologijama i znanosti o materijalima (material science).1

Imaging MS daje moguænost izravnog praæenja prostorne raspodjele molekula u stanicama ili tki-
vu. Za dobivanje molekularne distribucije u adekvatno pripravljenom uzorku najèešæe se prim-
jenjuju Matrix-Assisted Laser Deionisation (MALDI) Time of Flight (TOF) ili Secondary Ion Mass
Spectrometry (SIMS)4. Pomoæu MALDI TOF dobiva se slika prostorne raspodjele velikih moleku-
la, prije svega proteina. Rezolucija ove metode je 25 �m, što je još uvijek nedovoljno da se prati
raspored komponenata na razini stanice, ali novi instrumenti omoguæavaju i bolju rezoluciju u
podruèju od oko 10 �m.

SIMS je metoda koja se primjenjuje za praæenje prostorne raspodjele malih molekula, najèešæe
biološki aktivnih supstancija.1,5,6 MALDI TOF je pak metoda izbora za analizu prostorne distribu-
cije makromolekula, najèešæe proteina i polipeptida.

IMS se do sada primjenjivala za patološke studije i analizu biomarkera,3,7–10 za analizu tumora,
kao glioblastoma,3 karcinoma debeloga crijeva,11 metastaza u jetri,12 kod praæenja promjena u
moÞdanom tkivu kod Alzheimerove bolesti10 i ostalih promjena u Þivèanom tkivu,14 kod nefrotok-
siciteta13 itd.

Na sl. 1 prikazan je princip odreðivanja raspodjele makromolekula pomoæu MALDI TOF masene
spektrometrije. Nakon rezanja tankog sloja i fiksiranja, tkivu se dodaje odreðena supstancija
(matrix) koja omoguæava optimalnu ionizaciju i mobilizaciju makromolekula. Vrijeme letenja
(time of flight) je obrnuto proporcionalno vrijednosti kvocijenta fragmentirane mase i (pozitivnog)
naboja m/z. Raèunalo automatski upravlja sveobuhvatnim snimanjem površine (screening) i daje
površinsku sliku rasporeda molekule odreðenem/z vrijednosti. To se vidi i na slici 4 koja daje ras-
podjelu molekule sm/z vrijednosti od 7.791 u uzorku bubrega miša otrovanog aristolohijskom ki-
selinom I (AA I). Na slici 4 je prikazan raspored triju razlièitih molekula u istim uzorcima.

Model miša tretiranog s AA I i AA II je izoliran jer postoje opravdani pokazatelji da je kronièno tro-
vanje ovom suspstancijom jedan od uzroka endemskog nefritisa (EN). Endemski nefritis je kroniè-
no oboljenje bubrega, proširen u endemskim podruèjima u donjem toku rijeke Dunava. U
Hrvatskoj se ova bolest pojavljuje u odreðenim selima Brodske Posavine zapadno od Slavonskog
Broda.

Bakterija Helicobacter pylori je uzroènik infekcije Þeluca, koja dovodi do kroniènoga gastritisa i,
godinama nakon infekcije, do karcinoma. Model miša, inficiranog s Helicobacter pylori pokazuje
da 15 dana nakon infekcije dolazi do promjene u raspodjeli proteina, i da protein sm/z vrijednos-
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List of symbols
Popis simbola

d – average diameter, �m
– prosjeèni promjer, �m

m – molecular mass, Da, kDa
– molekulska masa, Da, kDa

t – time, s
– vrijeme, s

z – charge
– naboj

� – mass concentration, mg mL–1

– masena koncentracija, mg mL–1

j – volume fraction, %
– obujmni udjel, %
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ti 9,962 gotovo nestaje s maseno-spekrometrijskog profila. Ovi pokusi su prvi koraci u definiranju
molekulskih promjena kod karcinogeneze Þeluca, definiciji novih biomarkera za otkrivanje rizika
i prognozu kod ove zloæudne bolesti.

– IMS je tehnika kojom se kombinira histologija i masena spektrometrija MALDI TOF.
– IMS trenutaèno nalazi primjenu u medicini, za identifikaciju kandidata za biomarkere za ma-
ligne i druge bolesti.
– Kao tehnika, imaging mass spectrometry ima velike perspektive za primjenu u agrikulturi,
prehrambenoj tehnologiji i biotehnologiji i to za kontrolu kvalitete i praæenja promjena u biljnim,
Þivotinjskim tkivima i mikrobnim stanicama tijekom procesa proizvodnje.

a Sveuèilište J. J. Strossmayera u Osijeku, Odjel za kemiju, Prispjelo 8. prosinca 2008.
a Kuhaèeva 20, 31000 Osijek, Hrvatska Prihvaæeno 3. travnja 2009.
b Prehrambeno-tehnološki fakultet Osijek, Kuhaèeva 18,
a 31000 Osijek, Hrvatska, e-mail: spomenka.kovac@ptfos.hr
c Proteomics Core, Center for Cancer Research Development,
a Rhode Island Hospital and Brown University,
a Providence, Rhode Island, USA,
e-mail: djuro-josic@brown.edu
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Closed loop control of the 3D bending process 
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Abstract 
 
Mechanical properties of the incoming material have a major effect on the shape stability of 3D wire bent 
products. The study of the wire straightening process prior to final bending showed that it could efficiently be 
used to control the mechanical properties as well as straightness of the wire. The core of the stabilization 
algorithm is a slightly modified Prager’s flow rule [1,2] considering material hardening or softening as a result of 
accumulated small reverse plastic strains. Flow stress calculation of the incoming material is based on the 
measured transverse roller forces. The obtained data define the needed repositioning of the straightening 
rollers. The new settings stabilize the wire material properties, which reflect in the shape of the 3D bent 
product.   
 
Keywords:    
3D bending, process control, cold forming 
 
 
 

N OTATION 
b(l) - part width, depending on wire length 
bmin - minimal part width on interval (l0  - lf) 
bmax - maximal part width on interval (l0  - lf) 

 

brel - scaled value of the part geometry 
Y(l) - flow stress of wire, depends on l 
Ymin - minimal flow stress on interval (l0  - lf) 
Ymax - maximal flow stress on interval (l0  - lf) 
Yrel - scaled value of the flow stress 
�Y(l) - fluctuation of the flow stress 
Y - flow stress of wire 
YAVG - average flow stress on interval (l0  - lf) 
Yj

�l - average flow stress in the j-th interval 
�Yj - fluctuation of the flow stress in j-th interval 
ki - wire curvature at roller i 
ki j - wire curvature at roller i in j-th interval 
n - number of straightening rollers 
kTOT - total wire curvature 
kj

TOT - total wire curvature in j-th interval 
�kTOT - difference of total wire curvature 
kini - initial wire curvature 
l0 - measurement start point 
lf - measurement end point 
l - distance along the coil 
�lj - j-th measurement interval  
Fi - transverse force on the i-th roller 
Fi(l) - transverse force on the i-th roller, l dependent 
kfin - residual wire curvature 
dx - wire diameter in x direction 
dy - wire diameter in y direction 
E - young modulus 
K - plastic hardening exponent 
n’ - elastic plastic transition exponent 
Dcyc - coefficient of cyclic softening 
xi - position of the i-th roller 
xi j - position of the i-th roller in j-th interval 
�xi - difference of the i-th roller position 
q2i - parameter of the roller straightener 
ri - wire bent radius on roller i 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The stabilization of mechanical properties of the incoming 
material seems to be unavoidable in modern metal forming 
lines [3]. It is a precondition for stable production, which is 

reflected above all in obtaining desired shape accuracy of 
finished products. For example, Osakada et al [4] 
proposed accuracy control of the extruded parts by 
adjusting the die diameter.  

 
The paper presents the possibility to control the 
mechanical properties of the wire material, since It was 
experimentally verified that they are the most important for 
a stable shape of 3D bent products.   
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Figure 1: 3D bent product and its width fluctuation. 

 
2. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 
In order to find out the reasons for geometrical fluctuations 
of the part width presented in Figure 1, a special roller 
straightener was constructed. It is equipped with load cells 
capable to measure the transverse roller forces acting on 
the wire while being straighten in the straightener. Parallel 
to this a numerical-analytical model of the wire straightener 
was developed within the MatLab environment [5,6] 
enabling the calculation of the flow stress of the wire, 
which is currently passing the straightener. Experiments 
showed flow stress fluctuations between min. 566 N/mm2 
and max.  594 N/mm2, which is ± 2%. The stress 
fluctuations can be expressed by Eq.1. 
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Scaled values (Eq.2) of the part width (b) and flow stress 
of wire (Y) are presented in Figure 2. The correlation 
between both values is 0.75, which confirms the significant 
influence of the wire material properties on the product 
eometry at 3D bending process.  g
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Figure 2: Correlation between the part width and the flow 

stress of wire. 
 
As the flow stress of the wire fluctuates with the same 
frequency as the product geometry, it means that by 
controlling the stresses, it could be possible to control the 
part shape accuracy too. Preliminary experiments showed 
also a reliable correlation between the settings of the roller 
straightener and the flow stresses. Positioning of the 
rollers would therefore affect the part shape. 
 
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE STABILIZATION 

ALGORITHM 
While the wire is being straightened (Figure 3), every 
differential material volume in the wire is subjected to small 
alternating tensile and compressive deformations having a 
certain effect on its mechanical properties. Depending on 
the total amount of small alternating cyclic deformations, 
wire material can soften, harden or stay at the same level 
as prior to cycling [7,8]. At least two plane roller 
straightener is needed for straightening. Since plastic 
deformation is small, straightening in one plane does not 
affect the conditions in the other, so the model has been 
built for one plane only. 
 

  
Figure 3: Schematical representation of the wire 

straightener in one plane. 
 
Wire curvature while passing each roller is defined as: 
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and as a measure for the amount of reversed plastic 
deformation the parameter: 
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where ki represents the wire curvature (1/mm) at a specific 
roller (Figure 3) and n is the number of straightening 
rollers. The definition is based on the fact that the stress 
and strain state at bending are not uniformly distributed 
over the cross section. When ri >> dx (in this case ri ~ 
250mm, dx = 4mm) wire curvature ki is approximately 
constant over the entire cross section. 
  
In order to build the stabilization algorithm, the relationship 
between kTOT and flow stress of the wire Y should be 
known. For this reason  sets of tensile tests were 
performed on wires with different roller  presettings. Some 
of the results are presented in Figure 4 and the relations 
can generally be expressed by the Eq.5. 
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Figure 4: Flow stresses for two different wire qualities in 

dependence to different total cyclic deformations. 
 
Low carbon cold drawn wire material normally exhibits 
cyclic softening when being exposed to alternating plastic 
deformation [7] (curve B in Figure 4), however if the total 
amount of cyclic deformation kTOT is high, the material can 
harden again (curve A in Figure 4). It can be concluded 
that the softening or hardening depends on the material 
and the amount of reversed plastic deformation (kTOT ) 
(Eq.5). By controlling it, it would be possible to control the 
low stress of wire coming out of the straightener. f

 
Numerical model of the wire straightener has been 
developed by using the MatLab environment [5,6]. In 
general it can be expressed by the functions f and v, which 
are the core of the stabilization algorithm: 
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Figure 5: Measured values and explanation of the 
stabilization procedure. 

 
During the process the length of the wire within a coil was 
used as a reference since material properties depend on 
the position within the coil (Figure 5). 
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At the beginning of the process (when the wire coil is 
changed), the wire curvature in the roller straightener is 
preset to the experimentally obtained values of ki,0, which 
define the positions of the straightening rollers xi,0 by Eq. 7. 
Later on, during the process run, the curvature and the 
position of the roller is changed according to the following 
procedure:  
 
Roller forces are constantly measured and when other 
model parameters are kept constant, the flow stress of the 
wire can be expressed by the Eq.8: 
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The total amount of wire curvature in the straightener at j-
th length is expressed as: 
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Since the flow stress Y(l) is fluctuating, there is a 
difference to the average flow stress YAVG: 
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In order to stabilize the flow stress in the next step j+1 it is 
necessary to correct the value kTOT according to the 
findings presented in Figure 4. By using the inverse of 
Eq.5, the new value of the kTOT can be defined as: 
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and consequently it is necessary to change the wire 
curvature ki on each roller to satisfy the condition in Eq.10. 
Since it is not possible to affect the wire curvature on all 
rollers, (k1 is defined by the coil dimensions, the last roller 
should have zero curvature and the one before the last is 
related to the zero condition on the last roller) only four of 
hem can be repositioned. t
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As it has already been pointed out [8] there must be a 
constant relationship between curvatures ki, even though 
the kTOT changes from step j to step j+1. Curvature k2 has 
been taken as a reference and the ratios q2i were defined 
as: 
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As q2i are the ratios between curvatures k2j and kij they can 
be treated as specific straightening parameters. Further 
on, new curvatures are determined as: 
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Curvatures k3 j+1, k4 j+1 and k5 j+1 are defined according to 
Eq.13. and new positions of the straightening rollers are 
calculated by the Eq. 7.  
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The connection between the wire curvature on a specific 
roller and the position of the roller in the wire straightener 
is nonlinear and is presented in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Connection between the total curvature and the 

roller positions. 
 
The stabilization algorithm for material B in Figure 4 can be 
summarized in the following  form: 
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If the flow stress in the next cycle is higher than in the 
previous, the value kTOT should be higher in order to soften 
the material. But changing the value kTOT would mean that 
it is necessary to change the positions of the rollers too. 
The whole procedure is presented in Figure 7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Schematic representation of the stabilization 

algorithm. 
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4. MODEL EVALUATION 
The developed mathematical model for the stabilization of 
the material properties was evaluated in an industrial 
environment (Figure 8). During performing sets of 
experiments the rollers were repositioned according to the 
current values of Yj

�l, which is presented in Table 1. 
 

After controlled reposition of the rollers the final geometry 
of the product was affected (Figure 9) and therefore the 
process stabilization algorithm has been approved.  

 

  
Figure 8: Experimental wire straightener set-up. 

 
  Table 1: New and old roller positions (Figure 3) 

roller 
no. i 

x i,1 
 

kTOT
 =0.0174 
mm-1 

x i,2 
 

kTOT =0.0193 
mm-1 

� xi 
 
 

1,3,5,7 0 mm 0 mm 0 mm 
2 0.19 mm 0.17 mm -0.02 mm 
4 0.17 mm 0.22 mm 0.05 mm 
6 0.53 mm 0.61 mm 0.08 mm 
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Figure 9: Experimental evaluation of the proposed model: 
A - wire path, B - product geometry (width b - Figure 1), 

before (jth interval) and after presetting (j+1st interval) of the 
rollers. 

 
5. FEED BACK SYSTEM 
During the experimental phase the new positions of the 
rollers were set manually. The next step will be a closed 
loop control where the rollers will first measure the forces 
and then they will be repositioned  by stepper motors 
according to the stabilization algorithm (Figure 10). 

 
Stepper motors integrated into the measurement line will 
act according to the proposed algorithm since the control 
of the flow stress of the wire is a precondition for a reliable 
shape stability of 3D bent products.   

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10: Schematic representation of the close loop 
control system for a two plane roller straightener. 
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Status and development of PEM fuel cell technology
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SUMMARY

Fuel cells are an emerging technology with applications in transportation, stationary and portable power generation,
with outputs ranging from mW to MW. The most promising and most widely researched, developed and demonstrated
type of fuel cells is proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell. State of the art in PEM fuel cell technology and
challenges in their development and widespread applications are discussed. Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

KEY WORDS: fuel cell technology; fuel cell applications; transportation; power generation

1. INTRODUCTION

A fuel cell is an electrochemical energy converter
that converts chemical energy of fuel (typically
hydrogen) directly into electricity. It is like a
battery but with constant fuel and oxidant supply.
The fuel cells have been used in the space program
since the Gemini program, but the interest in
terrestrial applications emerged in the 1990s. Since
then, the fuel cells found applications in military
and research submarines, and they are being
demonstrated in automobiles, buses and utility
vehicles as well as in stationary and portable
power generation. There are several reasons why
fuel cells have drawn this much attention, such as:

* They potentially may have a high efficiency,
theoretically 83% but in practice around 40%,
with hydrogen as fuel around 50%.

* When hydrogen is used as fuel, the fuel cells
have no emissions other than water.

* Hydrogen as fuel may be produced from
indigenous sources, which is an attractive
option from the national security aspect.

* Fuel cells are simple, consisting of repetitive
planar components and therefore could be
produced at low cost.

* Fuel cells have no moving parts so a long life
may be expected.

* Fuel cells are modular and can be produced at
any size to generate any amount of power (from
mW to MW).

* They are quiet which makes them attractive for
some applications.

Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are
simple, operate at relatively low temperature (up
to 808C), have quick start-up and fast response to
change of load, have high efficiency and high
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Zeytinburnu, 34015 Istanbul, Turkey.
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power density (both in terms of kW kg�1 and
kW l�1), and when they use hydrogen as fuel, they
have zero emissions. PEM fuel cells have already
been demonstrated in every imaginable application
such as automobiles, buses, scooters, bicycles, golf
carts, fork lifts, airplanes, locomotives, boats,
underwater vehicles, distributed power generation,
cogeneration, back-up power and portable power.

A logical question is ‘Why fuel cells are not on
the market if they are so good?’ The next several
sections will attempt to answer this question
through an analysis of the key issues and
challenges in fuel cell state-of-the-art technology,
applications and commercialization.

2. PEM FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY

2.1. Membranes

A fuel cell membrane must exhibit relatively high
proton conductivity, must present an adequate
barrier to mixing of fuel and reactant gases and
must be chemically and mechanically stable in the
fuel cell environment [1–4]. Typically, the mem-
branes for PEM fuel cells are made of perfluor-
ocarbon-sulfonic acid (PSA) ionomer. This is
essentially a copolymer of tetrafluorethylene
(TFE) and various perfluorosulfonate monomers.
The best-known membrane material is Nafion1

made by Dupont, which uses perfluoro sulfonyl-
fluoride ethyl-propyl-vinyl ether (PSEPVE). Simi-
lar materials have been developed and sold either
as a commercial or development product by other
manufacturers such as Asahi Glass ðFlemion1Þ;
Asahi Chemical ðAciplex1Þ; Chlorine Engineers
(‘C’ membrane) and Dow Chemical [1, 3].
W. L. Gore and Associates have developed a
composite membrane comprising a Teflon-like
component providing mechanical strength and
dimensional stability and a perfluorosulfonic acid
component providing protonic conductivity [5].

The main reasons for the development of
alternative membrane materials are cost reduction,
better water management or not relying on water
for proton conductivity and/or possibility to
operate at higher temperature (above 1308C).
These alternative membrane materials may be

classified into three groups [2]: (1) modified PSA
membranes, which incorporate hydroscopic oxides
and solid inorganic proton conductors; (2) sulfo-
nated polyaromatic polymers and composite
membranes, such as PEEK, SPEEK, SPSF and
PBI; (3) acid–base polymer membranes, such as
phosphoric acid-doped PBI. Excellent reviews of
new membrane materials development are pro-
vided in References [6–8].

2.2. Catalyst and catalyst layer

The electrochemical reactions of hydrogen
oxidation and oxygen reduction take place at the
surface of the catalyst. The most common catalyst
in PEM fuel cells for both oxygen reduction and
hydrogen oxidation reactions is platinum. Since
the late 1990s, with the use of supported catalyst
structure, Pt loading has been reduced to 0:320:4
mg cm�2: It is the catalyst surface area that
matters, not the weight, hence it is important
to have small platinum particles (4 nm or smaller)
with large surface area finely dispersed on the
surface of catalyst support, typically carbon
powders (cca 40 nm) with high mesoporous
area ð> 75 m2 g�1Þ [9]. Litster and McLean provide
an overview of PEMFC electrode design and
fabrication and assembly methods, identifying
those that have been shown to produce effective
electrodes and those that have high future
potential [10].

There are efforts to replace this catalyst with
cheaper options for cost reasons and to be more
fuel impurity tolerant. Pt–Ru/C, Pt–Ir/C, Pt–V/C,
Pt–Rh/C, Pt–Cr/C, Pt–Co/C, Pt–Ni/C, Pt–Fe/C,
Pt–Mn/C, Pt–Pd/C and Pt–Mo/C are mostly
investigated possible binary catalysts [11]. Non-
noble metal oxygen reduction electrocatalysts that
are stable and show strong catalytic activity are
also being investigated. Although no break-
throughs have been made yet, great progress has
been made, especially in the area of catalyst
synthesis methods. Unfortunately, neither of these
catalysts has reached the level of a Pt-based
catalyst in terms of catalytic activity, durability
and chemical/electrochemical stability [12, 13].
Much more research is needed to produce com-
mercially valid non-noble electrocatalysts.
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2.3. Gas diffusion layer

The required properties of the gas diffusion layer
follow from its functions [1]:

* It must be sufficiently porous to allow flow of
both reactant gases and product water (note
that these fluxes are in opposite directions).
Depending on the design of the flow field,
diffusion through plane and in plane is im-
portant.

* It must be both electrically and thermally
conductive, again both through plane and in
plane. Interfacial or contact resistance is typi-
cally more important than bulk conductivity.

* Since the catalyst layer is made of discrete
small particles the pores of the gas diffusion
layer facing the catalyst layer must not be
too big.

* It must be sufficiently rigid to support
the ‘flimsy’ MEA. However, it must have some
flexibility to maintain good electrical contacts.

These, somewhat conflicting, requirements are best
met by carbon-fiber-based materials such as
carbon-fiber papers and woven carbon fabrics or
cloths, but non-woven materials have also been
used [14].

Diffusion media are generally made hydropho-
bic in order to avoid flooding in their bulk.
Typically, both cathode and anode gas diffusion
media are PTFE treated. A wide range of PTFE
loadings have been used in PEMFC diffusion
media (5–30%), most typically by dipping the
diffusion media into a PTFE solution followed by
drying and sintering [14]. Hydrophobic properties
of gas diffusion media are rarely reported by the
manufacturers. These properties are often tailored
to a specific cell design, and must be measured and
correlated to the cell performance.

In addition, the interface with the adjacent
catalyst layer may also be fitted with a coating or a
microporous layer [14] to ensure better electrical
contacts as well as efficient water transport in and
out of the diffusion layer. This layer (or layers)
consists of carbon or graphite particles mixed with
PTFE binder. The resulting pores are between 0.1
and 0:5 mm; thus much smaller than the pore size
of the carbon-fiber papers ð20250 mmÞ: The small

pore size helps in improving the electrical contacts
with the adjacent catalyst layer. However, the
primary role of this microporous layer is to
facilitate effective wicking of liquid water from
the cathode catalyst layer into the diffusion media,
resulting in much smaller water droplets less likely
to clog and flood the gas diffusion media bulk.

2.4. Bipolar plates

In general, two family of materials have been used
for fuel cell bipolar plates, namely graphite based
(including graphite-composite) and metallic
[1, 15, 16].

2.4.1. Graphite-composite bipolar plates. Gra-
phite-composite bipolar plates have been made
using thermoplastics (polypropylene, polyethylene
or polyvinylidenefluoride) or thermoset resins
(phenolic, epoxies and vinyl esters) with fillers
(such as carbon/graphite powder, carbon black or
coke-graphite) and with or without fiber reinforce-
ments [1]. These materials are typically chemically
stable in fuel cell environment, although some
thermosets may leach and consequently deterio-
rate. Depending on the rheological properties of
these materials they are suitable for compression
molding, transfer molding or injection molding.
Very often a careful optimization of the materials
composition and properties is required involving a
trade-off between manufacturability (i.e. cost) and
functional properties (i.e. electrical conductivity).

Important properties that must be considered in
designing and manufacturing of graphite-compo-
site bipolar plates are tolerances, warping and
skinning effect (accumulation of polymer at the
surface of the plate as a result of the molding
process). High-speed molding processes can meet
the cost targets and the materials (graphite and
polymer) are not expensive. These plates, espe-
cially those with fluoropolymers have unsurpassed
chemical stability in fuel cell environment. How-
ever, they are bulky (minimum thickness � 2 mm)
and relatively brittle (which may be a problem for
high-speed-automated stack assembly processes).
Although their electrical conductivity is several
orders of magnitude lower than conductivity of the
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metallic plates, the bulk resistive losses are still in
the order of magnitude of several millivolts [1, 17].

2.4.2. Metallic plates. Because the bipolar plates
are exposed to a very corrosive environment inside
a fuel cell (pH 2–3 and temperature 602808C),
typical metals such as aluminum, steel, titanium or
nickel would corrode in such, and dissolved metal
ions would diffuse into the ionomer membrane,
resulting in lowering of ionic conductivity and
reducing the fuel cell life. In addition, a corrosion
layer on the surface of a bipolar plate would
increase electrical resistance. Because of these
issues, metallic plates must be adequately coated
with a non-corrosive yet electrically conductive
layer, such as graphite, diamond-like carbon,
conductive polymer, organic self-assembled poly-
mers, noble metals, metal nitrides, metal carbides,
indium-doped tin oxide, etc. [15, 16, 18]. A differ-
ence between the coefficient of thermal expansion
of the base material and coating, corrosion
resistance of coating, micro-pores and micro-
cracks in the coating layer plays a vital role in
effectiveness of the coating in protecting the
bipolar plate from the corrosive PEM fuel cell
environment. Metallic plates are suitable for mass
manufacturing (stamping, embossing), and be-
cause they can be made very thin ð51 mmÞ result
in compact and lightweight stacks. The need for
protective coating and the problems associated
with those in fuel cell operation are the major
drawbacks of the metallic plates in PEM fuel cells
[1, 18].

2.4.3. Other options. Other options include con-
ductive plastics, graphite foils and expanded
graphite or graphite/metallic composite plates
[19]. In addition, smaller stacks offer opportunities
for innovative stack designs, allowing different
materials and sometimes even avoiding bipolar
configuration altogether.

3. CHALLENGES IN FUEL CELL STACK
DEVELOPMENT

Details about fuel cell stack design are rarely
published or disclosed in public. The designs and

therefore design criteria greatly depend on appli-
cation. For example, for automotive stacks size
and weight are more important than for stationary
applications. Some of the challenges in PEM fuel
cell stack design are discussed below.

3.1. Power density

Fuel cells have achieved > 1W cm�2 peak
power, but in normal operation ðVcell50:6 VÞ
achievable power density is 0.6–0.7 and 0:320:4
W cm�2 in high-efficiency operation ðVcell50:7 VÞ:
Figure 1 shows typical fuel cell and fuel cell
stack performance [20, 21]. The goal of fuel
cell development is to keep increasing power
density. This is possible through improvements
in key materials, such as catalyst and electrolyte,
as well as through improvements in fuel cell
design.

3.2. Uniformity of cells

Performance of a stack of cells is limited
by performance of the weakest cell in the stack.
It is therefore important to achieve high unifor-
mity in performance of the individual cells in
the stack, through stack design, mass production
techniques, quality control and automated stack
assembly process. Figure 2 shows an example
of a fuel cell stack exhibiting very uniform cell-by-
cell performance [22]. Optimum flow field design,
which is one of the critical parameters in achieving
cell performance uniformity, may be obtained by
careful computational fluid dynamic techniques
and experimental validation including flow visua-
lization techniques [23].

3.3. Water management

Water plays a crucial role in the operation of a
fuel cell stack. The membrane’s ionic conductivity
is a strong function of its hydration state.
Although water is produced in the cathode some
water still has to be brought in the fuel cell
to prevent the membrane from drying. Too little
water may cause polymer drying and too much
water may cause electrode flooding. The form of
water depends on local conditions, primarily gas
flow rate, pressure and temperature. The stack
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design, selection and control of operating condi-
tions affect water management and therefore the
stack performance.

3.4. Operating conditions

Operation with low relative humidity of the gases
at the stack inlet is preferred because it simplifies
the system (humidification of reactant gases and
water recovery). PEM fuel cells are operational
even at room temperature, but the typical operat-
ing temperature is between 60 and 808C: In order

to reduce the size of the heat rejection equipment
there is a lot of R&D on high-temperature
membranes that would allow operation at 13021
408C [6, 7].

3.5. Size and weight

For most mobile applications size and weight of
the fuel cell are very important. Automotive fuel
cell stacks have gravimetric and volumetric power
density > 1 kW kg�1 and > 1 kW l�1; respectively.
For smaller stacks 510 kW; power density is
significantly lower.
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Figure 1. Typical fuel cell performance (left: single cell, Energy Partners with an experimental W. L. Gore
& Assoc. MEA, 150 cm2; 608C; H2 stoich. 1.5, air stoich. 2.5, H2 and air humidification at 608C [20]; right:
stack, Energy Partners with W. L. Gore & Assoc. MEAs, 110 cells, 292 cm2; 608C; H2 stoich. 1.5, air stoich

2.0, H2 and air humidification at 608C: [21]).

Figure 2. Uniformity of cells in a stack (Nuvera stack with W. L. Gore MEAs Series 5510, 3 bar, 300A, average cell
potential 743mV, standard deviation 5mV) [22].
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3.6. Sensitivity to contaminants

Sensitivity to contaminants, both in fuel and
oxidant and in fuel cell construction materials,
surprisingly has not been studied enough. There is
a very corrosive environment inside a fuel cell (hot,
humid and presence of sulfuric acid) which limits
the choice of materials. Both catalyst and polymer
membrane may be extremely sensitive to contami-
nants, particularly metal ions. More research in
this area is required.

3.7. Durability

Although PEM fuel cells exhibited several thou-
sand hours of either continuous or intermittent
operation, this may not be sufficient for most of
the potential applications. It has been found that
the operating conditions have a strong effect on
durability decay rates. This has been utilized to
develop the accelerated life tests. Long life times
(in excess of 10 000 h) have been achieved with
good diligence in cell design and control of
operating conditions (Figure 3 [24]). Moreover,
durability continues to be one of the most critical
challenges of fuel cell commercialization. The
exact mechanism(s) of PEM fuel cell low durability
or failure is(are) not yet well understood. The
researchers often chase the symptoms of perfor-
mance degradation, such as hydrogen crossover,

fluoride emissions rate or Pt particle size distribu-
tion, instead of addressing the causes. There are
several possible PEM fuel cell failure mechanisms,
such as:

* Manufacturing defects.
* Unwanted chemical reactions, caused by either

contaminants or by-products.
* Polymer/catalyst stability.
* Mechanical forces.
* Thermal effects (insufficient local heat removal

rate).
* Combination of two or more mechanisms from

the above list.

3.8. Cost

The fuel cells are still too expensive for most
applications (several thousand U.S. Dollars per
kilowatt). This is due to the amount and kind of
materials, manufacturing processes and manufac-
turing volumes. The most critical components are
the catalyst and the membrane materials. Pt
loading in today’s fuel cells are typically around
0:3 mg cm�2 of electrode active area, which corre-
sponds to 0.6mg per peak Watt (or 0:6 g kW�1).
The cost of the membrane material is expected to
decrease by half for every two orders of magnitude
increase in manufacturing volume.

Figure 3. Results of a fuel cell durability test in which a fuel cell exhibited over 18 000 h of operation [24].
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4. CHALLENGES IN FUEL CELL SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

A fuel cell stack needs a supporting system in
order to be operational. The supporting subsys-
tems include fuel supply, oxidant supply, heat
management, water management, power manage-
ment and conditioning and instrumentation and
controls. System design and its complexity also
very much depend on application (Figure 4). The
following are the challenges on the fuel cell system
level.

4.1. System efficiency

The system efficiency is lower than the stack
efficiency due to power requirements for auxiliary
components and due to power conversion. A well-
designed system should not use more than 10% of
the fuel cell output power for auxiliary compo-
nents. The efficiency of DC/DC or DC/AC
converters is relatively high (typically 490%) but
their number and configurations must be opti-
mized for the given application. Systems with a
reformer should reach 40% efficiency while the
hydrogen-fueled systems should have efficiency
around 50%.

4.2. Operation at higher temperatures

The need for operation at high temperatures has
already been mentioned. A higher operating
temperature would reduce the size of the heat
rejection equipment. In addition, operation at
41008C would greatly simplify water management

inside the fuel cell because all water inside the fuel
cell would be in the vapor phase. The challenge is
to develop a polymer membrane that can operate
at high temperature and still satisfy the perfor-
mance and durability criteria [6, 7].

4.3. Water balance

Water is produced in the electrochemical reaction
inside the fuel cell. At the same time water is
needed for the humidification of reactant gases.
The system design must ensure that there is no
need for supplying additional water to the system,
which may be impractical for transportation
applications.

4.4. Freezing

For many potential applications a fuel cell system
must be capable of surviving and operating in
extreme conditions. The presence of water in the
membrane and fuel cell requires special attention
to fuel cell stack and system design to allow system
survival and start-up in extremely cold conditions.
Most automotive systems have already demon-
strated this capability [25, 26].

4.5. Fuel issues

In order to bring the fuel cell systems to the market
sooner than hydrogen may become a widely
available fuel, fuel cell systems may be equipped
with a reformer that generates hydrogen-rich gas
from hydrocarbon fuels. This poses several chal-
lenges to the fuel cell stack and system design.
Carbon monoxide, even in small quantities, is a

Figure 4. An illustration of fuel cell system complexity; left: air-breathing passive fuel cell � 1W with a metal hydride
bottle (University of Connecticut); middle: an automotive fuel cell system, 10 kW with metal hydride storage (Energy

Partners); right: residential fuel cell power system with a natural gas reformer, 4 kW (Energy Partners).
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poison for Pt catalyst at normal operating
temperatures. Controlling a fuel cell/reformer
system in variable power mode and maintaining
low CO level all the time is a very challenging task.
In addition, several other contaminants may be
generated in the reforming process, which may
have a detrimental effect on fuel cell stack
performance and durability. The U.S. Department
of Energy in August 2004 stopped supporting on-
board reformer development, putting more em-
phasis on on-board hydrogen-storage develop-
ment, yet another critical issue for fuel cell
acceptance [27].

5. FUEL CELL APPLICATIONS

5.1. Transportation

Almost every car manufacturer has already devel-
oped and demonstrated at least one fuel
cell vehicle, and some have already gone through
several iterations/generations of fuel cell vehicles.
Fuel cells in transportation offer clean alternative
to gasoline and diesel internal combustion engines.
For some countries, such as the U.S., the ability to
generate their own fuel is a more important driver
for fuel cell vehicles development than low
emissions. Fuel cell vehicles are in general more
efficient than those with the internal combustion
engine (although this advantage diminishes with
the hybrid vehicles). The main challenge for fuel
cell vehicles is the size of hydrogen storage needed
for an acceptable range and the cost of the fuel
cells. Automotive engines, produced by mass
production techniques, are very cheap, 550 kW�1;
about two orders of magnitude lower than today’s
fuel cells, although such comparison is not fair
because of the even bigger difference in manufac-
turing scales. Some studies conducted by auto-
motive companies and their consultants indicate
that the fuel cells could be produced at this cost
[28].

Fuel cell buses do not have a problem with
storing relatively large amounts of hydrogen (40–
50 kg). Hydrogen is typically stored in the double
roof space, which also appears to be a very safe
solution. There are some 100 fuel cell buses being

demonstrated on the streets of major cities in the
U.S. and Europe. A recent program CUTE (Clean
Urban Transport for Europe) had logged more
than a million miles with fuel cell buses operating
in major European cities [29].

Possible niche market for fuel cells may be
forklifts used indoors. Fuel cells may have a
distinct advantage over batteries because they may
be refueled much faster than the batteries can be
recharged.

5.2. Stationary power generation

Fuel cells may be used for stationary power
generation, although PEM fuel cells have been
limited to 200 kW level. Typically, stationary fuel
cells are high-temperature fuel cells such as PAFC,
MCFC and SOFC. Some systems may be com-
bined with turbines resulting in very high efficiency
(> 70%). Stationary fuel cells are suitable for
distributed power generation sited close to the
customer load, can enable utilities to defer or
eliminate costly investments in transmission and
distribution system upgrades and provide custo-
mers with better quality, more reliable energy
supplies and a cleaner environment.

5.3. Residential power generation and cogeneration

Smaller fuel cells (520 kW; but more typically
55 kW) are being developed for residential
applications, particularly in Japan and Europe.
These fuel cells use natural gas as fuel (therefore
they are equipped with a reformer). Most often
they also enable capture and utilization of waste
heat and use it for space and/or water heating in
combination with a natural gas boiler, resulting in
high overall efficiency.

5.4. Portable power

Smaller fuel cells (1 kW and lower) may be used as
portable power as well as back-up power (unin-
terruptible power supply) or as battery chargers.
Small fuel cells are also being developed as battery
replacement, which would enable longer operation
time for consumer electronics (such as laptop
computers, cell phones, cameras and music
players). There is a wide array of possible fuel cell
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applications in military, namely: battery chargers,
telecommunications, navigation systems, soldier
power, computers, various power tools, exoskele-
tons, auxiliary power unit for vehicles, unmanned
aerial vehicles, small autonomous robot vehicles,
unattended sensors and munitions, ocean sensors
and transponders, etc. [30].

6. CHALLENGES IN FUEL CELL
COMMERCIALIZATION

The most critical issues for fuel cell commerciali-
zation are:

* High cost for most applications.
* Low durability.
* Non-existence of hydrogen infrastructure.

The cost and durability issues have already been
discussed above. Hydrogen is being considered as
future replacement for fossil fuels. Today commer-
cial hydrogen is primarily being used as industrial
gas and it is very expensive. Today most of
hydrogen is produced from natural gas. However,
as a replacement for fossil fuels, hydrogen from
natural gas does not make much sense. It may be
justified only in a transition period to allow
commercialization of promising hydrogen technol-
ogies such as fuel cells. Fuel cells with their
numerous possible applications may actually be
the main driver for hydrogen economy. In hydro-
gen economy, hydrogen, together with electricity,
will be produced from clean renewable energy
sources and will be used instead of fossil fuels to
satisfy all the energy needs. Changing of the entire
energy system is a gigantic endeavor on global
scale, which may have already started, but which
may take several decades to complete. Individual
hydrogen energy technologies, including fuel cells,
do not make much sense and may not compete with
incumbent technologies if considered outside the
context and the benefits of the entire energy system.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Fuel cells are being developed and have been
demonstrated in many applications. This includes

clean transportation, clean power generation dis-
tributed power generation and military applica-
tions. Fuel cells are versatile, efficient, clean and
modular. There are a few technical challenges such
as high cost, low durability and non-existence of
hydrogen infrastructure, but there are no ‘show-
stoppers.’ Fuel cells are close to commercialization
and there are some niche markets which could
enable early penetration, particularly those that do
not need hydrogen infrastructure (stationary
power, back-up power, niche transportation such
as fork lifts).

Fuel cells as energy converters are only a part of
a bigger energy system chain, and it may be
difficult to commercialize only one component of
that chain. However, fuel cell emergence coincides
with a transition from the fossil fuels-based
system, which seems to be inevitable due to
environmental concerns, including the threatening
consequences of global warming and climate
change, due to geopolitical problems, and ulti-
mately due to depletion of fluid fuels (oil and
natural gas). Hydrogen in conjunction with renew-
able energy sources offers an attractive and
feasible solution. Hydrogen complements the
renewable energy sources by allowing their use in
virtually every application. However, a shift to
renewable energy sources will require a major shift
in our mind sets, culture and policies [31], such as:

* Shift from the goals of continuous growth to
the goals of sustainable development.

* Promote energy and resources conservation.
* Prioritize protection of the environment.

Moreover, these will have to be coordinated on a
global scale.

Fuel cells, because of their properties and
versatility, may be the enabling technology to
pave the road toward hydrogen economy.
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Jedan od takvih popularnih autora je Bram Stoker, otac Drakule. I danas je dosta raširen
žanr vampirske književnosti.
				�	$�		�	��	*������	������	��	���*�����	�	�������*���	������	^���	����	�*��	��	�	����X	;���	{�*�	��
�	����	�	��	��;���	����	����X	���	���	�������	����X	���	?���	�	����#�	�	������	�	����;�*���
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��	*���'�&	��������	�	*�����������
����;�*�����	���������	�	��������		������
je jedan od pionira kritike i teorije
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&�����������	�����*�	���#�	�	������
nezaobilazni su za sve one koji se bave
utjecajima digitalne tehnologije na jezik.
U raspravama o efektima elektronskih
�����	�	����;�*�����	�����	����
�������*�	��*����#�	����	�����������
kao što su Jacques Derrida, Roland
Barthes, Gilles Deleuze, Paul de Man i
Michel Foucault. To ga stavlja u pomalo
��������	����#���	�	������	�	���	����
se bave futurološkom temom o »kraju
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��	*���	�������*	���������	�����	������	����X	����������	�	�������	��	����X	���#���	�	�������	
�*�
��*�	����X	�����	�	��������	������	����	�������	���#�	?����	����	��#���	<������	����;�*���	������
MacDonald. 

	�������!���"%���%�"#����&�'����"�"���%����������������"(�'�������'�%��'�("��"���)���
�������*������'�("��"������'�("��"+����(�����"��!����&����-�*��"���("��"(������!���*��/
teksta?
			 	�	������������	�����	����	�����������	��	<��	��	�*�	�	����	��*����	�	����	����	��;���	������
&���������������	���	��	�����	�����	�����	&����������	��<��	��	��'�	�	�����	��	�����	&���������	����������
�<�	������;?�	������	��	��	��������	������	�	?����	���������	?�����	�����	�	����	�����	��;�
funkcionirati. »The Victorian Web« zorno pokazuje kako teme, nove i stare, mogu zaživjeti kroz nove
��&��������	�	�	��*��	��������	������	��������	������	�	&���������	�����'���	��	�	�	��*	����	������

knjigu; oni je ne dokidaju, neg �	���	����	������;���	��*�	����
postojanja. 

Odgoda replike

Kakav je odnos World Wide Weba i hiperteksta?
Kakav je, primjerice, vaš stav prema Wikipediji?

 – Hipertekst je kompleksniji od World Wide Weba; WWW je
jako pojednostavljena ideja hiperteksta. Originalna ideja je da
svatko može uspostavljati linkove prema nekom sadržaju.
Wikipedija je bez sumnje dragocjena. Iako ona sadrži i grešaka,
���	��	��?��;	�����	��#����������	?���'�	�	����	��*�
����'�����	������#���	�����		�����'���	�	�����������
širenje korpusa. 

U jednom razgovoru rekli ste da je e-mail mnogo
zanimljiviji od telefonskih razgovora. Zašto?

 – Telefonski se razgovor odvija neposredno; replika je
��������	�	��;�	?���	�����*���	�	������	��	����	�	�����
poruku ne mora se odmah odgovoriti. Mislim da mnogi griješe što
na poruke odgovaraju neposredno, kao da vode živi razgovor.
���������	���#���	��	��	������	��;�	?���	������'���'	�
�������#����	���	�����������	����'����	������	��������	��	�
prednosti brzine kojom replika stiže do adresata, a takvoj se
�������#���	�����	������	�����	����	�����	�	���	����
��;���	����	�����	��������	*�'	�����	��*��	�������#����	��
<��	��	�����������	�����	����	�����	�	�������	������	�	�	�����
i drugo ima svoje prednosti koje valja znati koristiti. 
Što mislite o Facebooku?

			 	�	�#�?���	��	��;�	��;�*����	��	���	*���	�����<��	��	<��
su to nekad bile srednjovjekovne utvrde. Iz pozicije sigurnosti
sam odabireš tko ti je prijatelj, a isto tako možeš se riješiti onih s
kojima ne želiš biti prijatelj. Mislim da je Facebook vrlo koristan,
��	�	�����*�	����<�����	�����	��������	�*������	�	<����
������#���	��*��	������<�*�	$���	��	�	�����	�?�*�
neku svoju duhovitu fotografiju, a onda za deset godina netko
��;�	��*	�������	���������	�	��������������	�	�
�������������'��	�����	�	��?�	��<�	��	�������	Q
digitalnom svijetu adresa postaje meta. Zanimljivu knjigu na tu
temu napisao je William J. Mitchell. Naslov je »Me++, The
Cyborg Self and the Networked City«. Mitchell raspravlja o
raširenosti informacijske tehnologije u svakodnevnom životu.
Suvremena tehnologija mijenja naše odnose s drugim ljudima i
okruženjem u kojem živimo. Prisjetimo se samo poziva s mobilnih
telefona prilikom napada na nebodere World Trade Centera u
���	�����	���	����	�	����#�	��������	��	�������	��&�������
��	�����'���	�	*�������	�������*�����	�������	��	����&
izbivamo, da se oprisutimo iz odsutnosti. Primjer utjecaja
tehnologije na živote ljudi su i o online romanse – pada mi na
����	#���'	�$�����?��X�	����	?<	�	����	��*����	��&�������	��

����������	&��������	�	����	������	��������	�	�������	��	?��?����	

Digitalna epoha

�����/!"+��"����-�+�1���������/"$�2�3"���!��/������������"%�����"��������$
				�	��	��	�����	�	������	��	�?������	�	���	������	��	������	�*�	����������	*����	$�������	��&��������
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����	�����'���	��������#���	������	�����	�*���	*���	�	���	����	�����������	��	����;�	�������	��	*�<�
nije u središtu naše kulture kao primarno mjesto pohranjivanja i prenošenja informacija. Kad su se ljudi prvi
���	�������	�	����'��<'�	�������������	�����	�	������������&	������	�����*�����	��	�	��	�������	�
�������������	�����	��?�	?������	����	����	�����	������	��������	���	��	��&�������	������
usavršena da tekst na ekranu može biti i bolje kvalitete nego onaj u tiskanoj knjizi. I ekrani postaju sve
����*������	�	�������*��	��	�������������	�*�&��	

Možete li komentirati Kindle?
				�	��	��	��*���	��*��	��	���?��	��	��	��;�	�
��	{	����	����	�����	�	�	�����	��	����	�	���	��
����	�	��?��	������	���������	�����	����	��	���?��	�	������	�	����;�*����	�����	��	�������*����	��
ih imam u digitalnom obliku. 

A kakva je po vašem sudu sudbina tiskanih dnevnih novina?
				�	�	��	������	����*����	?�&	*�	�������	�����X	�������	Q	���	������	��������	�������	�������	�
novinskoj redakciji. Glavni urednik kaže svojim novinarima: »Ne brinite, to je samo prolazna moda. Sve dok
��	����������	���*��	��*���	*���	'�	���������	����	��	��<������	�	?�	��*���	���	���?��	���'�	����
da se sažive s digitalnom epohom. Ona je naša nova realnost.

����45456�7
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Keywords: hypertext, hypermedia, wiki, education, connectivity, assignments, evaluation,
web 2.0, the Victorian Web, student-centered discussion, student-led discussion,
expository writing,

Abstract: In September 2008, the author delivered a keynote at WikiSym2008, in Porto,
Portugal entitled "When a Wiki is not a Wiki: Twenty Years of the " in
which he argued that the 45,000 documents that then made up
www.victorianweb.org function as a moderated wiki and that, therefore, Web 1.0
can function for educational purposes much as Web 2.0 — and has done so for
many years. Challenged to employ an actual wiki, Landow taught the same course
with the same weekly student assignments in successive years (2009, 2010), the
first using the website, the second a closed, password-protected wiki. After briefly
describing the composition, history, and authorship of the , key parts
of which have existed in multiple hypermedia environments since their creation in
1988 for the Brown University Intermedia project, it presents the assignment,
explains its goals, and then sets forth the results of this experience, listing
advantages and disadvantages of using the wiki for instructors, students, and the
related website.

Victorian Web

Victorian Web

1 INTRODUCTION
In September 2008, Landow delivered an invited keynote at WikiSym2008, an

annual ACM international conference, in Porto, Portugal entitled "When a Wiki is not
a Wiki: Twenty Years of the " in which he argued that the 45,000
documents that then made up www.victorianweb.org function as a moderated wiki
and that, therefore, Web 1.0 can function much as Web 2.0 and has done so for many
years. Members of both the program committee and the audience (see the
acknowledgements) invited Landow to use actual wiki software and compare the
results of using one to that of using the . Landow accepted the
challenge and compared student performance and instructor's workload in two
iterations of a Brown University English class, English 0600J S01 [CRN 25281],

, which despite its sensational
title takes the form of a quite traditional survey of British Victorian poetry, fiction, and
nonfiction.

Victorian Web

Victorian Web

Madmen, Mystics, Monsters, Prophets, and Perverts

George P. Landow
Department of English, Box 1852, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912, USA

george@landow.com

THE VICTORIAN WEB AND THE VICTORIAN
COURSE WIKI - COMPARING THE EDUCATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS OF IDENTICAL ASSIGNMENTS

IN WEB 1.0. AND WEB 2.0.
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The Spring 2009 and Spring 2010 versions of the course had essentially the
same enrollments and a similar distribution of students. In a manner typical of Brown
University, they ranged from first- and second-year students, including those in
Brown's 8-year medical program, and a sprinkling of third- and fourth-year
undergraduates from the physical and social sciences, several of whom produced
outstanding performances in the class, receiving A grades, even though English
0600J was their first university literature class.

In order to create a control group for the planned evaluation, in Spring 2009
Landow taught the class as before using the . The following year
(Spring 2010) Landow taught the same class with an identical syllabus, again used
the for readings and the students' background or contextual readings,
but students now placed their weekly discussion-question assignments, which serve
as the core of the class and which are described below, directly on a password-
protected wiki created with Confluence software from Atlassian. Confluence was
chosen because this was the software used by Brown University's Instructional
Technology Group and some students were familiar with it.

Since experiments with placing the same materials in three very different
hypermedia environments had clearly demonstrated that students understood these
systems to contain the same material, or as they put it, the same hypertexts (Landow
and Kahn, 1992), Landow wanted to see if students using both a Wiki and a
moderated website had similar experiences and gained as much educationally.
Since more recent work had shown that students made much greater use of the
essential connectivity of hypertext when instructors explained the potentials of the
information technology (Landow and Miller 2010), Landow also wanted to see if that
affected their use of the wiki as it had their use of the

To place the results of the comparison in its proper context, the following
discussion (a) briefly describes the composition, history, and authorship of the

, the core documents of which have existed in multiple hypermedia
environments since their creation in beginning 1988 for the Brown University
Intermedia project (Yankelovitch et al. 1988, Hahn et al. 1992, Kahn 1993). Next (b) it
presents the assignment used for student contributions in 2009 to the
and the following year to the . It then (c) explains goals of this
assignment, after which (d) it sets forth the advantages and disadvantages of using
the wiki.

The is an educational, scholarly, non-profit, continually growing
Internet site that (as of 14 March 2011) contained 52,218 documents and images on
a wide range of nineteenth-century subjects including literature, the arts and design,
the history of science, philosophy, religion, economics, and social and political
history.

[Note: the URL of the site's homepage or sitemap is http://www.victorianweb.org/.
For the sake of brevity, the citations of specific sections of this large site only include
the portion of the URL that follows the primary one. For example, the sitemap for the
100+ literary authors discussed on the site is (authors/index.html).]

Victorian Web

Victorian Web

Victorian Web.

Victorian Web

Victorian Web
Victorian Wiki

Victorian Web

2. Organization of this paper

3 The Victorian Web
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This site uniquely combines original scholarship, criticism, and book reviews with
work by undergraduate and postgraduate students at institutions in North America,
Continental Europe, the U. K., and Asia. Documents range from legacy material,
including hypertetxualized versions of out-of-print books (misc/books.html) on
literature, art history, religion, philosophy, and history originally published by major
university and commercial presses (e.g., the Clarendon Press, Cornell, Ohio,
Princeton, Virginia, and Yale UP) as well as a wide range of nineteenth-century texts,
many of which concern science.

The site's sections on architecture, book illustration, decorative arts, painting,
and sculpture (art/index.html), which are particularly rich, contain both more than
10,000 original photographs and image scans of out-of-copyright material (e.g.,
book illustrations) plus scanned photographs of objects made with the permission of
copyright holders (major galleries and museums). Many documents concerning art
and architectural history consist of both essays on individual works and multiple
pho tog raphs o f them, somet imes more than a dozen (e .g . ,
art/architecture/bentley/1.html). In this way, the tests proposals for the
uses of hypermedia in art historical scholarship and education that date back two
decades to the British Academy/American Council of Learned Societies conference
on scholarship and technology in the humanities (Landow 1990).

The site also includes multimedia and hypermedia projects, such as a small
number of rotatable images of sculpture and decorative arts created in the old
QuickTime VR and more recently VRToolbox.com's VR Worx 2.5 (follow link in
sculpture/gilbert/42.html). Sound files include not only readings of poetry but also
several dozen performances of Victorian parlor songs, ballads, and music hall songs
performed by Derek V. Scott, Professor of Critical Musicology, University of Leeds
(mt/parlorsongs/index.html).

The site, which has thus long functioned as a laboratory or test bed for
hypermedia in education and experiments in exploring new forms of scholarly
discourse, both materials written in and for hypertext environments and the
translation of legacy materials, such as conventional print books and articles.

Approximately 48,000 documents are in the original English, and the remainder in
French and Spanish translation created by more than 60 translators who are
coordinated by Professor Asuncion López-Varela Azcarte of the Facultad de
Filologia de Universidad Complutense de Madrid and funded by grants from her
university and other Spanish granting agencies (seeAppendix 6).

Although the concentrates on British literature, history, and culture
during the age of Victoria, it includes relevant material related to both earlier and later
periods. Similarly, it includes comparative materials from countries outside the
United Kingdom. For example, the sections on the

use of iron in architecture (art/architecture/iron/index.html), railroad stations
(technology/railways/stations.html), sculpture, and painting have examples from
Austria, Australia, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Hungary,
India, Italy, Malaysia, Nigeria, Portugal, Vietnam, and the United States. The section
on Aesthetes, Decadents, and Symbolists ranges particularly widely
(decadence/index.html).

Throughout the years of its continual growth and development, it has been used
for a range of educational purposes.

is one of a dozen and a half sites recommended by the

Victorian Web

Victorian Web

The Victorian Web
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National Endowment for the Humanities as well as the BBC and ministries of
education in Scotland, France, Sweden,Australia, and other countries.

The materials that form derive from a small corpus of
documents originally created for an educational project that predated the World Wide
Web. This project, which was financed by IBM, Apple, and the
Annenberg/Corporation for Public Broadcasting, ended in 1990, and since that time
these materials have grown as the result of contributions by more than 500 faculty
authors from around the world. Between 2000-2008, he University Scholars
Programme at the National University of Singapore provided equipment, research
assistants. postdoctoral fellowships, and equipment to carry out the project.

For a more complete history of the , see theAppendix.

Here is the weekly assignment for the 2009 ( ) version of the student
contributions:

•

•

•
•

•
These exercises, which provide the basis of class discussion, should generally be

e-mailed to me no later than 6 pm Sunday before we begin discussing the reading,
though you can also occasionally send them in Monday or Tuesday. (You can skip a
single set of questions during the semester, and we may not have one the final week
of classes.) (courses/60.2009.html#writing)."

This assignment, which I have described more briefly elsewhere (Landow 2006
286-91) and which I have used in both classes for beginning students and graduate
seminars [note example of URLs], has the following purposes or instructional goals:

To enable students to develop skills at choosing pertinent data that supports an
argument or interpretation.

To enable students to develop skills at choosing data that will provide the basis for
an interesting and educationally informative discussion with their classmates.

To enable students to make effective introductions to data, which in this class
consists of passages of text from literary works. Such introductions should include
the reason for quoting the text while convincing readers that the writer has a
command of the information the text presents. (Other classes on painting, sculpture,
and decorative arts in which data consists of both texts and images employ similar
assignments, but instead when discussing visual materials, students have to

The Victorian Web

Victorian Web

Victorian Web
3 TheAssignment used for both the Wiki and The Victorian Web

"Weekly discussion questions. The course relies heavily on student-centered
discussion generated by the weekly writing assignments. These reading and
discussion questions have several required parts:

Choose a substantial passage of 1-3 paragraphs or stanzas when discussing a
literary text; choose a single work when discussing a painting, drawing, or example of
decorative art;

Create a graceful and effective introduction to the material you chose that
suggests why the reader should want to follow you as you examine it closely;

Follow the quoted passage with at least one paragraph of commentary.
Ask 4-5 questions, chiefly concerning matters of technique and comparison to

other works, for which you do not have to have answers.As the semester progresses
at least one question should involve a comparison of the poem or other text you
discuss with one read in a previous week.

Provide a title for your question set and include your expected graduating class.
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develop additional modes of using such data.[note])
To enable students to develop skills at choosing data that provides an effective

way to begin an essay (or to open a section within an essay divided into distinct parts
with subtitles).

To enable students to develop techniques for moving effectively from such
substantial passages of quoted text to the subsequent sections of their arguments.

To introduce students to an effective way of avoiding writer's block, the difficulty of
beginning to write when encountering that intimidating blank writing surface, whether
a sheet of paper or screen.

To enable students to develop skills at formulating questions based on their
chosen data. Such questions, which for an audience substantiate the reason the
author has chosen the passage in the first place, serve in class meetings as topics for
discussion; in writing actual essays, such questions can provide the basis of
subsequent sections of the argument.

The instructions for contributing to the course Wiki, on the other hand, had
somewhat more specific directions and explanations of the goals of the assignment,
including the following:

"

"

Although the previous instructions for the wiki contribution made it seem more
freeform than the earlier versions of this assignment, in practice students followed
exactly the same assignment.

Although the Spring 2010 students had no difficulty inputting material on the wiki,
which did not require knowledge of markup languages, in general they did not either
experience or use it as a hypertext. During the first few weeks some students did not
grasp the difference between a contribution and annotating or commenting on other
student's contributions. Very few members of the class ever made annotations to
work by others on the wiki despite the instructors' suggestions to do so, and almost
none of them ever added links, despite repeated encouragement to do so.
Essentially, they experienced the wiki as an old-fashioned listserve or discussion list.

Since most of us, whether freshman or faculty, have difficulty moving from an
idea or argument to our evidence, or from the text back to our argument, you should
occasionally try to create a graceful and effective introduction to the passage you
chose that suggests why a reader should want to follow you as you examine it
closely. Hint: introduce a passage with "[an author] says" or "states."

Ask a question or questions (for which you do not have to know the answer)
about something other than the meaning of life or some other big idea — say, some
technique, matter of context, or both."

never

3 RESULTS

3.1 Student use of the wiki

3.2 Unexpected Results
Students in both 2009 and 2011 completed a 22-item questionnaire, most of

whose topics (e.g., student evaluation of the instructors' brief lectures or time
devoted to individual texts) are not relevant this study. A few of the relevant
questions, however, produced interesting, counter-intuitive results. Whereas the
course wiki contained question-sets and commentary only by members of the 2010
class, the Victorian Web combined the student contributions from 2009 with a far-
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larger body of material, such as question sets and long essays by members of other
classes and material from published books and articles. One might therefore have
expected that users of the wiki would place far more emphasis on texts written by
members of their own class than did the 2009 cohort since the 2010 contributions
were isolated from the other course materials. In fact, approximately 50% of the
students in both years read work by members of their class each week and another
50% did so only once or twice during the term. Similarly (and this result is perhaps
surprising) the percentages of those in each year who followed links in the Victorian
Web and read work by students in previous classes also divided the same way —
50% did so every week, and 50% did so only rarely.

One might also have predicted that students whose weekly assignments
appeared only in the Victorian Web would follow more links than those who
assignments appeared in the separate wiki, but no significant difference appeared
between the two groups. Students in 2009 and 2010 entered the Victorian Web in
approximately the same way: whereas most students in both classes began with the
syllabus, approximately 25% to 30% of both groups began with the homepage and
explored, and only a few went straight to individual authors (i.e., topics of individual
weeks). One the most important discoveries, therefore, was that students did not
transfer their more hypertextual approach of using the website to the wiki, nor their
modes of using the wiki affect their approach to the larger website.

3.3Advantages and Disadvantages for Instructors
Using the Victorian wiki rather than the had one immediately

obvious benefit for instructors — it saved them an enormous amount of time and
effort — but this positive result came at a cost. The following description of the
procedure employed each week for placing student work on the in the
previous iterations for the class makes the difference in effort required clear:

Each week students e-mailed their weekly assignments to the instructor, placing
them in the body of the e-mail (the preferred method) or as Word attachments.

The instructor then corrected student writing, adding suggestions about style and
content.

During the first week or two the instructor introduced members of the class to a
few basic HTML tags, beginning with that for a paragraph; the next week he added
his CSS tag for long quotations, and finally that for italics. Their work in fact appeared
on the site with additional, more complex CSS tags; but global changes made the
conversion easy. [Tags actually used on the site include <p class="one"> for first line,
flush left, of a document or subsection of a document, <p class="lq"> for indented,
set-off long quotations, <p class="poetry"> for quoting poetry, <p class="ques"> for
discussion questions, and <p class="bibl"> for paragraphs with hanging indents
uses in bibliographies. In addition different tags, such as <span class
="book"></span> and <span class ="ship"></span> were employed for different
classes of items that appear in italics.

Every semester a few particularly astute students used the "View Source":
command in their web browsers, saw the actual formatting, and sent in their work
fully formatted.]

The instructor placed the student documents in prepared templates, adding links
between the document and others written by students in the current class and earlier
ones as well as work by established scholars.
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Within a few hours of his receiving student contributions, the instructor uploaded
the completed html documents to appropriate directories in victorianweb.org.

The instructor also added students' revised versions as well as links they
suggested.

Although this way of incorporating student work into a publicly accessible website
might at first appear particularly burdensome, in practice it takes no more time than
usual class and lecture preparations. And since the class sessions chiefly involve
student-led discussions employing their question sets, which are projected on a
screen at the front of the classroom, interspersed with an occasional brief (5-10
minute) mini-lecture by the instructor, the instructor has little additional preparation.
Furthermore, since the brief assignments permit students and instructor to work on
improving student writing in frequent, small assignments, again the time and effort
expended proved well spent because grading improved writing provides less work,
and certainly less unpleasant work, than grading poor writing on major projects.

Compared to the effort involved in preparing student work for the ,
the course wiki has the clear advantage for instructors both of removing them as
intermediaries or gatekeepers and also removing the need to do html tagging.

At the same time, the Wiki had three major disadvantages or negative effects
when compared to using the more time-consuming website. First, whereas placing
student weekly writing assignments within the course website makes it easier for
students to see the relation of their own and fellow students contributions to the large
body of existing material, thus emphasizing both collaborative work and current
students' relation to work done by those from years before, the wiki tended to function
as a stand-alone resource. Moreover, even on the wiki students tended not to move
among the various readings from separate weeks, concentrating instead solely on
the reading at hand. Both effects essentially undercut the educational paradigm that
lies at the heart of the instructor's conception of the class.

Finally, using a wiki has one particular disadvantage not particularly relevant to
the particular website used for the class but which might prove important to others:
the wiki provided much less student work suitable for inclusion in a course-related
site — less suitable largely because of both poorer quality writing and less detailed
contributions. An anonymous reader of this paper posed the following astute
question: "Given that any high(er) quality student work was extracted from the wiki,
reformatted, and placed in the – could such procedure have
created/strengthened an impression of the Wiki as a separate ―scratchpad,‖
thereby not encouraging higher-quality work?‖ No, the instructors placed the same
emphasis on ways to improve style and handling of evidence as in earlier iterations of
the class.

For instructors wanting to boot-strap an educational website and thereby create a
community memory for a particular course or subject, the wiki would not work very
well. (Landow did, however, take a few student question sets per week, format them,
and place them in the as a way of emphasizing their high quality.
Students were encouraged to nominate work by other class members for this honor.)

The Wiki also had obvious advantages and disadvantages for students, the most
important disadvantage being that their writing did not improve as much as had that
by students in previous classes who submitted their question sets and comments to
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the instructor. Two factors, both related to the difference between the wiki and the
would seem to be the cause. First and most obvious, removing the

instructor's gatekeeping function and related pre-publication comments also
removed an important instructional component. Because student question sets do
not first go to the instructors, who thus serve as gatekeepers, they do not receive
rapid, often near-immediate feedback, consisting of corrections and suggestions.
(For a detailed explanation of the grounds for this evaluation, seeAppendix 6.)

One must emphasize, however, that although the instructor no longer served as
mandatory gatekeeper, he (a) occasionally attached comments about both style and
content to individual student contributions on the wiki, (b) more frequently he e-
mailed comments to individual students, either when they were particularly critical or
repeated remarks made frequently in class sessions; and (c) invited students to e-
mail their wiki contributions to him if they wanted private feedback. In other words, all
the components of the older the approach to the assignment were
present, but they were no longer mandatory.

A second factor involves the fact that the wiki functions as a closed, private site,
and thus insulates writers from exposure to potential criticism from readers outside
the class and even outside the university. Whether their work is in fact ever likely to
receive such readings, much less such criticism, by outsiders does not seem to be as
important as the writer's awareness of an audience — something which teachers of
expository writing always try to instill but rarely can do. It is one thing for an instructor
to tell students that they must write with an audience in mind, with one, moreover,
composed of readers not present in their course and who therefore need clear
explanations of arguments and allusions members of the class (might) understand; it
is very different when they know that people outside the present class can read what
they write — say, not only friends and parents but also strangers

Another, though probably unimportant difference involves the fact that students
do not learn html, which of course may be a skill that in the near future becomes quite
unnecessary. Finally, as the preceding discussion makes clear, the students did not
in fact apply habits and attitudes associated with using hypertext to their use of the
wiki. This result would seem to provide yet another example of the by-now common
horseless-carriage approach to new media in which, rather than perceiving the
capacities of a new reading and writing environment, students tend to follow the page
or print culture paradigm (Landow 2006 314-20; Landow 2009).

Although the wiki proved generally less successful than did the in
fulfilling the instructor's goals, it nonetheless has promise, specially for large lecture
courses which leave little room for class discussion and have too many students for a
single instructor to employ the weekly question-set method.

Thanks to Ademar Aguiar, Mark Bernstein, Stewart Mader, and Nathan Matias of
the WikiSym2008 program committee and Mark LaPorte of the TikiWiki group for
encouraging me to undertake this project. I'd also like to thank the Brown University
Wiki service, a part of the university's Instructional Technology Group (ITG), for
setting up the Victorian Wiki and my teaching assistant, Katherine M. Miller, for
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creating weekly organization. Finally, I'd like to thank my students in both iterations of
English 0600J.

The is the WWW translation of Brown University's ,
which served as a resource for courses in Victorian literature. These materials
ultimately derive from , the Intermedia web that provided contextual
information for English 32, "Survey of English literature from 1700 to the Present."

was begun in Spring 1987 as part of Brown University's Institute for
Research in Information and Scholarship (IRIS) Intermedia project (Yankelovitch et
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al. 1988, Hahn et al. 1992, Kahn 1993), which IBM, Apple Computers, the
Annenberg/CPB Project, and other sources funded.

For this predecessor of the current site, George P. Landow designed and edited
all the materials, made many of the links, and was responsible for most of the
materials on the individual authors and works as well as those on Biblical typology.
He wrote multiple lexias throughout the web and selected both the external criticism
cited and most of the visual images. Under his direction David Cody wrote many of
the general materials and chose many of the original digitized images, and Glenn
Everett wrote some of the basic materials on Romantic and Victorian poets including
timelines. The following year Kathryn Stockton created some documents on
feminism and literary theory.

Anthony S. Wohl, Professor of History at Vassar College, generously contributed
much of the material on Victorian public health, race and class issues, and anti-
Catholic prejudice in Victorian England. He was the first non-Brown contributor; there
have since been hundreds. His work draws upon both his published and unpublished
writings.

In 1992 Robert Arellano, Brown University '90 transferred most of the documents
from the Intermedia system (which ceased operating in 1992) into Eastgate Systems
Storyspace (Bernstein 1991 and 2001) and relinked them .

The also draws upon several other hypertext webs developed
under Landow's direction. In particular, most of the Dickens materials come originally
from the Intermedia , which Julie Launhardt, Paul Kahn, and he
assembled (Landow et al, 1990) . (It won the 1990 EDUCOM/NCRIPTAL award for
best software in the humanities and has been published in Storyspace by Eastgate
Systems); similarly, most of the Tennyson materials are taken from the

(Lanestedt et al., 1992), also published by Eastgate Systems).
In 1993 David Stevenson '96 rearranged this wealth of materials approximately

into the form in which you now encounter them. He reorganized many of the
materials on authors, imported and wrote some biographical materials, built and
linked all works' overviews (sitemaps), and developed several of the contextual
overviews. He was responsible for importing a significant amount of the web's
materials. In one month's work over the summer of 1993 at IRIS, the web grew from
one to three megabytes, gained over a thousand links, and acquired the structure
and form that you see it in now.

In 1994 Marc Zbyszynski'95, began the laborious process of manually recreating
in HTML all the link menus that Storyspace automatically generates on the fly. In May
and June 1995 Landow then created the icons, designed the layout, and using
Storyspace 1.3w8 and Robert C. Best's HTML Web Weaver 2.5. created the HTML
version of the Web. Since then Landow has chiefly used BBedit when working on
Macs andAllaire's Homesite when working in a Windows environment between 2000
and 2002.

2. Transferring the Intermedia Materials to Eastgate Systems
Storyspace

3 Transferring the Storyspace Web into HTML
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4.The University Scholars Pro-gramme (USP) at the National
University of Singapore

5. The 's Contributing Editors for Canada, the U. K, and
Poland

6. French and Spanish versions of the site

6. Goals of the Course

The University Scholars Programme (USP) at the National University of
Singapore, of which GPL was the founding dean, sponsored the Victorian Web's two
servers (one in the USA and the other in Singapore) 2001-2008. Between January
2001 and December 2001 the USP also funded two senior research fellows, Dr.
Marjorie Bloy and Dr. John van Whye, and a half dozen student assistants, who
worked on The Victorian Web Books section and other major projects, including the
site's materials on science, technology, and political and social history. In addition Dr.
Tamara Silvia Wagner, a NUS-funded research fellow who worked primarily on the
sister Postcolonial Literature and Culture Web, provided many valuable
contributions.

Philip V. Allingham, now-Associate Professor at Lakehead University, Thunder
Bay, Ontario, who spent December 2001 at NUS as Senior Fellow, has served as
Contributing Editor to the Victorian Web since 2000. Since 1999, Allingham has
contributed approximately 1000 documents on Ainsworth, Boucicault, Bulwer-
Lytton, Collins, Dickens, Du Maurier, Hardy, Reade, Scott, Stevenson, and more
than a dozen British book illustrators. Dr. Jacqueline Banerjee, who became our UK
contributing editor in 2005, has contributed an several thousand documents and
images, many of which concern sculpture and architecture. She has also written
numerous literary essays and book reviews of recent scholarship. Our most recent
foreign contributing editor is Andrzej Diniejko, Senior Lecturer in English Literature
and Culture at Warsaw University, who has contributed essays and reviews chiefly
on the Victorian novel and its politic-economic contexts.

In October 2009 Professor Asuncion López-Varela Azcarte of the Facultad de
Filologia de Universidad Complutense de Madrid began to coordinate partial
Spanish and French translation of the site that will be part of a three-year project
entitled "Studies on Intermediality as Intercultural Mediation." This project is
supported by grants from her university and from Madrid (Comunidad de Madrid
CCG08-UCM/HUM-3851) and the Ministry of Science and Innovation (Ministerio de
Ciencia e Innovación MICINN FFI2008-05388/FISO). After each lexia (or separate
document) is translated, two readers will vet it, after which it will appear in the non-
English versions of the Victorian Web. Thus far, López-Varela and a team of five
dozen translators have produced approximately 3,100 documents, which Landow
has formatted. In August 2010 Landow began a French translation of the site, which
now has about 1000 documents.

English 0600J has three main goals: helping students (a) become familiar with
major works of British Victorian literature, 1830-1900; (b) develop interpretative
skills; and (c) write effectively. Only the second and third of these are relevant to the
technology discussed above. I have evaluated the relative effectiveness of the
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Victorian wiki and the Victorian Web in relation to improving students' the abilities to
make sophisticated, multicausal explanations of complex texts. Basic interpretative
skills here include distinguishing among an individual text's subject, themes, and
contexts. For example, in Tennyson's the include death,
extinction of species, religious belief, and the role of poetry in the contemporary
world; include the idea that God permits death and extinction of species only
because divinely inspired evolution will create higher beings. here include
contemporary geology, paleontology, typological biblical interpretation,
contemporary poetic theory, and the poet's autobiography. Students in all courses
consistently have most difficulty connecting texts to one or more contexts, and
students using the wiki — even when the assignment required introducing matters of
context — did a poorer job that classes who question sets appeared in the Victorian
Web.

The writing skills that both iterations of the course consistently emphasized take
the form of clear, definable techniques: (1) replacing weak passive writing produced
by excessive uses of passives and forms of the verb "to be" by instead using active
verbs that designate precise causal, temporal, or other relationships, (2) as part of
this emphasis upon precise statements, having student writing avoid common
misuses of words (such as using "while," a temporal adverb, when the writer means
"whereas or although," or using "through," an adverb that convey movements
through physical spaces when the writer means "by means of" or "with." When
students acquire these and similar means of more precise writing, the course
provides them with means of varying sentence structure beyond that used by skillful
intermediate writers (noun + verb + object AND verb + object) to produce both more
precise statements of causal, temporal, and subordinate relationships and
interesting and thus more effective communication, as, for example, changing "The
engineer wanted to create a lighter airframe and [he] employed new composites" to
"The engineer, WHO wanted to create a lighter airframe, employed new composites"
or "When the engineer wanted to create a lighter airframe, he employed new
composites." Both instructors observed that, although emphasized frequently in
class discussion, writing did not improve as expected on the wiki.
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